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Abstract

Due to the digitalization of the society, our privacy is at stake. This text focuses
on the situation in which the user is given the control over which personal
information, such as his age group or zip code, he discloses to other entities. In
order to disclose personal information in a trustworthy way, this information
is contained in digital credentials. A credential is an attestation of rights,
qualifications and other personal information, endorsed by a trusted third
party. Examples of credentials are identity cards, driver’s licenses, diplomas,
medical prescriptions, money and tickets. Classical paper-based credentials are
increasingly replaced by digital ones.

Nowadays, huge amounts of personal information about people are collected
in hundreds of databases, often together with profiles (e.g. one’s purchasing
behavior). This poses a big risk since these databases are valuable to (internal
and external) adversaries. Moreover, databases can be linked creating even
bigger databases. This process is put to a higher level by the introduction of
digital credentials.

Therefore, it would be a step forward for credential-based multi-party
applications if 1) only the minimum amount of required personal information
is disclosed by the user to the service provider and if 2) linking of databases is
made difficult.

This text starts by designing three privacy-preserving credential-based multi-
party applications in which these two requirements are taken into account:
an ePoll system, an eTicketing system and an ePrescription system. In the
three systems, the privacy of the user is maximized and is reconciled with
the functional and control requirements of the service provider. At the same
time, the controlling oversight organization can ensure that the public interest
is maintained and can take steps in case of misbehavior. These applications
showed that the design of privacy-preserving applications is – although complex
– feasible.
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The development of such applications is not easy. Therefore, a middleware
framework that offers support for the application developer at the user side,
the service provider side and the control organization side is designed. The
framework requirements are derived from privacy-related recurring functional-
ity of the designed applications. A uniform interface is provided and different
technologies are pluggable into the framework such that they implement a part
of the interface. The framework is flexible: 1) It is easy to let an application use
another implementation of the same technology (e.g. a more efficient version
of Idemix) or another technology (e.g. U-Prove instead of Idemix). 2) The
framework is portable to other devices/platforms while applications running
on top of the framework do not change. 3) It is possible to load only that part
of the framework and implementations that is required by the application using
it.

In the mentioned applications, credentials are used intensively and the user
often has to disclose personal information contained in these credentials.
Therefore, an initial impetus is given for a metric which assists the user in
making choices related to the disclosure of personal information contained in
credentials to service providers. This is useful in order to keep the user’s privacy
towards the different service providers as large as possible and to inform the
user about his current level of privacy towards different service providers. This
solution can be integrated into the framework.

In each of the three applications, the secure storage of credentials is crucial.
Therefore, a solution is offered to protect the credentials against loss and theft.
The credentials are usable everywhere at any time, while the security of the
credentials and the privacy of the user is maximized. This is done by using a
smart card or SIM card as a secure token, in combination with secure, privacy-
preserving storage of credentials on a server.

Finally, a solution is provided which allows the service provider to limit the
number of accesses to a service per timeframe (e.g. 10 times a week), while the
different accesses by the same user can be unlinkable. Hence, despite the fact
that little personal information is disclosed by the user, the service provider is
offered a solution enabling it to realize enhanced access control. This can be
used by many privacy-preserving applications and could be an extension of the
framework.



Beknopte samenvatting

Door de digitalisatie van de maatschappij is onze privacy in gevaar. Deze
tekst concentreert zich op de situatie waarin de gebruiker de controle wordt
gegeven over welke persoonlijke informatie zoals zijn leeftijdscategorie of
postcode hij prijsgeeft aan andere partijen. Om persoonlijke informatie op
een betrouwbare manier prijs te geven wordt deze in digitale credentials
gestopt. Dit is een verzameling van rechten, kwalificaties en andere persoonlijke
informatie die bekrachtigd werd door een vertrouwde derde partij. Voorbeelden
zijn identiteitskaarten, rijbewijzen, diploma’s, medische voorschriften, geld
en tickets. Fysieke credentials worden in toenemende mate vervangen door
digitale.

Vandaag de dag worden enorme hoeveelheden persoonlijke informatie verza-
meld in honderden gegevensbanken, vaak samen met profielen zoals koopge-
drag. Dit resulteert in een groot risico, aangezien deze gegevensbanken erg
waardevol zijn voor zowel interne als externe aanvallers. Bovendien kunnen
gegevensbanken gelinkt worden wat resulteert in nog grotere gegevensbanken.
Dit proces wordt versneld door de invoering van digitale credentials.

Voor op credential gebaseerde toepassingen waarbij een gebruiker met andere
partijen interageert zou het een stap voorwaarst zijn indien 1) enkel de mini-
maal vereiste persoonlijke gegevens door de gebruiker prijsgegeven wordt aan
de digitale dienstverlener en indien 2) het linken van gegevensbanken moeilijk
gemaakt wordt. Deze tekst start met het ontwerpen van drie zo’n toepassingen
waarbij de twee bovenstaande vereisten in rekening gebracht worden: een
enquêtesysteem, een ticketverkoopsysteem en een voorschriftensysteem. In
deze drie toepassingen wordt de privacy van de gebruiker gemaximaliseerd
and wordt deze verzoend met de functionele en controlevereisten van de
dienstverlener. Tegelijkertijd is de controleorganisatie (vb. de overheid)
ervan verzekerd dat het algemeen belang gevrijwaard blijft en dat deze
stappen kan ondernemen in geval van misbruikt van de applicatie. Deze
drie toepassingen tonen dat het ontwerp en ontwikkelen van op credential
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gebaseerde toepassingen waarbij een gebruiker met andere partijen interageert
mogelijk is.

Het ontwerp van zo’n toepassingen is weliswaar complex. Daarom wordt een
middleware raamwerk ontworpen dat ondersteuning biedt aan de toepassing-
sontwikkelaar, dit zowel aan de zijde van de gebruiker, de dienstverlener als
de controleorganisatie. De vereisten van het raamwerk zijn afgeleid uit privacy
gerelateerde, terugkerende functionaliteit in de ontworpen toepassingen. Een
gelijkvormige interface wordt aangeboden en verschillende technologieimple-
mentaties zijn in het raamwerk inplugbaar zodat ze een deel van de interface
implementeren. Het raamwerk is flexibel. daarmee bedoelen we het volgende.
1) Het is makkelijk om een toepassing een andere implementatie van dezelfde
technologie (vb. een efficiëntere versie van Idemix) of een andere technologie
(vb. U-Prove i.p.v. Idemix) te laten gebruiken. 2) Het raamwerk is
overdraagbaar naar andere platformen, terwijl de toepassingen die van het
raamwerk gebruik maken niet veranderd hoeven te worden. 3) Het is mogelijk
om enkel deze delen van het raamwerk en zijn implementaties te laden die
vereist zijn door de toepassingen.

In de bovenvermelde toepassingen worden credentials intensief gebruikt en
de gebruiker moet vaak persoonlijk informatie die in credentials vervat zit
prijsgeven. Daarom wordt een eerste aanzet gegeven voor een metriek
die de gebruiker assisteert bij het prijsgeven van persoonlijke informatie
vervat in credentials. Dit is nuttig om de privacy van de gebruiker naar
verschillende dienstverleners toe zo groot mogelijk te houden en om de
gebruiker te informeren over zijn huidig privacy niveau t.o.v. de verschillende
dienstverleners. Deze oplossing kan in het raamwerk geïntegreerd worden.

In elk van de drie toepassingen is de veilige opslag van credentials cruciaal.
Daarom wordt een oplossing die in het raamwerk geïntegreerd kan worden
geboden om de credentials zoveel mogelijk tegen verlies en diefstal te
beschermen. De credentials zijn bruikbaar waar en wanneer de gebruiker maar
wil, terwijl de beveiliging van de credentials en de privacy van de gebruiker
gemaximaliseerd wordt. Dit wordt bekomen m.b.v. een smart card of SIM
card als een veilig token, in combinatie met veilige, privacy bewarende opslag
op een server.

Ten slotte wordt een oplossing aangeboden die het de dienstverlener toelaat
om het aantal toegangen tot een dienst per tijdsslot te beperken (bijvoorbeeld
10 keer per week), terwijl de verschillende toegangen door dezelfde gebruiker
onlinkbaar kunnen blijven. Ondanks het feit dat maar weinig persoonlijke
informatie door de gebruiker prijsgegeven wordt, wordt de dienstverlener een
oplossing aangereikt die haar tot gevanceerde toegangscontrole in staat stelt.
Dit zou een uitbreiding van het raamwerk kunnen zijn.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Privacy interpretations

There exist different definitions/interpretations of privacy. Hence, we need to
define what we mean by the term ’privacy’ in this text. Privacy was first defined
in 1890 by Warren and Brandeis as “the right to be let alone” [99]. However, in
contemporary research and practices in the domain of computer science, their
definition falls short. According to Gürses (chapter 2 in [74]), three privacy
paradigms can be distinguished in existing privacy solutions:

• Privacy as confidentiality. Data about persons is protected such that
unauthorized parties cannot access it. This paradigm comes the closest
to initial definition given by Warren and Brandeis.

• Privacy as control. This is a wider notion of privacy. It does not
only apply to concealment of personal information, but also to the ability
to control its usage once it has been disclosed. This implies that the
disclosure of personal information is necessary and beneficial under many
circumstances and that control may help to prevent abuses of the collected
data.

• Privacy as practice. The objective of these solutions is to make it
possible to intervene in the flows of personal information disclosed to
other parties, and the re-negotiation of what may be done by other parties

1



2 INTRODUCTION

with this disclosed personal information. This requires transparency
w.r.t. analysis methods and decisions applied to the gathered personal
information by the parties involved in storing, processing and analyzing
this disclosed personal information.

The focus of this text will lie on privacy as control; more specific, this text
focuses on the situation in which the user is given the control over which
personal information, such as his age group or zip code, he discloses to other
entities.

1.2 Stakeholders

Throughout the text, the three main types of stakeholders are the user, the
service provider and the control organization. Each stakeholder type has its
own interests.

• User. The user wants to use the services provided by the service provider.
However, he prefers to disclose as little personal information as possible in
order to maximize his privacy. This stakeholder wants to use personalized
services while the risk for identity theft is minimized.

• Service provider. The service provider offers one ore more services to
users. For instance, it could offer users the possibility to buy tickets for
a number of events. Functional requirements need to be fulfilled, i.e. the
functionality that must be offered by the service provider to the user.
As an example of such a requirement, a service provider may want to
set a pricing policy such that elderly people get reductions. Secondly,
controlling requirements must be fulfilled. This implies that the service
provider must be able to restrict the usage of the service to some types of
users and that abuse of the service must be either prevented or detected
afterwards. For instance, only users older than 18 may use the service
and if abuse is detected, the service must be able to file a complaint
(including the necessary evidence) with the control organization. In order
to fulfil the functional and controlling requirements, the service provider
will require the user to disclose personal information. In short, the service
provider wants to offer personalized services to well-behaving users with
the help of personal information-based access control.

• Control organization. The control organization’s task is to protect the
public interest. It must stimulate each stakeholder to behave properly.
Stakeholders may try to misbehave for their own benefit; for instance,
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they may try to commit fraud. In order to do its task properly, the
control organization needs to be able to collect evidence. With the help
of this evidence, the control organization can take the appropriate steps
against the misbehaving entity. The control organization must be trusted
by the other entities in the system.

In this thesis text, only the user has privacy requirements. Seemingly
contradicting requirements by the user on the one hand and the service provider
on the other hand need to be reconciled.

1.3 Personal Information in Databases

Almost every person in the western society is stored in hundreds of databases
nowadays. For instance, an average UK individual was in 2007 in as many as
600 databases [19].

Databases with huge amounts of personal information about citizens exist.
These databases generally contain per citizen personal information such as
date of birth and zip code, but also one or more (unique) identifiers such as the
citizen’s national registry number. This personal information can be linked to
a profile of the citizen. Examples of profiles are the citizen’s medical history or
his purchasing behavior. Such databases are not only valuable for the company
owning the database, but also act as a magnet on external and internal attackers
(competitors, organized crime, etc.).

Personal information is indeed very valuable if it can be linked to a unique
citizen. Estimates are given in [14] and [20]. For instance, according to [20],
one’s date of birth is worth $2. Multiply this by the number of database
records and it becomes clear why adversaries are so interested in databases
with personal data linkable to unique citizens.

What makes this personal information so valuable? Personal information has
a commercial value. It can be used for directed advertising and to offer
personalized services. Citizens do not necessarily benefit from this. For
instance, detailed information about one’s hobbies could be used by insurance
companies to refuse a life insurance to customers with hobbies that are
considered as dangerous such as parasailing. As a second example, knowledge
about trade union membership of job applicants could be used to refuse the
trade-union-affiliated applicants. Secondly, personal information can be used
for criminal purposes such as identity theft. The personal information can be
sold on the black market to, for instance, competitors of the company owning
the database.
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If such database information is stolen or leaked, the financial situation and
the reputation of the targeted company or government agency can, hence,
be severely damaged. Also, the citizen himself can be hit severely by theft
of personal information. Numerous attacks to steal personal information are
possible; for instance SQL injection attacks, stealing disks and backup tapes,
copying (parts of) the database by an insider and exploiting mis-configurations.

A few examples are given to illustrate how these databases are created.
Governments in several countries have rolled out eID (electronical identity)
cards with the aim of facilitating services towards their citizens, however, too
often, the privacy aspect has been neglected. For instance, every Belgian citizen
older than 18 possesses an eID card which allows him/her to authenticate and
to sign digital documents. However, in doing so, a lot of personal information
such as the citizen’s national registry number (NRN), name and date of birth
(DoB) can be disclosed. Although a PIN code is required to use the Belgian
eID card to authenticate and sign, this personal information can be read out
by the computer to which the eID card is connected, without requiring the
user to give his PIN code. Although it was originally meant for providing
strong user authentication to government services, an increasing number of
commercial companies start using the Belgian eID card, enabling them to
link a user identifier to the personal information on the eID card and to a
user profile. Too often, all this information is stored in a database. Secondly,
supermarkets promote the use of discount cards allowing them to know exactly
when a particular user bought what items. If the discount card is equipped
with an RFID tag, the supermarket can even track every step of the user
during his shopping activity and store the resulting profile in the database,
hence extending the customer’s profile.

If databases are linked, threatening big monster profiles about citizens can be
composed. Such databases are even more targetted by adversaries. This linking
can happen by using unique identifiers such as the national registry number.
Secondly, quasi-identifiers can be used. A quasi-identifier is a set of personal
attributes such as date of birth, sex and zip-code, of which the combination of
their values is unique with a high probability for each involved citizen.

In summary, personal information can be abused by companies and criminals
and linking of databases by using unique identifiers or quasi-identifiers can
lead to monster profiles. Therefore, it would be a step forward if 1) only the
minimum amount of required personal information is disclosed by the user to
the service provider and if 2) linking of databases is made difficult. Since this
would greatly improve the user’s privacy, it would be beneficial to the user, but
it can as well be beneficial to the service provider since it no longer risks loss
of personal data about its customers, while it is still able to offer its services
properly.
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1.4 Credentials and Privacy

A credential is an attestion of rights, qualifications and other personal
information, endorsed by a trusted third party. Examples of credentials are
identity cards, driver’s licences, diplomas, medical prescriptions, money and
tickets. Classical paper-based credentials are increasingly replaced by digital
ones, which facilitate verification while improving the security. They allow for
authentication over the Internet and/or the exchange of digital signatures.

Many digital credentials consist of an identifier of the owner, a set of personal
attributes (such as date of birth, zip code and gender) and a signature by
the trusted third party on this bundle of personal information. In order
to use credentials, the user must prove ownership of it. The way this is
mostly done nowadays is by including a public key in the credential. Only
the legitimate owner possesses the corresponding private key required to prove
ownership of the certificate. The best-known public-key credential type are
X.509 certificates, which can be used to authenticate or to sign data.

Most contemporary digital credential systems only allow to reveal all the
contained attributes such as the user’s identifier, his date of birth (DoB),
national registry number (NRN) and address when used. On the one hand,
a verifier can be ensured about the correctness of the data contained in the
credential, but on the other hand, the disclosure of all this personal data is in
most cases unnecessary and makes linking between a profile and a user identifier
or the personal information in the credential trivial. Moreover, all usages of
credentials containing the same identifier become linkable; for instance different
authentications to services using the same credential.

One aspect of the problem of loss of privacy of users is the lack of a privacy-
preserving design of multi-party applications such as Internet applications.
Many such applications use credentials intensively. Anonymous credentials
with privacy-preserving properties are being developed, but it is insufficient to
simply replace the traditional digital credential systems by anonymous ones. In
fact, the design and development of privacy-preserving applications is far from
trivial and should be facilitated as much as possible.

1.5 Objectives

The five main objectives of this thesis text are now formulated. Figure 1.1 gives
a graphical overview of th objectives and their relationships.
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Figure 1.1: Graphical overview of the objectives and their relationships. The
numbers between brackets correspond to the objective number.

1. Illustrate that it is feasible to design complex multi-party applications
in which the usage of credentials is crucial and in which the following
holds: 1) the user minimizes the disclosure of personal information, 2)
the service provider can offer its functionality and can do the required
checks, 3) the controlling organization is ensured that each entity in the
system behaves properly or is at least able to detect abuse such as large-
scale fraud and take the appropriate measures. This is done by designing
three such applications.

2. The development of such applications is not easy. Therefore, a second
objective is to develop a middleware framework that offers support to the
user, the service provider and the control organization. The framework
requirements must be derived from privacy-related recurring functionality
needed in the designed applications. Therefore, a uniform interface
must be provided and different technologies must be pluggable into the
framework such that they implement a part of the interface. Finally, the
framework must be flexible. By ‘flexible’, the following is understood: 1)
It must be easy to add technology implementations into the framework.
2) It must be easy to let an application use another implementation of
the same technology (e.g. a more efficient version of Idemix) or another
technology (e.g. U-Prove instead of Idemix). Therefore, the framework
should offer a technology agnostic, intuitive interface. 3) The framework
should be runnable on different hardware platforms. Hence, it should be
portable to other devices/platforms while applications running on top of
the framework do not change. Implementations of functionality used by
applications running on top of it may change according to the platform.
4) It should be possible to load only that part of the framework that is
required by the application using it.
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3. In the applications mentioned in the first objective, credentials are
used intensively and the user often has to disclose personal information
contained in these credentials. Therefore, a third objective is to give
an initial impetus for a metric which assists the user in making choices
related to the disclosure of personal information contained in credentials
to service providers. This is useful in order to keep the user’s privacy
as large as possible and to inform the user about his current level of
privacy towards different service providers. This solution must also be
pluggable into the middleware framework. By pluggable we mean that
the framework offers the support to easily integrate an implementation of
the solution such that the implementation can be used via the framework,
without the necessity to know the technology specific interface.

4. In each of the three applications mentioned in the first objective, the
secure storage of credentials is crucial. These credentials must be
protected against loss and theft and must be usable everywhere at any
time, while the security of the credentials and the privacy of the user
is maximized. Hence, a solution therefore is a fourth objective. This
solution needs to be pluggable into the middleware framework as well.

5. A final objective is to provide a solution which allows the service provider
to limit the number of accesses to a service per timeframe (e.g. 10 times
a week), while the different accesses by the same user can be unlinkable.
Hence, despite the fact that little personal information is disclosed by
the user, the service provider is offered a solution enabling it to realize
enhanced access control.

1.6 Outline

Most chapters are based on or extend previously published papers.

Chapter 2 starts by presenting the preliminaries required to understand
the following chapters. This includes roles, notations and assumptions,
cryptographic primitives and a number of credential systems.

Chapter 3 presents three privacy-preserving applications in three different
domains. An ePoll application (based on [109] and [114]) in the eGovernment
domain, an eTicketing application (based on [112]) in the eCommerce domain
and an ePrescription application (based on [62]) in the eHealth domain. These
three prototypical applications have strong privacy requirements in the sense
that the disclosure of personal information by the user must be minimized. At
the same time, the service provider is able to offer the full functionality of its
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services. The different entities in the system can do checks in order to control
that the other parties behave correctly. Dispute handling can be done by the
controlling organization. This chapter shows that the development of privacy-
preserving applications is feasible but that it can be a complex task. Hence,
support for the application developer would be extremely helpful.

Therefore, chapter 4 presents the design of a privacy-preserving user-centric
identity middleware framework PriMan. This chapter is an extension of
[109]. The framework facilitates the development of privacy-enhanced multi-
party credential-based applications. Multiple implementations of relevant
technologies can be plugged into the framework, which offers a uniform
interface. This enables the application developer to choose and easily use
the most appropriate technology and to easily switch to another one when
the requirements or context change. The three privacy-preserving applications
described in chapter 3 have been used as starting point for the design of the
framework and also served as a testbed during the validation phase.

In the ePoll and eTicketing applications examined in chapter 3, the user can
be given a choice w.r.t. the disclosure of personal information contained in a
credential. More generally, when a user accesses services, he will often need
to prove particular personal information. Techniques that allow for a flexible
selective disclosure of such information exist, but they do not provide the user
with information about the effects thereof on the user’s privacy. It should be
clear that the disclosure of personal information can seriously reduce the user’s
level of anonymity and even lead to identification. Moreover, it is very hard for
the user to quantify this anonymity reduction without appropriate support. In
some situations, the user will access the same service multiple times using the
same pseudonym; e.g. to change his vote in an ePoll application or to buy more
tickets in the ticketing application. Chapter 5 (based on [111]) focuses on this
situation in which the user accesses multiple times the same service provider
(or colluding service providers) using the same pseudonym, which will pose a
number of threats. The proposed solution can be plugged into the framework
discussed in chapter 4.

In each of the three applications, secure storage of credentials is crucial. These
credentials must be protected against loss and theft and must be usable
everywhere at any time, while the security of the credentials and the privacy of
the user is maximized. More generally, in the future, a user will have to manage
dozens of credentials: a sporting club credential, a digital driving license, digital
prescriptions, cinema e-tickets, etc. The problem of loss of privacy and identity
theft will thus aggravate if we do not offer the proper techniques to the users
in a practical way. At the same time, the user needs access to these credentials
anywhere at any time. For instance, to be able to sign polls not only on his
own computer, but also on his smartphone and other devices. Chapter 6 is a
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revision of [110] and examines how a user can manage and use credentials such
that the above requirements hold. Therefore, a portable user-unique token (e.g.
a smart card) is introduced, as well as an online server where credentials can be
stored in a privacy-preserving way. The presented solution can be implemented
and plugged into the framework in chapter 4.

Chapter 7 (based on [113]) shows that although little personal information is
disclosed by the user, the service provider is still able to do advanced access
control. The solution guarantees unlinkability of accesses by the same user.
The service provider can dynamically set the number of times the owner of a
valid credential can access a service. This limit can optionally apply to a single
timeframe. Both the access limit and the timeframe duration can be chosen
and dynamically adjusted by the service provider. Additional restrictions might
apply depending on the user’s properties, thus further limiting the user’s access
rights. For instance, users with a ’golden membership’ credential can access
a specific service an unlimited number of times, and ’regular members’ only
50 times a month. People with a credential without membership privileges
can access the service only a very limited number of times, depending on the
personal properties they disclose. If they prove being younger than 18, they
can access the service once a month, but only in weekends and if they are older
than 18 and disclose their exact age, they can access it twice a week.

Chapter 8 is the final chapter and concludes the text. It examines to what
extend the objectives of the text are achieved. Secondly, it lists some tracks
for possible future work.

1.7 Contributions

An open and flexible middleware framework is presented that facilitates
the development of privacy-preserving multi-party applications in which
credentials play a central role. It facilitates to cope with different technologies
and to change applications when their requirements change or when new
technologies need to be integrated. This is done by offering technology agnostic
interfaces. Multiple implementations can be plugged into the framework to
concretize a part of the framework interface

This framework is a step towards an integrated development environment in
which the requirements are specified by the developer and which allows to
semi-automatically design the privacy-preserving application and to generate
the corresponding code.

Porting applications running on top of the framework has turned out to be very
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easy. For instance, the ePoll application was ported to an Android smartphone.
This reduces the development time.

One of the functionalities that is required by each privacy-preserving multi-
party application in which credentials are used is the secure storage of these
credentials such that 1) the user’s privacy is preserved, 2) the user can use his
credentials at any time and everywhere and 3) the credentials are protected
against theft and loss. One of the contribution is a solution therefore.

This text shows that it is possible to design multi-party credential-based
applications of different complexity in different domains such that the user’s
privacy is reconciled with the requirements of the service provider(s) and control
organization. The examined services are an ePoll system, an eTicketing system
and an ePrescription system.

An initial impetus is given to inform the user about his level of privacy
when disclosing personal information to a service provider under a certain
pseudonym.

Finally, we showed that complex access control by the service provider can
be reconciled with the privacy requirements of the user. The presented system
allows to dynamically restrict the number of times a user can access a service
during a single timeframe. Both the size of the timeframes and the access limit
may vary according to the service policy and the user’s properties that were
disclosed.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter starts by defining some general terms, lists required roles, notation
and assumptions, continues by giving required cryptographic primitives and,
finally, credential are explained.

2.1 Privacy, Anonymity, Unlinkability, Pseudonymity

We start by giving definitions of three important terms: privacy, anonymity,
unlinkability and pseudonymity.

Privacy. Privacy has already been defined in the introduction. According to
Gürses [74], three privacy paradigms can be distinguished in existing privacy
solutions: privacy as confidentiality, privacy as control and privacy as practice.

We use the second paradigm: Privacy as control: This does not only apply
to concealment of personal information, but also to the ability to control its
usage once it has been disclosed. This implies that the disclosure of personal
information is necessary and beneficial under many circumstances and that
control may help to prevent abuses of the collected data.

This text focuses on the situation in which the user is given the control over
which personal information, such as his age group or zip code, he discloses to
other entities.

11
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Anonymity. Two definitions of anonymity are given by Pfitzmann et al. in
[96]. We use the second one:

Anonymity of a subject from an attacker’s perspective means that the attacker
cannot sufficiently identify the subject within a set of subjects, the anonymity
set.

In this definition, “sufficiently” underlines both that there is a possibility to
quantify anonymity and that for some applications, there might be a need to
define a threshold where anonymity begins.

Unlinkablity of two or more items of interest (IOIs, e.g., subjects, messages,
actions, ...) from an attacker’s perspective means that within the system
(comprising these and possibly other items), the attacker cannot sufficiently
distinguish whether these IOIs are related or not [96].

Pseudonymity. The second, more general definition given in [96] is used:

Pseudonymity is the use of pseudonyms as identifiers, where a pseudonym is
an identifier of a subject other than one of the subject’s real names.

2.2 Roles, Notation and Assumptions

This section briefly lists some notation, roles and assumptions used throughout
this thesis text.

2.2.1 Roles

In the sequel of this chapter, a number of parties will be used.

• P: Prover

• V: Verifier

• I: Issuer (of credentials and/or pseudonyms)

• U: User

• D: Decryptor/Deanonymizer

• S: Simulator

• T: Token device
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• E: an Entity

• O: an Organization

Potentially hostile entities are denoted with a with a tilde on top; e.g. P̃ . In
the following chapters, chapter specific roles will be denoted by two or more
characters, whereas the general roles given above consist of a single character.

2.2.2 Notation

The notation E1⇆ E2 : (y1; y2) ← protocolName(x0; x1; x2) is used throughout
the thesis text and represents a protocol run between E1 and E2. x0 is the
common input, x1 and x2 is the input given by E1 and E2 respectively. y1 and
y2 define the output for E1 and E2 respectively.

The number of input and output parameters can vary. As an example, for the
protocol E1⇆ E2 : (y11, y12; ∅) ← foo(x01, x02; x11; x21, x22, x23), the common
input parameters are x01 and x02, the input parameter given by E1 is x11, the
input parameters given by E2 are x21, x22 and x23, the output for E1 is y11 and
y12 and E2 receives no output.

If the common input is not available to both parties at the time the protocol is
run, it is assumed that the input is exchanged beforehand. It is possible that
more than two (n) parties are involved in the protocol. In that case, we write
E1⇆ E2⇆ . . .⇆ En: (y1; y2; . . . ; yn) ← protocolName(x0; x1; x2; . . . ; xn).

2.2.3 Assumptions

• Discrete log (DL) Assumption. Let g be a generator for a finite cyclic
group G of prime order q and let x ∈ Zq and y ← gx. Finding x when
only g and y are known is intractable.

• RSA assumption. Given an RSA public key (n, e), and a ciphertext
c ≡ me(mod n), computing m is hard given n, e and c.

• Strong RSA Assumption [28]. Given a modulus n of unknown
factorization, and a ciphertext c, it is infeasible to find any pair (m, e)
such that e > 1 and c = me mod n.

• Representation (R) Assumption [37]. Finding a representation w.r.t
(g1, g2, . . . , gm) in group G for a given value y with g1, . . . , gm ∈ G is as
difficult as solving the DL problem.
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• q-Interactive DDH Inversion (q-IDDHI) [40, 80]. Let Oa(.) be an
oracle that, on input z ∈ Z

∗
p, outputs g1/(a+z). Given g, ga, Z ∈ G

for random exponent a ∈ Zp, after choosing x ∈ Z
∗
p decide whether

Z = g1/(a+x) or a random element in G. The q-Interactive Decisional
Diffie-Hellman Inversion assumption holds if all probabilistic polynomial
time algorithms that can make q accesses to Oa(.) have negligible (with
respect to the bit length of p = |G|) advantage in solving the above
problem.

Throughout this text, performance results in milliseconds are given. Perfor-
mance test were run on a Dell Latitude E6400 with 2 GB RAM using an Intel
Core 2 Duo P8400 CPU (Centrino 2) at 2.26 Ghz. Java 1.6. was run on Ubuntu
8.10. Idemix 2.3 (see 2.4.4) was used. Only one CPU core was scheduled to
the Java processes.

2.3 Cryptographic Primitives

2.3.1 Proofs of Knowledge

A proof of knowledge (PK) [31] is a protocol in which a prover P convinces
a verifier V that it possesses a secret. More formally, the following relation is
defined; R = {(y, x) : y ∈ L, x ∈ W (y)}, where L is a language in NP1, x a
secret, W (y) the set of possible witnesses for a public value y that should be
accepted in the proof and a PK must have the following properties:

• Completeness. A honest prover, knowing the secret, can successfully
convince the verifier that it possesses such a secret; formally, if (y, x) ∈ R
then Pr[P(y, x) ⇆ V(y) → accept] = 1.

• Validity. Validity requires that the success probability of a knowledge
extractor E in extracting the witness, given oracle access to a possibly
malicious prover P̃, must be at least as high as the success probability
of the prover P̃ in convincing the verifier. This property guarantees that
no prover that doesn’t know the witness can succeed in convincing the
verifier. Validity can be seen as a stronger notion than soundness which
states that P̃ is unable to convince V that he possesses a secret when he
doesn’t. For a formal definition of validity, we refer to [31].

1nondeterministic polynomial time; the set of all decision problems for which the instances
where the answer is "yes" have efficiently verifiable proofs of the fact that the answer is indeed
"yes". More precisely, these proofs have to be verifiable in polynomial time by a deterministic
Turing machine.
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A zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (ZKPK) additionally has the following
property:

• Zero-knowledge. No other data are revealed by P. Formally,
there exists a simulator S such that {P(y, x) ⇆ Ṽ(y) → .}y∈L and
{S(y) → .}y∈L are indistinguishable.

The notation of a PK is:

P→ V : (∅, proof ) ← PK{(x1, . . . , xm) : properties(x1, . . . , xm)},

where x1, . . . , xm are the hidden values about which properties are proved.
The following properties that can be proven are relevant for this thesis text:
(1) knowledge of a discrete logarithm modulo a prime [101], (2) a committed
value lies in an integer interval2 [36], (3) conjunctions and disjunction of
the previous [52]. (4) Proving knowledge of representation and equality
of secrets in a conjunction is possible, i.e. some secrets used in different
conjuncts in a conjunction can be equal. This is denoted as PK{(x1, . . . , xu) :

∧n
i=1Πj∈Ji

g
xeij

j = yi} where x1, . . . xu are the different secrets, where n is the
number of conjuncts, Ji ⊆ {1, . . . , l} with l the number of bases and eij is the
index of the secret used in yi w.r.t. base gj . Each xeij

∈ {x1, . . . xu}. For
such proof of representations and equality of secrets, the following properties
hold: (a) They are sigma protocols: they have a commitment3-challenge-
response structure. (b) For each conjunct, one multi-base exponentiation by P

is required, and one by V. (c) For each conjunct, one commitment (to a random
value) is sent by P. (d) Per proof, one challenge is sent by V. (e) For each secret,
one response is sent by P. If a generator g of order q is used, which generates
a subgroup in Gp, with p and q prime, a commitment has size |q|, a challenge
and a response have size |p|.

A message msg can be bound to the proof. This is denoted as:

P→ V : (∅, proof ) ← PK{(x1, . . . , xm) : properties(x1, . . . , xm)}{msg}.
2The scheme was based on composite moduli, while this thesis text will also use DL based

commitments. However, the same is possible using the DL commitments. What is actually
done to prove that a < x < b is proving that x − a and b − x are positive, which is done by
proving that x − a and b − x are both the sum of four squares.

3In this subsection, the term ‘commitment’ is used in a broad sense. In the sequel of this
thesis text, the term commitment refers to what is discussed in the next subsection.
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2.3.2 Commitment Schemes

A commitment scheme [95, 57, 56] allows an entity to commit to a set of
values, while keeping these secret to the verifier. The commitment hides the
values towards the verifier, but allows the creator to prove properties of the
committed values to the verifier. The following protocols are relevant in this
thesis text:

• P : (C, O) ← commit(x1, . . . , xm). A commitment to one or more
attributes xi is created. A secret random value t of sufficient length is
chosen in order to make two commitments to the same values unlinkable.
The opening info O = (x1, . . . , xm, t) is required in the protocol below.
Optionally, a label li can be given to the committed values xi resulting
in P : (C, O) ← commit(l1:x1,. . ., lm:xm).

• P → V: (∅, proof) ← PK{(O) : properties(C)}. P proves properties of
values committed in commitment C to V in a ZKPK.

A commitment has the following properties:

• Hiding. The commitment hides all information about the committed
values.

• Binding. The values are fixed when the commitment is created and
cannot be changed afterwards.

• Semantically secure. Even if the values x1, . . . , xm and x′
1, . . . , x′

m′ are
known, an attacker cannot distinguish between commit(x1, . . . , xm) and
commit(x′

1, . . . , x′
m′).

A commitment to m values x1, . . . xm with randomizer t can be implemented
as y ← gx1

1 gx2
2 . . . gxm

m ht in a group G of prime order p with generators gi and h
with i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. For each two randomly selected h1, h2 ∈R {g1, . . . , gm, h},
logh1

(h2) is unknown. Each xi and t ∈ Zp. The group description and all
bases gi and h are publicly known. Commitment schemes based on the DL
assumption or the RSA assumption exist.

2.3.3 Verifiable Encryption

A verifiable encryption scheme (e.g. [53] and [46]) for properties props is a
protocol that allows a prover to convince a verifier that a ciphertext is an
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encryption of one or more attribute values att[] under a given public key such
that att[] satisfy props, and no other information about att[] is disclosed. In a
verifiable encryption scheme, the ciphertext is checked with respect to a public
key associated with a known “decryptor”.

The main methods when the proofs are made non-interactive are:

• P : (v, proverv) ← encv(PKD, latt:att). A verifiable encryption v of the
attribute with label latt and with corresponding value att is created by P.
Later, properties can be proven about the attribute values using prover
info proverv. This is possible in a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge.
Only the owner of the private key corresponding to PKD can decrypt the
cipher.

• P: proof ← provev(v, proverv, PKD, props). Create a proof proving
properties props about the verifiable encryption v. Therefore, the
corresponding prover info proverv and public key PKD are required.

• D : att ← decv(SKD, v). Decrypt the verifiable encryption v using the
private key SKD.

• V : true/false← verifyv(proof , v, PKD, props). Verify that the correctness
of the proof proof that states that the verifiable encryption v has
properties props and is decryptable using the private key corresponding
to PKD.

The values att[i] have to lie in the message space determined by encv(·).
Verifiable encryptions are hiding, binding and semantically secure.

2.3.4 Joint Secure Random Number Generation

The joint secure random number generation [43] between P and V results in a
value only known to P but V is reassured that it is random and of sufficient
length. The relevant method and protocol for this thesis text are:

• E : S ← genRandParams(). Generates the basic input parameters for the
protocol below.

• P ⇆ V : (r, t, C; C) ← agreeSecureRand(S;∅;∅). Agree on a secure
random value r, which will be committed in C; t is the randomizing
factor for the commitment (r, t) is P’s opening info.
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Table 2.1 shows how such an agreeSecureRand() protocol can be established
using Pedersen commitments [95]. The protocol is derived from the Idemix
pseudonym issue protocol described in [85]. S = {n, q, g, h} is publicly known,
where n and q are prime, Z∗

n is a multiplicative group and g, h are two generators
generating two subgroups of Z

∗
n with order q. The method r ← genRand(q)

returns a secure random value r ∈ Zq. Informally speaking, by a secure (pseudo-
)random value, a value that can be used as random input in a cryptographic
protocol is meant. CP and the return value C are commitments to rp and r
respectively.

Table 2.1: Joint Secure Random Number Generation.

P ↔ V: (r, t C; C) ← agreeSecureRand(p, q, g, h;∅;∅)

(1) P : rP ← genRand(q), t← genRand(q)
(2) P → V : CP ← grP ht mod n
(3) P ↔ V : PK{(rP , t) : CP ← grP ht mod n}
(4) P ← V : rV ← genRand(q)
(5) P : r ← rP + rV mod q
(6) P, V : C ← CP grV mod n
(7) P ↔ V : PK{(r, t) : C = grht mod n}
(8) P, V : return (r, t, C; C)

It is easy to see that C is a valid commitment of r. V chooses rV and is
convinced that C is a commitment to r ← rP + rV mod q (with rP unknown
to V) and is thus convinced of the randomness of r.

In a similar way, a protocol can be established based on other commitments
schemes such as the one proposed by Fujisaki-Okamoto [56].

Performance. Parameters compatible with Idemix as discussed in [117] are
used. This means that Fujisaki-Okamoto commitments are used and if n is
the modulus, the commitment randomizer t ∈R [0, ⌊n/4⌋]. The values r, rP

and rV should have length 160 bits and we take modulus length |n| = 1024
bitq as in the latest Idemix implementation [8]. It takes 15 ms to calculate
a commitment, 2 ms to calculate grV mod n and a PK takes about 26 ms by
both V and P (without optimizations). Hence, the protocol takes 69 ms by P
and 54 ms by V .
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2.3.5 Pseudorandom Function (PRF)

A pseudorandom function family {fsk} ([71, 67, 40, 80]) requires the existence of
two efficient polynomial algorithms Keygen(.) and Eval(.,.): Keygen(1k) outputs
a secret seed sk that acts as an index into the function family and fixes the
output domain O; Eval(sk, x) evaluates the function fsk on point x and outputs
the image y of x in O.

A pseudorandom function family is secure, if no adversary can distinguish given
the possibility to query either a pseudo-random function fsk or a completely
random function f∗ with output domain O whether he is interacting with the
one or the other. For a more formal definition we refer to [80].

Dodis and Yampolskiy proposed a PRF [67] as fDY
g,a (x) = g1/(a+x) whereby g is

a generator of prime order q, a ∈ Zq. Camenisch et al. proved [40] that under
the q-IDDHI assumption, the DY PRF is adaptively secure in the generic group
model for inputs in Zp.

2.4 Credentials

The relevant digital credential systems are listed below. A digital credential
is a set of attributes certified (signed) by a third party. It usually has a
limited validity period, is often revocable and can be used to sign data or
to authenticate one entity towards another or to issue other credentials.

The different credential systems discussed are the Belgian eID card, X.509
certificates, pseudonym certificates and anonymous credentials. Electronic eID
cards are physical credentials often containing digital credentials for entity
authentication and signing purposes.

Superscripts are used for the verify(.) (verifying a signature) and sign(.) (signing
a message) methods and for the authenticate(.) (entity authentication) protocol
and indicate that different credential types are used. An overview is given in
table 2.2. The subsection where the credential type can be found is given as
well. Different superscripts result in different protocol or method signatures
(other parameters).

For each of the discussed credential types, performance results are given.
Note, however, that the verification of the certification chain is not taken into
account since this operation does not need to be done again for each single
authentication or signature verification and since the length of the certification
chain is not fixed. Secondly, when checking the validity of X.509 certificates,
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Table 2.2: Superscripts used in credential functions/procotols.

super- Credential type Subsection Example
script

‘x’ X.509 or pseudonym
certificate

subsections 2.4.2
and 2.4.3

verifyx(.)

‘eid’ (Belgian) eId card subsection 2.4.1 signeid(.)
‘a’ Anonymous credential subsection 2.4.4 authenticatea(.)

Belgian eID card certificates or pseudonym certificates, the use of OCSP or
CRL is not taken into account, since in the case of CRL it can be done very
quickly and in the case of OCSP, the required time depends mainly on the
transmission time and response time of the OCSP server.

2.4.1 Belgian eID Card

This section gives an overview of the current Belgian eID technology. A more
elaborate description can be found in [60, 61].

Deployment and Purpose

The Belgian eId card is the legal identity card for Belgian citizens. Its
deployment started in 2003 and since the end of 2009, every Belgian citizen
of 18 years or older should have an electronic eID card.

The purpose of the eID card is the identification and the digital authentication
of the citizen and the generation of qualified (legal) digital signatures.

Contents of the Belgian eID card

Private information such as the owner’s name, birthdate and -place, address,
digital picture and National Registration Number is stored in three separate
files: an identity file, an address file and a picture file. The files are signed by
the National Registration Bureau (NRB). The National Registration Number
(NRN) is a unique nation-wide identification number that is assigned to every
natural person registered in Belgium.
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Figure 2.1: Belgian Public Key Infrastructure.

Two of the three key pairs stored on the Belgian eID card are relevant in this
text. One key pair is used for entity authentication, another for signing. The
(qualified) e-signatures are legally binding. The public keys are embedded in
a certificate which also contains the NRN and the name of the card holder.
The private keys are stored in a tamper-proof part of the chip and can only be
activated (not read) with a PIN code. Entity authentication is single sign-on,
i.e. the PIN code is only required for the first authentication. For signing, a
PIN code is needed for each signature [103].

Belgian Public Key Infrastructure

The PKI of the certificates on the eID card is called the Belgian Public Key
Infrastructure (be-PKI) [97]. The hierarchy is illustrated in figure 2.1. The
citizen’s signature and authentication certificates are issued by a Citizen_CA
which is certified by the Belgium_Root_CA. Other governmental CAs such
as the Card_Admin_CA and Government_CA also have certificates issued
by the Belgium_Root_CA. The former is involved in updating the eID card.
The latter certifies the public key of the National Registration Bureau (NRB)
which signs the identity and address file and offers other services in the public
sector. The Belgium_Root_CA has two certificates. The first is a self-signed
certificate, that allows for offline validation of the signature and authentication
certificates on the eID card. The second certificate is issued by GlobalSign.
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The latter is typically trusted by popular applications (such as browsers) and
allows for the automatic validation of electronic signatures. The PKI provides
Authority Revocation Lists (ARL) and Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL) [1]
that keep the serial numbers of the revoked certificates. These lists are signed.

Official middleware

The cryptographic functionalities in the Belgian eID card are accessed through
middleware [23]. Applications typically interact with the card via a simple
API [98] offered by this middleware. If a document needs to be signed, the
middleware passes a hash of the document to the card. Similarly, a hash of
the challenge is transmitted to the card for entity authentication purposes.
When an application wants to authenticate or sign a document with the eID
card, the middleware requests the user to enter the appropriate PIN code. The
middleware can also verify the validity of the certificates (using CRL or OCSP).
It is important to note that the use of the official middleware is not mandatory.
Several alternatives, developed by different companies, are available.

Signing, signature verification and authentication

A Belgian eId card has two associated X.509 certificates (see further) of
which the private keys are embedded in the eID card: certauth

eID for entity
authentications and certsig

eID for signatures. For entity authentication, the prover
needs the eID and the verifier the corresponding certificate certauth

eID . Signing
involves the eID card while signature verification requires certsig

eID. These
operations are denoted as:

• P ⇆ V: authenticateeid(certauth
eID ; eID; ∅). P authenticates towards V using

his eID card.

• P: sig ← signeid(eID){msg}. P signs message msg.

• V : true/false← verifyeid(certsig
eID, sig){msg}. V verifies a signature sig on

the message msg using the signature certificate certsig
eID of the eID card.

Performance. Signing and entity authentication each require a single modular
exponentiation on the Belgian eID card and lasts on average 537 ms. RSA keys
are used and both the secret exponent and the modulus have a size of about
1024 bits. Both signature and entity authentication verification can be done
very quickly (0.45 ms on a Intel Core P8400 CPU at 2.26Ghz) using a public
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fixed key exponent e = 216 + 1 = 65537. Retrieving an X.509 certificate from
the Belgian eID card requires about 750 ms.

2.4.2 Classical X.509 Certificates

Classical X.509 certificates are well known and are basically a set of attributes
signed using traditional signing mechanisms by a trusted party. Two protocols
and two functions are relevant in this thesis text.

• E ⇆ I : (certE , SKE ; certE) ← issueCert(certI ;∅; atts, SKI). I issues a
certificate certE with private key SKE to entity E by signing a set of
attributes atts with its private key SKI . We assume that the key pair
(PKE , SKE) is generated by E as part of this protocol and that SKE

remains hidden for I. PKE is the public key included in certE .

• P ⇆ V : authenticatex(certP ; SKP ;∅). P authenticates towards V using
his private key SKP . Authentication means proving ownership of SKP

and certP .

• P : sig ← signx(SKP ){msg}. P signs a message msg using its private key
SKP .

• V : true/false← verifyx(certP , sig){msg}. V verifies the signature sig on
a message msg using the signer’s certificate certP , which contains PKP .

Performance. RSA keys are used for the measurements. A generation of a
1024-bit key pair requires on average 175 ms, the generation of a 2048-bit key
pair about 1950 ms. A modular exponentiation using the private exponent
lasts on average 14 ms for 1024 bits and 102 ms for 2048 bits. A modular
exponentiation using the public exponent lasts on average 0.45 ms for 1024
bits and 1 ms for 2048 bits if the public exponent is small.

A signx(.) method requires a private exponent modular exponentiation (14
ms for 1024-bit security), a verifyx(.) method a public exponent modular
exponentiation (0 ms for 1024-bit security). The issueCert(.) method requires a
key pair generation by E, a signx(.) by the issuer I and a signature verification
verifyx(.) by E (175 ms by E and 14 ms by I for 1024-bit security). The
authenticatex(.) method requires a private key exponentiation by P and a public
key exponentiation by V (14 ms by P and 0 ms by V for 1024-bit security). A
summary is given in table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Performance results for X.509 certificate related operations.
Operation Time R Time I
issueCert(.) 175 ms 14 ms

Operation Time P Time V
authenticatex(.) 14 ms 0 ms
signx(.) 14 ms
verifyx(.) 0 ms

2.4.3 Pseudonym Certificates

Pseudonym certificates [25] are traditional certificates in which the identity
information is replaced by a pseudonym. The certificate states that the identity
of the user referred to by that pseudonym and the properties certified in
the certificate have been verified by the issuer. Different shows of the same
certificate are linkable, enabling the possibility of assembling a profile for each
pseudonym. The relevant protocols and functions are the same as for classical
certificates.

Enhanced Pseudonymous Certificates

We further improve the privacy without requiring considerable computational
capabilities by replacing each certificate attribute (att) that contains personal
properties (date of birth, social security number, etc.) by its randomized hash
value: H(att,randatt). Showing such an enhanced pseudonym certificate thus
only reveals personal data if the owner of the certificate also discloses the
corresponding cleartext value and randomizer to the verifier: (att,randatt).
Evidently, the linkability issue persists.

Performance. Pseudonym certificates have the same computational cost as
X.509 certificates.

2.4.4 Anonymous Credentials

Anonymous credential systems [48, 43, 39, 37, 49, 55, 84] allow for anonymous
yet accountable transactions between users and organizations. They allow for
selective disclosure: the user is able to reveal a limited set of properties about
the attributes embedded in the credential. For instance, the user can prove
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that he is older than 18 if one of his attributes is his date of birth, while hiding
all the other attribute data. Anonymous credentials can have features such
as an expiration date, a maximum number of times it can be shown (i.e. the
show limit) and the possibility to be revoked. A mix network ([92, 76, 59]) is
required to provide for anonymity at the underlying network layer.

Two anonymous credential systems are well known: U-Prove and Idemix.

• U-Prove [37]. U-Prove credentials are issued using blind signatures,
making the credential unlinkable to the issue phase by the issuer. In order
to prove properties, the credential signature is sent to a verifier, together
with a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of the certified attributes.
Hence, different shows of the same U-Prove credential are linkable, even
if different properties are proven. However, a credential can be reissued
efficiently.

• Idemix [43, 39]. Idemix credentials do not use blind signatures during
the issue phase. Hence, the issuer can link a credential to its issue phase.
However, the credential itself is never revealed by its owner. Instead, a
zero-knowledge proof of knowledge is sent to the verifier, proving that
the user possesses a valid signature on known attributes. Additionally,
a zero-knowledge proof could prove that the credential attributes fulfill
certain properties. Idemix credentials allow for unlinkability of multiple
credential shows (entity authentications or signatures) of the same
credential if no uniquely identifying attribute data are revealed. If
linkability of multiple credential shows is desirable, the credential can be
shown multiple times w.r.t. the same pseudonym. Idemix credentials are
more complex and versatile than U-Prove credentials, but the protocols
are more heavy-weight. An example of how the Idemix interface can be
used to do entity authentication and to verify an entity authentication is
given in appendix E.

In Idemix, a master secret can be included in the credential. If the master
secret is something valuable to the owner, such as his credit card number, he
will not be inclined to share it with others. This is proposed as one mechanism
to prevent sharing of Idemix credentials.

By a token, a small, portable device with limited persistence and computation
capabilities is meant. Typical examples are smart cards and SIM-cards. In
both U-Prove and Idemix, tokens can be required in order to authenticate the
owner or to sign, since a required credential secret is stored on the token and
never leaves it [37, 58]. In the case of Idemix, this is the credential’s master
secret.
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In Idemix, relations with committed values or values in a verifiable encryptions
can be proven. When certain conditions are fulfilled (e.g. abuse), a trusted
third party can deanonymize an Idemix signature or entity authentication
transcript.

Now, the basic methods of Idemix are given. Throughout the text, extensions of
these basic methods in which commitments, verifiable encryptions, pseudonyms,
tokens and/or the possibility to deanonymize are involved will be used. We refer
to appendix A on page 213 for the explanation of these extensions.

• E: (nym, opennym) ← generateNym(secret, PKI ). E can establish multiple
pseudonyms (i.e. nyms), based on parameters found in PKI

4. The
pseudonym is non-transferable; i.e. it is bound to a credential’s master
secret (secret). As long as the secret is not compromised, only the
entity E can prove possession of the pseudonym nym. Since pseudonyms
are commitments to the credential’s master secret, this action requires
opening info opennym.

• E: nym ← generateRootNym(secret, PKI ). E can establish a single,
unique pseudonym with the credential issuing organization I, which has
an issuer public key PKI . The pseudonym is non-transferable; i.e. it is
bound to a credential’s master secret (secret). It is also bound to PKI .
As long as the secret secret is not compromised, only the entity E can
prove possession of the root pseudonym nym. Besides the master secret,
no opening info is required to do so.

• E ⇆ I : (cred;∅) ← issueCred(certI ; attsE ; attsI , SKI). I issues to E a
credential with attributes attsI and attsE . The former are attributes
selected by I, the latter are chosen by E while they remain hidden for I.

• P ⇆ V: (∅; proof ) ← authenticatea(props; cred; ∅). P proves to V the
possession of a valid credential cred. V can selectively disclose credential
attributes or properties thereof (described in props).

• V : sig ← signa(cred, props){msg}. A message msg can be signed
anonymously, meaning that the verifier is only convinced that the
signer has a valid credential of a certain type that fulfils properties
props. Similarly to the authenticatea(.) protocol, commitments, verifiable
encryptions, pseudonyms and deanonymizations can be added.

• V : true/false ← verifya(sig, props){msg}. Verify whether the signature
sig is indeed a signature on msg whereby the properties props have been
disclosed. Other parameters are possible.

4Note that an Idemix pseudonym is a commitment to the credential’s master secret. Hence,
group parameters and bases must be known. They can be found in the issuer’s public key.
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Table 2.4: Relevant performance results w.r.t. Idemix credential issuance.
Action Issuer Receiver
Issue credential (6 known attributes) 683 ms 156 ms
+ committed value 47 ms 31 ms
+ pseudonym < 47 ms (1) < 31 ms (1)
Update epoch 677 ms 0 ms

(1) Due to a bug in the latest Idemix implementation (v2.3), it was impossible
to measure this. However, since pseudonyms are commitments with smaller
security parameters it must take less than proving equality of a committed
value.

• D : attid ← deanonymize(cond, proof ∨ sig, SKD). Deanonymize an entity
authentication proof or a signature if cond is fulfilled. Therefore, the pri-
vate key SKD corresponding to certD is required. The deanonymization
results in a pseudonym or identifier denoted by attid

Performance. The Idemix protocols are based on non-interactive zero-
knowledge proofs of knowledge. The main computational load stems from the
modular exponentiations, which are mostly multi-exponentiations (multi-base
modular exponentiations). As already mentioned, the performance tests were
executed on an Intel Centrino 2 Core P8400 CPU at 2.26 Ghz. The default
parameters found in the current implementation [8] of Idemix v2.3 [117] are
applied. They correspond to 1024-bit security. The exact security parameters
can be found in appendix B. A credential containing six attributes was used
in the performance tests. For simplicity, it is assumed that all credentials have
6 attributes. Furthermore, each result in the three tables is the average of at
least 500 iterations. Communication and file read and write times were not
considered.

Idemix is based on CL (Camenisch and Lysyanskaya) signatures [43] of
which two variants exists: one based on bilinear maps and one based on
the strong RSA (SRSA) assumption. The implementation described in [117]
and available at [8] is the variant based on the SRSA assumption. The CS
(Camenisch and Shoup) verifiable encryption scheme [46] and the Fujisaki-
Okamoto commitment scheme [56] are integrated in this Idemix scheme..

The relevant performance results w.r.t. credential issuance and credential
updates are given in table 2.4. The relevant performance results w.r.t.
credential usage (entity authentications, signing and signature verification) are
given in table 2.4. Other relevant performance results are given in table 2.4.
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Table 2.5: Performance results for entity authentication, signing and signature
verification using Idemix credentials.

Action Prover Verifier
Prove credential possession (6 attributes) 119 ms 114 ms
= authentication or sign + signature verification
+ reveal 1 attribute value -10 ms -9 ms
+ inequality w.r.t. constant 236 ms 226 ms
+ equality verifiable encryption 233 ms 361 ms
+ equality committed value (*) 27 ms 29 ms
+ domain pseudonym 8 ms 21 ms

Table 2.6: Other relevant performance results in Idemix.
Action Time
Create verifiable encryption 156 ms
Decrypt verifiable encryption 247 ms
Create commitment with one value 14 ms (1)
Create pseudonym 2 ms (2)
Create root pseudonym 1 ms (3)
Create domain pseudonym 1 ms (4)

(1) 1024-bit modulus (= n), randomness ∈ [0, ⌊n/4⌋] according to [117]
(2) 768-bit modulus and a 255-bit randomness was used in the code on [8].
(3) 768-bit modulus and a 160-bit exponent (=secret) in code on [8]
(4) 768-bit modulus and a 160-bit exponent (=secret) in code on [8]

Revocation of anonymous credentials is of utmost importance. Keys can
get compromised or the user’s right to use the credential may be revoked.
For the Idemix system based on the strong RSA assumption, Camenisch an
Lysyanskaya [44] presented a protocol using whitelists. Each member has
to keep his witness up to date, which can become an unacceptable burden.
According to Lapon et al. [82], it takes about 10 minutes to update a witness
when 375,000 credentials were revoked, which is about the number of yearly
revoked Belgian eID cards. Adding credentials to the whitelist requires a similar
amount of computations. In addition, the computational complexity of showing
an anonymous credential typically more than doubles when the user proves
that he is on the whitelist. Hence, whitelisting is impractical in large-scale
infrastructures. Therefore, Camenisch et al. [42] proposed another approach
in which each credential contains an attribute, called the epoch. Each epoch
corresponds to a limited time interval (e.g. one month, one week, or one day).
The owner has to update his credential in order to update the epoch, allowing
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him to continue the usage of his credential. This approach does not bring about
overhead during the show protocol itself and does not require witness updates.
The efficiency this process is shown in the last row of table 2.4.

In all the performance measurements in the application chapter, the default
parameters used in this section will be used, as well as the results given in the
three tables.

It can be argued that 1024-bit security becomes obsolete. However, only one set
of security parameters are available in the most recent Idemix implementation
at the moment of writing [8].





Chapter 3

Three Privacy-friendly
Applications

3.1 Introduction

This chapter examines three applications in three different domains. An
ePoll application in the eGovernment domain, an eTicketing application in the
eCommerce domain and an ePrescription application in the eHealth domain.
These three prototypical applications have strong privacy requirements but
should also deal with accountability issues.

ePoll [114, 83, 108]. Citizens can obtain a personal (anonymous) voting
credential by registering with their Belgian eID cards. With this credential, a
user can participate in multiple polls, but can vote only once for each poll. Votes
of the same user (in different polls) should be unlinkable. The poll organizer
can restrict the voter set and can invite voters to disclose some additional
properties, enabling the generation of more detailed, hence, more significant
poll statistics. For instance; the poll could be restricted to voters over 18 and
optionally, voters may disclose their gender. Poll signatures are published to
allow anyone to verify the correctness of the poll statistics/outcome.

eTicketing [112]. A user can buy a limited number of tickets for an event.
This number and the price may depend on the user’s personal properties.

31
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However, in case of abuse, users can be banned from attending similar events.
Three versions of this application were built. They have different privacy
properties. 1) The user authenticates to the ticket seller using his Belgian eID
card. 2) The user is issued – after registration – a unique pseudonymous root
certificate enabling him/her to obtain several pseudonymous permit certificates
from different event type specific permit servers (e.g. for soccer matches,
concerts, etc.). With each permit certificate, a user can buy tickets for events.
3) Each user is issued a single anonymous credential permit, with which he can
buy tickets for every type of event.

ePrescription [62]. A doctor issues an electronic (single-use) prescription to
a patient, who proves to a pharmacist to be the prescription owner. Although
the pharmacist does not know the patient’s or doctor’s identity, he is certain
about the prescription’s validity. Other entities in the prescription processing
chain are also convinced of the correctness and only get hold of the information
they really need. Deanonymization is possible by the healthcare authority in
case of detected abuse.

For each of these applications, performance results are given. All these results
are based on the performance results in the previous chapter and were measured
on a Intel Core P8400 CPU at 2.26 Ghz.

3.2 A Fair and Anonymous ePoll System

3.2.1 Introduction

Online poll systems offer several advantages over paper-based polls. First, they
enable users to express their opinion anywhere at any time and can attract
broader sections of society. Secondly, they decrease administration costs and
the automatic processing of the results increases the reliability. Moreover,
participants may be able to verify the correctness of the results.

However, online poll systems introduce new concerns. Despite the fact that
security and privacy in polling systems have been discussed widely, many
current implementations ignore them. Some systems cannot prevent users to
vote multiple times for the same poll under different identities or pseudonyms
(e.g. because they authenticate with different email addresses). Hence, the
outcome of the survey may be unreliable. Other systems force users to release
personal information to tackle this problem. However, this may discourage
users to participate.
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A reliable and flexible poll system based on anonymous credentials is, therefore,
more appropriate. It guarantees the voter’s anonymity but also the correctness
of disclosed personal information (such as gender or age group). The current
ePoll system bootstraps (during registration) with the Belgian eID card.
However, any other unique identification means can be used during registration.
The voter will then receive an anonymous voting credential which can be used
in several polls; each voter can vote only once per poll and votes of the same
individual cannot be linked. The voter may have to prove certain properties
(e.g. gender = female and age > 18) in case the set of allowed voters is restricted
and she may disclose extra attributes (e.g. the ZIP code of her residence) to
allow for more varied statistics (e.g. deduce the difference of preferences between
residents from Catania and those from Palermo).

Subsection 3.2.2 discusses related work for polls. Subsection 3.2.3 lists the
requirements and subsection 3.2.4 the roles. The ePoll scheme itself is presented
in subsection 3.2.5. The evaluation follows in subsection 3.2.6. Possible
extensions are given in subsection 3.2.8. Scalability is discussed in subsection
3.2.9 and the conclusions follow in subsection 3.2.10.

3.2.2 Related Work

Many voting protocols that guarantee anonymity of the voter have been devised.
A distinction needs to be made between voting protocols that require a physical
appearance of the user in a booth and online voting protocols. We are interested
in online protocols ([33], [22], [50], etc.).

In pure voting protocols, not all the flexibility described in the introduction is
required. On the other hand, secure voting protocols need to be receipt-free,
which is a requirement that is not fulfilled by many voting schemes presented in
the past, although it is a property of key importance in voting systems, unless
recasting your vote is allowed. Receipt-freeness means that a user should not
be able to prove afterwards to others how he voted. The property turned out
very hard to achieve [33], but is less crucial in poll systems. Although it is not
really a hard proof, it is still possible to record the voting process using for
instance a camera or mobile phone with video recording functionality.

Scotland has experimented with ePetitions. In [86], the government distributed
(login, PIN) tuples to schools, which in turn distributed these to their pupils.
[87] says about a second system: “[...] manual moderation of signatures [. . . ]
has been preferred.”. These systems clearly do not suffice.

An ePetition application based on the Belgian eID card and Idemix has been
developed [65] which presents similarities with our ePoll system. It has been
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developed partially in parallel. Their system also allows to address only a subset
of the potential signers, but the disclosure of optional attributes for statistics
generation is not provided. This feature will be used further in this thesis text.
Our solution uses a one-way function on top of the Idemix credential system,
while theirs extends Idemix with a simplification of an extension proposed in
[40]. The latter is more complex and makes the implementation harder. Our
solution minimizes the trust in the poll server, since each poll signer is given a
receipt for her vote. Also, we discuss extensions such as changing or revoking a
signature. Moreover, no formal description of the sign protocol is given in [65].

An Idemix based anonymous reviewing system [89] has similar requirements: a
reviewer can anonymously review a paper, but only once. However, after each
review, the reviewer’s credential must be updated, making the construction less
efficient.

3.2.3 Requirements

The requirements are split in user requirements and poll requirements.

Poll requirements

• O1. Uniqueness. A user should express his opinion in a poll only once.

• O2. Eligibility. A poll may wish to address only a subset of the potential
signers; therefore, the signer must prove that he belongs to this subset.

• O3. Statistics. On request of the poll organizer, the user may release
additional personal properties such as his age group and/or his gender.
However, this disclosure is optional. This additional information allows
the poll organizer to derive more significant statistics (e.g. opinion per
age group or per gender, etc.).

User requirements

• U1. Right to participate. Each citizen must have the right to express her
opinion in a poll if he belongs to the targeted population.

• U2. Accuracy. Everyone should be able to verify the correctness of the
poll results. This implies that an attacker should not be able to forge
the poll results and that each signer can verify whether her opinion is
included in the final results.
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• U3. Anonymity. Participants must be anonymous. Moreover, opinions
of the same user cannot be linked to an individual or to each other.

3.2.4 Roles

Different roles can be identified. A user U needs a user credential credU issued
by an issuer I in order to participate in a poll. A poll organizer PO is the
entity taking the initiative to launch a poll. Such a poll must be published by
a poll server PS. If the poll organizer has the appropriate infrastructure, it
is possible that the poll organizer PO coincides with the poll server PS, but in
most cases, the poll server PS will be a separate entity which can run multiple
polls of different poll organizers and potentially run other services. A poll
authority PA approves and certifies a poll by issuing a poll certificate certpoll

to the poll server. Each user’s signature for a particular poll is published by the
poll server PS, allowing everyone to verify the correctness of the poll outcome.
Each signer receives a receipt as a result of signing the poll. This receipt can
be presented to the poll authority in case abuse is diagnosed (e.g. the voter
cannot find her signature in the poll’s list of signatures). The authority can
then revoke the poll certificate (making the poll revocation/invalidation visible
to everyone) and possibly nullify the poll. Note that the poll authority PA may
coincide with the issuer I.

3.2.5 Protocols

This part discusses the different protocols required in the poll infrastructure.
The following assumptions are made: (1) each issuer I has an X.509 certificate
certI which contains security parameters required for the random number
generation protocol (cfr. next par.) (2) each poll authority PA and each poll
organizer PO have an X.509 certificate to authenticate towards their clients
and (3) each user U has some means to uniquely authenticate to I (physical
appearance, eID card, etc.).

We further made the following trust assumptions. A credential issuer is trusted
to only issue credentials with correct attribute values to existing users. No
additional trust in the credential issuer is required. For instance, although the
issuer can in theory issue itself an unlimited number of credentials enabling it to
sign each poll an unlimited number of times (= ballot stuffing), the issuer will
not do so. A poll authority is trusted to generate the poll’s one-way function
(cfr. next par.) without hidden trapdoors. For instance, if g1 is the base for poll
P1, and g2 is the base for poll P2, the poll authority does not know logg1

(g2).
Hence, g2 may not be chosen as ga

1 with a known a ∈ Z; otherwise, the poll
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authority is able to link votes by the same user for P1 and P2. If more than
one poll authority is used, the set of poll authorities are trusted not to collude
so that no subset of them knows logg1

(g2) for any two different polls.

Retrieving a user credential. User U and issuer I mutually authenticate.
Issuer I uses his X.509 certificate and user U uses whatever entity authentication
means that is available and acceptable. Next, user U and issuer I run the
interactive secure random number generation protocol (section 2.3.4 on page
17), based on the security parameters in certI , resulting in a secret random value
rU for user U and a commitment to rU for issuer I. I issues to U an anonymous
credential credU containing the secret rU and a set of user attributes which are
necessary to prove membership of a poll’s voter set or to disclose additional
information (e.g. date of birth, ZIP code, gender, etc).

Setting up an ePoll. The poll organizer PO composes and signs the poll’s
specification spec. It specifies the alternatives that can be selected by a signer,
as well as the required and desired voter’s properties to disclose. The spec
is sent (via the poll server PS) to the poll authority PA for approval. As a
(positive) result, PA will issue to the poll server two poll certificates certauth

poll

and certsig
poll , which contain the specification spec, as well as a description of

a freshly generated one-way function with which a voter generates the poll’s
specific unique pseudonym (cfr. next par.). A single poll server can organize
many polls concurrently.

Signing a poll. (See table 3.1). The poll server PS authenticates twice to the
voter U (first using its poll server certificate (1) and then using the poll specific
authentication certificate certauth

poll (2)) to assure the user that it is an accredited
poll server that is authorized to organize that poll. Now U selects the alternative
of her choice (3) and the properties she is willing to disclose (4). Then, the user
generates her poll specific pseudonym nym (5) based on the user’s secret rU

embedded in her credential and using the one-way function which is specified
in the poll specific certificate certpoll . Next, the user signs the alternative of
her choice and the poll’s identifier with her anonymous credential and proves
the selected personal properties and the correct generation of nym (6,7). The
resulting anonymous signature (proof ) is assigned a number (voteNb) (8), is
countersigned by poll server PS (9) and – if everything goes well – published
(15). Some delay is required here in order to avoid side channel attacks. A
receipt is generated for the user (10-13), allowing her to file a complaint when
her record has been wrongfully removed from the poll’s results. The receipt
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is a signed encryption1 of the poll specific nym, the number and the hashed
proof. The receipt is kept by the user U in case of a later dispute (15). The
poll server PS publishes the poll signature (14)

Note that the poll server PS can refuse to create a valid receipt for the user
U. In that case, the user can submit a complaint to the poll authority PA.
In addition, this complaint can be anonymously signed by the user, proving
ownership of the submitted pseudonym nym. The poll authority can start an
investigation and decide to revoke the two poll certificates, which invalidates
the poll. However, in general, the poll server will be an independent party
which does not benefit from biased polls.

Table 3.1: Signing a poll in the ePoll system.

U ⇆ P : signPoll(certR, certauth
poll , certsig

poll ; credU ; SKauth
s , SKauth

poll , SKsig
poll)

(1) U ← PS : authenticatex(certauth
s ; ∅; SKauth

s )

(2) U ← PS : authenticatex(certauth
poll ; ∅; SKauth

poll )

(3) U : choice ← choose(certauth
poll .alternatives)

(4) U : props ← setProps(certauth
poll .showProps)

(5) U → PS : nym ← certpoll .f(credU .r)

(6) U → PS : proof ← signa(credU , nym = certsig
poll .f(credU .rU )

∧ props){choice, certsig
poll .id}

(7) PS : if(!verifya(proof , nym = certsig
poll .f(credU .rU )

∧ props){choice, certsig
poll .id}) abort

(8) U ← PS : voteNb ← getVoteNb()

(9) PS : sigpoll ← signx(SKsig
poll){

voteNb, nym, props, choice, proof }
(10) U, PS : hash ← Hash(proof )
(11) U, PS : c ← enc(PKP A, nym ‖ voteNb ‖ hash)

(12) U ← PS : sigc ← sign(SKsig
poll){c}

(13) U : if(!verifyx(certsig
poll , sigc){c}) abortor complain

(14) PS : publish(voteNb, nym, props, proof , choice, sigpoll)
(15) U : store(c, sigc)

1The encryption scheme must be deterministic. A symmetric key K is generated and
encrypted with PKPA first. This symmetric key K is then used to encrypt the data (i.e. hybrid

encryption). These symmetric key operations can be done extremely quickly compared to
their asymmetric counterparts.
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Poll closure. A poll closes when the poll certificate expires. The poll server
then has to sign the complete set of all poll records and submits this signature
to the poll authority PA and to the poll organizer PO.

Poll verification. The user can easily verify his own poll record by regenerat-
ing his poll specific nym and by downloading and verifying the corresponding
record. If the record has disappeared, the signed receipt (c, sigc) is submitted
to the poll authority PA which can decide to intervene, e.g. by revoking the
poll server’s certificate and nullifying the results. It is also possible to verify
a random selection of the records or all the records. Alternatively, the votes
could be kept hidden and only a trusted, external auditor is given access to the
votes to verify wheter the published poll results match with the casted votes.
This way, the poll signer cannot prove to others if and how he voted.

3.2.6 Evaluation

The protocols will be evaluated against the requirements of section 3.2.3.

• O1. For each poll, user U is only known under a unique per-poll nym.

If that nym has already cast a vote (i.e. a record with that nym is already
stored in the poll database), the new vote is rejected. It is possible to
adapt the protocol to allow for modification of votes; in this case, the
voter first cancels her previous vote.

• O2, O3, U1. User U will need to prove certain personal properties
(if the voter set is restricted); she can decide whether or not to disclose
additional properties. Since neither the poll organizer nor the poll server
can link a poll specific nym to a user, none can prevent particular users
to vote.

• U2. User U can detect and prove whether her vote was deleted by
generating the poll specific nym again and checking if that nym is
included in the poll. If this is not the case, the user’s receipt – which
is a proof – is sent to the poll authority PA. It is not possible to forge
someone’s vote without possessing the victim’s poll credential. Anyone
can verify the correctness of the votes by verifying the publicly available
records. voteNb is incremented for each new record; the poll server PS

can thus only delete the most recent votes, which can be quite visible
and is always provable by the record owners (via the receipt). It is not
possible to vote multiple times (with different nyms) for the same poll,
unless a compromised issuer I issued multiple credentials with different
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secret random values rU to the same voter. Hence, the issuer I must be
a trustworthy party. The poll server PS is unable to transfer a vote from
one poll to another poll since the signature contains a proof that the poll
specific nym is generated using the poll’s one-way function and the user’s
secret rU .

• U3. If the disclosed attributes are not taken into account, the system
is perfectly anonymous since per poll pseudonyms of the same user are
unlinkable. A prerequisite is that different one-way functions f do not
introduce linkabilities (e.g. there is a linkability if f1(x) = gx

1 mod n
and f2(x) = gx

2 mod n and logg1
(g2) is known). Moreover, privacy is

preserved even when multiple parties collude since the input to calculate
the nym is only known to the user U. Since the receipt looks like a signed
random number, it is possible for people who did not vote to request
from the poll server a fake receipt. This eliminates the possibility to use
a receipt as a proof of participation. Coercion and vote selling cannot be
prevented, since a signer can always (be forced to) regenerate her per poll
nym and prove possession thereof to anyone, which also proves ownership
of a published poll record, since the published poll record also contains
this pseudonym. This does even not require the receipt. If the issuer I

does not re-issue lost user credentials, the user can destroy his credential
or the credential master secret in order to be unable to prove the link
with the published poll record.

3.2.7 Performance

Table 3.2 lists the (potentially) computationally intensive steps and the required
time based on the performance discussions in chapter 2. Based on this
discussion, running the entire signPoll(.) protocol requires 0.319 seconds if no
inequalities are disclosed. If extra inequalities (such as age intervals) are proven,
the computational load will increase severely (see table 2.4.4 on page 28). At
both the user side and the poll server, the better part of the computational
load stems from anonymous credential protocols. If exact attribute values are
revealed, it is possible that the computational load is reduced slightly.

3.2.8 Extensions

Change of opinion

The signPoll-protocol can be extended to allow a voter to change his vote. If
the user wants to change his vote, she has to sign a cancel message. Hence,
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Table 3.2: Computational load for the poll signing protocol.
Step Action time(U) time(PS)
(1) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms
(2) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms
(5) createDomNym(.) 1 ms
(6) signa(.) + dnym > 119 ms + 8 ms
(7) verifya(.) + dnym > 114 ms + 21 ms
(9) signx(.) 14 ms
(11) enc(PK, .) 0 ms 0 ms
(12) signx(.) 14 ms
(13) verifyx(.) 0 ms
Total: > 128 ms > 191 ms

the ePoll server has evidence that the previous vote is canceled.

If the user is only coerced to sign the poll in a certain way during a brief period
while the poll is ongoing, this kind of coercion becomes useless since the user
can change his vote afterwards. However, if the user has to prove after the
poll closure to the coercer how he voted, coercion is still possible since vote
changing is not possible anymore.

Immediate or delayed record publication

The signPoll-protocol can be modified to hide the chosen alternatives until
the poll is closed. In this case, the voter signs a verifiable encryption of the
selected alternative instead of the alternative itself and provides a proof that a
valid alternative has been submitted. When the poll closes, the poll organizer
publishes the key to decrypt these opinions. A secret sharing scheme can be
used to share this key between multiple parties (e.g. poll organizer and poll
authority), in order to avoid that one entity has access to the results before
closure time.

Recovery, renewal and theft

When the user loses her poll credential or when it is compromised, the old
credential needs to be revoked and a new credential needs to be issued.
However, this credential should contain the same secret value rU of the previous
credential. Otherwise, the uniqueness property is no longer satisfied. Therefore,
the issuer I should keep a copy of a commitment to rU and the user U should
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keep the corresponding opening info. Then, I can issue a new credential with
the same rU -value. Note that this technique can also be applied to allow the
user to have multiple poll credentials at the same time (e.g. on mobile phone,
PDA, and desktop computer).

When rU ’s opening info or its commitment is permanently lost, a new rU
∗ needs

to be generated. All credentials with the old rU -value will be revoked and a
new credential with rU

∗ will be issued. However, to enforce the uniqueness
property, the user will only be allowed to vote for polls that begin after the
credential’s issuing time.

Questionnaire or quiz

The solution can easily be extended to a questionnaire. Here, several multiple-
choice questions must be answered and anonymously signed with the credential.
Also, the results do not necessarily need to be published.

Since the presented solution is based on anonymous credentials, it is possible
to make each vote deanonymizable if the voter agrees. Hence, the presented
solution can be used to organize quizzes. Only the winners of the quiz will
eventually be deanonymized.

Profiles

A poll server can host a myriad of polls. It would be an interesting feature if
the user could be informed only about the polls in which he might be interested.
However, poll signatures of the same user cannot be linked together by parties
other than the user himself. Profiling by the poll server is, hence, not possible.
As an alternative, the user could locally maintain a profile to keep track of the
polls in which the user participated. After signing a poll, the poll server could
be granted the right to add a record to the profile. Additionally, the user could
state the poll types in which he is interested. This could be on the basis of
the user’s interests, the region to which the poll applies or other parameters.
Only trusted poll servers would be allowed to access this profile on a sufficiently
coarse-grained level in order to protect the user’s anonymity. The poll server
could for instance have the right to query for the top three poll types signed
by the user. The latter can be enforced using client side policies.
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Informing user about his anonymity

As stated in the requirements (O3), a user can be given the possibility to
disclose extra personal properties, next to the mandatory ones, to provide the
poll organizer with extra info to generate more versatile statistics. Evidently,
the more properties the user reveals, the smaller his anonymity set becomes.
Even if no optional properties are disclosed, the user’s anonymity set will shrink,
in the worst case to a singleton. Since the results are published, several other
parties could identify the user and, hence, know how the user voted. Also, when
the user changes his vote and thereby disclosing other personal attributes, his
anonymity set could be further reduced. Therefore, a useful extension is a
method to inform the user about the consequences of his poll signature. A
policy could be set by the user to warn him if his anonymity level is becoming
too low.

3.2.9 Scalability

Multiple issuers

Based on a secret in the user’s credential, a user can generate a per-poll
pseudonym and prove possession thereof. This implies that multiple issuers
are possible in the system if one of the following conditions is fulfilled:

1. The different issuers each serve another partition of the population (e.g.
at the level of nations),

2. Each poll specifies exactly one issuer that must have issued the credentials
that can be used to sign the poll

3. The issuer can check whether a trusted third party (TTP) already stores
the user’s commitment of rU . If this is not the case, the user can register
with a fresh commitment and the issuer submits afterwards the user’s id
and commitment to rU to the TTP. Otherwise, the commitment stored
by the TTP must be used during the issue protocol.

Multiple poll authorities or poll servers

Multiple poll authorities can be allowed; however, it does not make sense to
have multiple poll authorities for a single poll. Multiple poll servers PS can
serve a single poll if there is a shared synchronized clock. Now, votes will
also be timestamped. If a user signs the same poll multiple times, only the
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most recent record will be retained in the results and the other votes will be
discarded. Each poll server PS needs its own poll certificate for the same poll,
all of them will contain the same one-way function and poll specification.

Poll verification

In order to verify the outcome of large polls, it suffices to randomly select a
subset of the valid poll records (i.e. a sample) and check whether the resulting
statistics based on the sample match to the statistics published by the poll
server. If H0 is the published statistical poll data and µ is the statistical
data based on the sample, the verifier has to calculate Pr[µ6 | H0], i.e. the
probability to obtain sample results that are at least as extreme as µ if H0

is correct. If this probability is too small for a sufficiently large sample, the
sample set could be enlarged. If the probability does not converge to the the
published poll results, they are considered as incorrect and a complaint can be
filed with the poll authority PA.

3.2.10 Conclusions

This section presented a first application with advanced privacy and anonymity
requirements. Individuals can only vote once per poll and votes of the same user
(for different polls) cannot be linked. Moreover, the set of acceptable voters can
be restricted based on personal properties. Also, a poll organizer can request
the voters to disclose additional properties in order to extract more significant
poll statistics. The disclosed properties are guaranteed to be true (i.e. they are
certified by the issuer of the voting credential). Possible extensions and the
performance are discussed.

As future work, a poll specification language could be developed, which would
facilitate setting up polls.
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3.3 A Privacy-Preserving Ticketing System

3.3.1 Introduction

Tickets are used for an innumerable number of events: soccer matches, music
festivals, exhibitions, etc. These tickets are ever more bought electronically. An
increasing number of countries issue electronic identity cards to their citizens.
Examples are Belgium, Estonia and Austria. These eID cards usually allow
the holder to authenticate and to digitally sign documents, but often, they are
very privacy unfriendly. For example, entity authentication using the Belgian
eID card will usually lead to the divulgement of important personal data such
as one’s national registration number (NRN). Despite these privacy dangers,
the use of the eID card is promoted by the governments. We can thus expect
that in the near future, electronic ticketing systems will arise based on the
eID card. A trivial solution is easy to devise. However, this solution is not
acceptable because it further endangers the card holder’s privacy as profiles
can easily be compiled, linked to each other and to the identity of the card
holder. An advantage of the use of eID cards is that it is straightforward to
impose restrictions on the maximum number of tickets that can be bought by
one user, hence, thwarting sales on black markets. Sometimes, special offers are
available for buyers under or over a certain age or living in the region where
the event is organized. Here too, eID cards can help in securely conveying
(proving) that these conditions are satisfied for the buyer. However, the use of
these cards will usually disclose more information than is required.

For big events with thousands of attendants, the police would be helped
if tickets were not anonymous, but could be linked to the identity of the
attendants, or at least to the identity of the buyers of these tickets. Especially,
when rows or riots occur, it would make it easier to identify and prosecute the
instigators. However, the use of tickets attributable to individuals poses severe
privacy risks and brings us closer to a "Big Brother" state.

This section proposes three solutions: a trivial solution, providing no privacy
at all and two other solutions where the eID card is needed to obtain an
anonymized permit, allowing a user to obtain tickets in a privacy-friendly way.
The role of the eID card is in the two privacy-friendly solutions thus reduced to
a bootstrapping role. A first privacy-friendly solution is based on pseudonym
certificates, i.e. X.509 certificates containing the user’s pseudonym instead of
his/her a real identity. A second privacy-friendly solution is based on the more
advanced anonymous credential systems, which allow to anonymously disclose
only a subset of the personal attributes (or properties thereof) embedded in
the credential. Both privacy-friendly solutions are validated and compared
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with the trivial solution and with each other.

Sections 3.3.2 examines related work. The main requirements are given in
section 3.3.3. Section 3.3.4 explains notations and specifies the assumptions.
Sections 3.3.5, 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 discuss the trivial protocol and two privacy-
friendly alternatives and are followed by a comparison in section 3.3.8. Section
3.3.10 draws the conclusions and describes future work.

3.3.2 Related Work

A ticketing framework [70], a hybrid electronic ticketing system [75] and ticket
system for mobile users and communications [38] [94] are valuable contributions
for building future ticketing systems. However, except for [75], all fall short in
properly addressing the user’s privacy. In comparison, we propose two solutions
that preserve the user’s privacy and avoid arbitrary blacklisting.

Heydt-Benjamin et al. [75] propose a hybrid electronic ticketing system which
uses passive RFID transponders and higher powered computing devices such
as smart phones or PDAs. Their hybrid ticketing system framework takes the
advantage of e-cash, anonymous credentials and proxy re-encryption [27] to
alleviate the concern of privacy in public transportation ticketing systems. In
contrast, our system focuses on anonymous ticket sales for events. Hence, some
of the main requirements are different.

In general, anonymous credential protocols as described in [43] and [47]
commonly use a Trusted Third Party (TTP) to selectively deanonymize (or
link) misbehaving users. However, Patrick et al. [93] strongly argued that
deanonymizing a user with the help of a TTP is a too heavy measure
against a misbehaving user in a privacy-preserving system. Some applications
might not necessarily need deanonymization to discourage misbehaving users.
They can simply blacklist user pseudonyms, to block a user without actually
revealing that user’s identity. Thus, the authors propose a scheme in which
user misbehavior is judged subjectively and in which a user’s pseudonym is
blacklisted by an individual service provider (SP) without the need for TTP.
Although subjective blacklisting reduces the size of a blacklist in comparison
with the usual centralized blacklisting approach, it can empower an SP
to arbitrarily discriminate (or freely blacklist) among its ticket users. In
comparison, our protocols do not allow SPs to blacklist a user or to maintain
its own blacklist. As discussed previously, in our protocols the blacklist, which
contains pseudonyms, is centrally managed by a trusted government instance
and forwarded to the SPs. Moreover, in some countries (e.g. in Belgium)
arbitrary user blacklisting is forbidden without a judicial verdict.
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3.3.3 Requirements

The requirements are now summed up. F4 and F5 are optional.

Functional/Security Requirements

F1 Every event may have a policy that limits the number of tickets
that can be purchased by one buyer. The policy may differentiate
between different groups of buyers.

F2 Event organizers may choose to offer a subscription for a series of
events.

F3 Every event can have a pricing policy that differentiates between
different groups of buyers (e.g. youngsters or elderly people).

(F4) When abuse is detected or when serious incidents happen during
the event, it should be possible to identify the buyer of the ticket(s)
involved, but only with a court order.

(F5) Individuals who have been imposed a banning order for a particular
event type, should not be able to buy tickets for this kind of events.

Privacy Requirements

P1 Buyers of tickets should not directly be identifiable.

P2 It should not be possible to compile buyer’s profiles. Even when
subscriptions are used, this should be minimized.

P3 It should not be possible to identify an individual on a blacklist.

3.3.4 Assumptions and Notation

Each protocol requires the following roles: user U (client), government agency
GA, ticket server TS (issues tickets to users), event organizer EO, bank BK and
the court of justice CJ.

Assumptions

The general assumptions and notation w.r.t. the protocols are now summed
up.
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• For every protocol, a server always first authenticates to U using
a classical X.509 certificate. Also, an integrity and confidentiality
preserving connection is established during a protocol. Anonymity at
the network layer is added when necessary.

• A ticketing server may sell tickets for multiple events. However, for each
event, there is only one ticketing server.

• Tickets do only contain a ticket identifier (e.g. event name, date and seat
number) and are unforgeable.

Notation

Two protocols and a number of functions are used in this application:

• U ⇆ BK ⇆ TS: (payProofU; payProofTS) ← pay(price, msg;∅; ∅). U

pays an amount of money, via an intermediary bank BK, to TS. A
message can be linked to the payment. The bank delivers proofs of the
payment to both parties. The payment protocol preserves U’s privacy.
Verification of one of the pay proofs can be done as follows: true/false ←
verifypay(payProof, price, msg).

• U ⇆ TS: (desc[], price, props; desc[], price, props) ← negotiate(event,
eventPolicy, id, #tickets, specification; ∅; restrictions, historyid) allows
the user U and the ticket server TS to agree on the exact seat numbers
(described in desc[]) as well as on their total price (price) and on the
personal properties (props) the user must disclose in order to obtain these
tickets at that price. The actual buying of the tickets and the proof of
possession of properties props is not part of this protocol.

The common inputs are the description of the event (event), the event
policy (eventPolicy), the number of tickets the user wants to buy
(#tickets), the specification of these tickets (specification), and the user’s
identity or a pseudonym known by the ticket server TS (id). idis common
input, since the user has to authenticate beforehand. The event policy
(eventPolicy) can for instance state that only Belgian citizens can buy
tickets and that people younger than 18 receive a discount. Based on this
policy, the user selects the personal properties he is willing to disclose.
These properties will be listed in the props return value.

The ticket server TS gives as user-hidden input to the protocol the
restrictions corresponding to id and the history of tickets bought by the
user with that id. These restrictions are retrieved from the ticket server’s
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blacklist and can constrain the possibilities of the user to buy tickets or
even completely forbid the user to buy tickets.

• TS: restrictions ← retrieveRestrictions(blacklist, id). TS looks up in
a blacklist the restrictions of a person referred to by id (identity or
pseudonym). Restrictions can be partial, preventing access of the user
corresponding to id to some events or event locations, or it can be
complete (i.e. a ban), preventing the user to attend any event of a
particular kind.

• GA: restriction[] ← getRestrictionBooleans(blacklist[], id). Blacklists are
event type specific. This method uses all blacklists (containing user
identifiers), and returns for each event type whether or not the user with
identifier id is blacklisted (i.e. if the user has restrictions for that event
type).

• O: nym ← retrieveOrGenerateNym(id) returns a newly generated nym if
the user referred to by id (identity or pseudonym) does not yet have
agreed on a nym with O. However, if that user already has been given
a nym in the past, it is simply retrieved from O’s local storage system.
Here, the pseudonym can be seen as a unique number.

• O: nym← retrieveOrGenerateNym(id, interval) returns a newly generated
temporal (permit) nym which is only valid during the time interval
interval. If such a temporal nym for the time interval interval and for the
user referred to by id (identity or pseudonym) has already been created
in the past, it is simply retrieved from O’s local storage system. Again,
the pseudonym can simply be seen as a unique number.

• Other, self-explaining methods are: add(), lookup(), store(), update () and
generateTickets().

3.3.5 Trivial eID-based Solution

Without alternatives, this protocol will most likely be implemented in Belgium
as the government is really promoting the use of the eID card in commercial
applications. However, this protocol has serious privacy drawbacks.

The user authenticates to the ticket server TS using his eID card, hence,
revealing a lot of personal data to TS. The ticket server TS first checks whether
the user is blacklisted. A government agency GA maintains this blacklist which
contains identifiable user ids. Based on the user’s id and personal attributes,
the user can be given the possibility to buy a number of tickets as a result of
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the negotiation phase. After the payment and ticket issuance, the ticket server
TS finally stores ticket selling info.

Identification in case of abuse is straightforward since the ticket server TS

knows the link between the seat (or ticket) and the user’s id.

The functional/security requirements are trivially fulfilled. However for the
privacy requirements, this protocol fails completely. The ticket server TS

knows the user’s id and all other attributes contained in the eID certificate
(P1). User profiling is trivial for TS as well as sharing and linking of profiles
(P2). The users’ NRN s are on the blacklist (P3). In addition, many countries
simply forbid blacklists on which users are identifiable due to privacy legislation.
However, this can be circumvented easily, for instance by blacklisting the serial
number of a certificate in the eID card or by blacklisting the hash of the user’s
NRN.

3.3.6 Solution Based on Enhanced Pseudonym Certificates

Introduction

This approach improves the privacy of the user by introducing pseudonymous
permits. First, each user receives a unique pseudonymous root certificate
from the government. This allows the user to obtain pseudonymous permit
certificates from several permit servers. One permit server could for instance be
responsible for one event type (e.g. soccer matches). With such a pseudonymous
permit a user can buy tickets for events that happen in a small, fixed (permit
specific) time period2. The user will thus need multiple permits when the
events he wants to attend happen in different time periods. The blacklists no
longer contain user identifiers, but pseudonyms.

Roles

Besides the already defined user U, ticket server TS, event organizer EO and the
court of justice CJ, a government agency GA is needed to issue root certificates
and a permit server PS issues permit certificates.

2The fixed time period is introduced to minimize linkabilities.
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Assumptions

• All certificates contain a unique serial number, a pseudonym or id, a
public key, a start date and an expiration date.

• There can be many pseudonym servers PS and many ticket servers TS.

• For every event, the ticket server TS accepts permits issued by a limited
set of pseudonym servers. However, the set of users is partitioned over
different pseudonym servers (necessary for requirement F1).

• Only one entity, the government agency GA, can issue valid pseudonymous
root certificates.

Figure 3.1: An example of a root certificate and two permit certificates derived
from the root certificate.

High Level Description and data structures. See figure 3.1. The user U

receives from the government agency GA a pseudonymous root certificate
(certR), which contains a root nym (nymR) and possibly other attributes
(such as year of birth, citizenship, place of residency, . . . ). certR is used to
authenticate to a permit server PS.
The user can apply to the permit server PS for a pseudonym (nymi

U ) that
is valid during a predefined time period i. nymi

U will be certified in a
(pseudonymous) permit certificate (certi

P). Each certificate also contains a
public key used to verify entity authentications and signatures with certi

P , and
possibly (properties of) other attributes/properties that were copied or derived
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Figure 3.2: The user’s pseudonyms in the solution based on enhanced
pseudonym certificates. A1 till A4 represent permit pseudonyms certified by
PSA and B1 till B5 represent permit pseudonyms certified by PSB . Each
pseudonym is included in a pseudonym certificate with a limited validity period.

from the root certificate (certR). The validity periods of permit certificates of a
single user form a partition. Hence, each user can have at most one valid nymi

U

to order tickets for a particular event. If permit certificates of different users
are valid at the same moment, the permit certificates have the same validity
period. Hence, they expire simultaneously. The PS can refuse to issue permits
to users who have been sentenced to a banning order for events supported by
the PS. The permit server PS can also revoke previously issued pseudonymous
permit certificates.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the validity period of the certified root nym and certified
permit nyms. The root nym is valid as long as the pseudonymous root
certificate containing the root nym nymR is valid; from t0 till t3 (if it is not
revoked before its expiration date t3). Each permit nym nymi

U is certified in a
pseudonymous permit certificate with a limited, relatively short validity period,
which does not overlap with the validity period of other permit certificates
issued by the same permit server to the same root pseudonym. Each permit
server can choose the lifetime of a pseudonym certificate. In the example in
figure 3.2, the user receives at t0 a root certificate containing nymR. This
certificate is used to request at t1 a set of permit certificates to PSA and
PSB . The user cannot obtain permit certificates which have a validity period
exceeding t3. The user can buy tickets for an event that starts at t2 if the
event requires a valid pseudonym certificate issued by PSA, but not if the event
requires a valid pseudonym certificate issued by PSB , since the user does not
have such a valid permit certificate.
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Protocols

The protocols “getting a root certificate”, “getting a permit certificate”, “Buying
tickets for an event”, ”updating anonymous blacklists” and ”identifying buyer
of a ticket” are now discussed in detail.

Getting a root certificate. This protocol is shown in table 3.3. A
governmental agency GA assigns to each citizen one root pseudonym nymR.
The first time user U requests a root certificate certR, a new nymR is generated
and included in certR. The issue protocol results in a corresponding private
key SKR for user U. In case the user was already assigned a nymR in the past,
that pseudonym is retrieved from GA’s local storage instead. The governmental
agency GA finally stores the user’s NRN and certR (which includes nymR).

Table 3.3: Getting a root certificate.

Getting a pseudonymous root certificate certR

(1) U ← GA : authenticatex(certauth
GA ; ∅; SKauth

GA )

(2) U → GA : authenticateeid(certauth
eID ;eID;∅)

(3) GA : nymR← retrieveOrGenerateNym(certauth
eID .NRN )

atts = subset(certauth
eID .atts);

(4) U ← GA : (certR, SKR;certR) ←
issueCert(certG; ∅; {nymR, atts, . . . }, SKGA)

(5) GA : store(eID.NRN, certR)

Getting permit certificates. This protocol is shown in table 3.4. The permit
server PS authenticates to the user U (1). User U authenticates with a valid
root certificate certR to a permit server PS using the corresponding private key
SKR (2). The user U selects a subset of the attributes in his root certificate
to include in the permit certificates (3). This attribute selection is sent to the
permit server PS, together with the date validThru (4). PS will issue a number
of permit certificates certPs. No permit certificate’s validity period starts after
the (user specified) date validThru. The permit server PS divides the time in
time periods [ti, ti+1[ which form a partition. Each issued permit certificate will
be valid during exactly one such interval. For instance, the user can request
permit certificates which allow him to buy soccer tickets for the upcoming year.
The permit server PS generates a set of nyms (nymi

U ) or retrieves them (if
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they were already assigned in the past): one nym per time period3. Each nym
nymi

U is certified in a permit certificate certsig,i
P which contains a validity period

(for nymi
U ), possibly a set of attributes, and a randomized encryption of the

user’s root pseudonym nymR(5-7). The validity periods of pseudonyms nymi
U

are non-overlapping. Hence, users cannot buy tickets for the same event using
different nyms. Also, when a user requests a new permit for the same period
(e.g. because the private key of the previous one was lost), the permit server
PS will always use the same nym (nymi

U ) in the same time interval i. Each

permit certificate certsig,i
P contains a probabilistic encryption of nymR with the

public key of the court of justice CJ 4. This allows law enforcement to eventually
identify the user involved in case of abusive behavior (see further). For security

reasons, for each certified nymi
U , a second pseudonym certificate certauth,i

P is
generated, which contains the same validity period and pseudonym nymi

U as in

certsig,i
P (8). certauth,i

P is used for entity authentications, certsig,i
P for signatures.

The permit server PS finally updates the list of certsig,i
P s and certauth,i

P s that
are issued to nymR (9). The permit server PS can derive the time intervals for

which a nymR has obtained a valid certsig,i
P and a valid certauth,i

P from that list.
If the user’s root certificate certR expires at time t, it is not possible for the user
U to request permit certificates with a validity period exceeding t. Evidently, as
part of the issuance of each received pair of pseudonym certificates certsig,i

P and

certauth,i
P , the user generates the corresponding key pairs (PKsig,i

P , SKsig,i
P ) and

(PKauth,i
P , SKauth,i

P ). PKsig,i
P and PKauth,i

P are included in the corresponding
certificates and the user securely stores the private keys (10).

Buying tickets for an event. See protocol 3.5. The ticketing server TS first
authenticates (1). Then, the user authenticates to the ticket server TS using

the permit certificate certauth,i
P that is valid for that specific event (2). This

discloses a permit pseudonym nymi
U , but no personal attributes. The name

of the event the user wants to buy tickets for is sent by the user to the ticket
server (3). Ticket server TS then checks whether the permit nym is valid at
the moment of the event (4). If this is the case, TS retrieves the restrictions
associated with nymi

U from the blacklist for that particular event type (5). The
user and the ticket server agree on the price of the tickets and the seats (6).
Based on the user’s permit nym, the number of tickets for that user can be
limited by the ticket server TS. The limitations and price can depend on the

3The length of the non-overlapping time periods is chosen by the permit server PS in such
a way that the number of events that fall in each period is limited.

4Each permit certificate cert
sig,i
P

contains another probabilistic encryption of nymR to
avoid linkabilities between permit certificates
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Table 3.4: Getting a permit certificate.

Getting permit certificates

(1) U ← PS : authenticatex(certauth
PS ; ∅; SKauth

PS )
(2) U → PS : authenticatex(certR; SKR; ∅)
(3) U : atts = subset(certR.atts)
(4) U → PS : validThru, atts
(5) PS : ∀ [ti, ti+1[ with ti < validThru ∧ ti+1 > currentTime:
(6) PS : nymi

U ← retrieveOrGenerateNym(
certR.nymR, [ti, ti+1[)

(7) U ⇆ PS : (certsig,i
P , SKsig,i

P ; certsig,i
P ) ← issueCert(

certPS; ∅; {nymi
U , [ti, ti+1[, atts,

enc(PKCJ, randi ‖ certR.nymR)}, SKP S)

(8) U ⇆ PS : (certauth,i
P , SKauth,i

P ; certauth,i
P ) ← issueCert(certPS;

∅; {nymi
U , [ti, ti+1[}, SKP S)

(9) PS : store(certR.nymR, [ti, ti+1[, certsig,i
P , certauth,i

P )

(10) U : store(certsig,i
P , SKsig,i

P , certauth,i
P , SKauth,i

P )

options listed in eventPolicy chosen by the user U and on the restrictions on the
blacklist. The number of tickets the user can still buy also depends upon the
number of tickets already bought for that event in the past (in historynymi

U
).

If no suitable tickets were found, the protocol is aborted (7). In the other case,
the user creates a request by signing the ticket descriptions, the price and the
seat properties and sends this signature to the ticket server (8), which verifies
the correctness of the signature, whether the same nym as during the initial
user authentication was used when signing and if the required properties props
are indeed included in the permit certificate certsig,i

U (9). Then, the payment
is arranged, giving both parties a proof of the transaction (10). Finally, the
tickets are issued (11) and the ticket server does some bookkeeping which allows
for instance to count the number of tickets that are sold to nymi

U for that event
(12).

Updating anonymous blacklists. To fulfil requirement F5, pseudonymous
blacklists are used. Four entities are involved in updating blacklists (see table
3.6).
The court of justice CJ forwards the court orders (NRN, restrictions, eventType)
to government agency GA (1). GA substitutes the NRN s with the corresponding
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Table 3.5: Buying tickets for an event.

Buying tickets

(1) U ← TS : authenticatex(certauth
TS ; ∅; SKauth

TS )

(2) U → TS : authenticatex(certauth,i
P ; SKauth,i

P ; ∅)
(3) U → TS : event

(4) TS : if(event.start /∈ [certauth,i
P .start, certauth,i

P .expires[):
abort

(5) TS : restrictions ← retrieveRestrictions(

certauth,i
P .nymi

U , type(event))
(6) U ⇆ TS : (seatNb[], price, props; seatNb[], price, props) ←

negotiate(event, eventPolicy, certauth,i
P .nymi

U ,
#tickets, specification; ∅;
restrictions, historynymi

U
)

(7) U, TS : if (seatNb[] = ∅) abort

(8) U → TS : certsig,i
P , sigP ← signx(SKsig,i

P ){seatNb[], price}

(9) TS : if(!verifyx(certsig,i
P , sigP){seatNb[], price} ∨

certauth,i
P .nymi

U 6= certsig,i
P .nymi

U ) ∨
props /∈ certsig,i

P .atts): abort

(10) U ⇆ BK ⇆ TS : (payProofU ; payProofT S) ← pay(price, {seatNb[],

certsig,i
P .nymi

U }; ∅; ∅),
(11) U ← TS : tickets[] ← generateTickets(seatNb[])

(12) TS : bookkeeping(certsig,i
P , sigP, payProofT S

event, tickets[], seatNb[], price})

nymRs (2) and forwards the list to the permit server PS (3). PS can then add
nymR to a blacklist for certain event types. Finally, PS retrieves the valid
nymi

U s for each nymR with new restrictions, substitutes every nymR-record in
the blacklist with a number of nymi

U -records 5 (4) and forwards the new list
to the ticket server TS (5). It is possible that the ticket server TS no longer
issues tickets to some pseudonyms in the blacklist if the committed crime was
sufficiently severe. Note that the ticket server can even revoke tickets that were
already issued to pseudonyms in the blacklist.

5When the user requests new permit certificates, new nymi
U s are generated by the permit

server PS. The PS then needs to send updated blacklists containing these nymi
U s to the

ticketing server TS if the corresponding root nym is blacklisted. Another option is that
the PS creates a number of nymi

U s for each known root nym in advance and adds them to
the blacklist for TS, although the owner of the root nym did not yet request pseudonym
certificates for all those time periods.
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Note that step 5 must happen in batch with the permit nyms of other blacklisted
users to avoid linking of the permit nyms of the same user. But even then,
linking is not completely eliminated. If the ticket server TS knows when which
permit nyms are valid and if the number of blacklisted pseudonyms is limited,
TS can link pseudonyms with the same restrictions and with successive validity
periods to each other with a high probability. Fortunately, this linkability
counts only for a limited number of nyms. To increase the privacy of blacklisted
users, the list of restrictions could be customized towards the permit server PS

by the government agency before it is sent to that PS. Records in the list which
are irrelevant for the permit server can then be omitted. The permit servers
can do the same when sending a blacklist to a particular ticket server.

Alternatively, the ticket server TS could ask the permit server PS online for
the restrictions of a permit nym under which a user wants to buy tickets. Since
this action needs to be done each time a user tries to buy a ticket, the permit
server PS can compile profiles containing the ticket purchasing behavior of the
different root nyms. It knows for each user when the corresponding user tried
to buy what kind of tickets. Also, this approach puts a burden on the permit
servers.

Table 3.6: Updating anonymous blacklists. For reasons of simplicity, entity
authentication using X.509 certificates is not shown.

Anonymizing the blacklists
(1) CJ → GA : NRN, restrictions, eventType
(2) GA : nymR← lookupNym(NRN )
(3) GA → PS : nymR, restrictions, eventType
(4) PS : nymUs ← lookupNyms(nymR, restrictions, eventType)
(5) PS → TS : ∀nymU ∈ nymUs: nymU, restrictions, eventType

Identifying buyer of a ticket. The protocol is presented in table 3.7. First, a
complaint, together with the seat number is sent by the event organizer to the
court of justice CJ (1). To reveal the identity of a participant with a specified
seat number, the event name and the seat number are sent by the court to the
ticket server TS (2). TS replies with data (3) which allow the court of justice
to get hold of the certificate certsig,i

P of the accused user and to verify that the

owner of nym certsig,i
P .nymi

U requested and received the ticket corresponding
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to that seat number (4). The court of justice CJ can link certsig,i
P to nymR (as

nymR is encrypted with the public key of CJ in certsig,i
P ) (5). The government

agency GA can reveal the user behind nymR (as GA knows the mapping between
NRN and nymR) (6, 7).

For this identification process, the court of justice CJ and the government
agency GA need to be trusted not to frame the user. To reduce the trust in GA,
the user U can sign the (NRN, nymR) tuple during the root credential issuance
protocol. This tuple and signature are sent to the court of justice CJ in step 7
instead of NRN.

Table 3.7: Identifying buyer of a ticket.

Identifying buyer of a ticket
(1) CJ ← EO : complaint, seatNb
(2) CJ → TS : event, seatNb

(3) CJ ← TS : seatNb[], price, certsig,i
P , sigP, payProofTS

(4) CJ : if(!verifyx(certsig,i
P , sigP){seatNb[], price} ∨ !verifypay(

payProofTS, price, {seatNb[], certsig,i
P .nymi

U })):
abort

(5) CJ : (rand ‖ nymR) ← dec(PKJ , certsig,i
P .enc)

(6) CJ → GA : nymR

(7) CJ ← GA : NRN ← lookup(nymR)

Increasing privacy with enhanced pseudonym certificates. For each
personal attribute att in certR, GA can include the hash value H(att,randG

att)

in certR instead, where randG
att is a random value. Each randG

att is sent to the
user U as part of the issuance of certR. After authentication by user U to a
permit server PS with certR, the user sends to PS the randG

att values of those
attributes of certR that need to be included in the certsig,i

P certificate. In a

similar way, PS includes hash values using freshly generated randP S
att values in

the new certsig,i
P . This allows user U to selectively disclose personal attributes

to TS. More complex constructions are possible as well, but are not discussed
in this thesis text.
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Evaluation

F1 This requirement is easily fulfilled as each user has only one certsig,i
P .nymi

U

to buy tickets for a particular event. The attributes disclosed by the user
U enable the event organizer to differentiate between different groups of
users.

F2 If certsig,i
P .nymi

U can be used to order tickets for multiple events (e.g.
multiple soccer games during a World Cup contest), the ticket server TS

can even restrict the total number of tickets that can be bought for the
whole contest (i.e. a set of events) as long as the events fall in the validity
period of the same permit certificate. Subscriptions are possible by the
issuance of a permit certificate which validity period equals the duration
of the subscription.

F3 A user can get a discount for some tickets based on the attribute values
of certsig,i

P . However, tickets can be passed on. Hence, the ticket server
TS should be careful with discounts. Note that this problem also occurs
in the trivial eID-based solution.

F4 Fulfilled (cfr. "Identifying buyer of a ticket" protocol).

F5 Fulfilled (cfr. "Updating anonymous blacklists").

P1 As discussed in "Identifying buyer of a ticket", four entities are needed to
reveal the user’s identity. Moreover, The involved GA is a governmental
agency and the involved CJ is a judicial instance. Hence, users can trust
that players in the commercial sector (such as EO and TS) cannot identify
users without help of governmental and judicial instances. Alternatively,
deanonymization is possible by EO, TS, PS and GA working together. As
long as GA is not compromised, the identity of the buyer remains hidden.

P2 Each certsig,i
P .nymi

U only has a limited validity period. The number of

tickets that are issued to the same certsig,i
P .nymi

U is restricted. Hence, TS

and EO can only compile limited profiles. PS can link all certsig,i
P .nymi

U s
to the same nymR. However, multiple pseudonym servers PS can be used.
If a PS can only issue permit certificates for specific types of events,
that PS cannot link multiple interests of the same nymR. Moreover, no
PS obtains more personal attributes than needed. Only a subset of the
attributes in certsig,i

P are revealed to TS by U when the latter wants to buy
a ticket and when enhanced pseudonym certificates are used. Evidently,
different TSs affiliated with the same PS can collaborate in order to get
hold of more personal attribute values.

P3 Only nymRs and certsig,i
P .nymi

U s are kept in blacklists. These nyms cannot
be linked directly to a user as long as GA is not compromised.
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Table 3.8: Computational load for the pseudonym-based ’Getting a
pseudonymous root certificate’ protocol using 1024 bit security and using the
Belgian eID card.

Step Action time(U) time(GA)
(1) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms

(2) authenticateeid(.) 537 ms 0 ms
(4) issueCert(.) 175 ms 14 ms
Total: 712 ms 28 ms

Table 3.9: Computational load for the pseudonym-based ’getting permit
certificates’ protocol using 1024 bit security. The value n is the number of
permit certificates issued to the user.

Step Action time(U) time(PS)
(1) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms
(2) authenticatex(.) 14 ms 0 ms
(7) issueCert(.) n.175 ms n.14 ms
(8) issueCert(.) n.175 ms n.14 ms
Total: 14 ms + n.350 ms 14 ms + n.28 ms

Performance

This subsection is based on the performance analysis given in the previous
chapter. 1024 bit security and RSA keys are used.

The computational load for getting a pseudonymous root certificate is given in
table 3.8. The main load is at the user side: the (RSA) key generation as part
of the issuance protocol in step 4 and the user authentication using the Belgian
eID card in step 2. Since the eID card is used for authentication of the user, at
least the authentication certificate needs to be downloaded from the eID card.
This takes about 750 ms for the Belgian eID card. In addition, the linked data
file needs to be retrieved from the card, which takes about the same time.

The computational load for the ’getting permit certificate’ protocol is given in
table 3.9. The permit pseudonyms are random numbers and can hence be
generated very quickly. However, the (RSA) key generation by the user as part
of the certificate issuance consumes a lot of time. However, the key pairs can
be generated beforehand.
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Table 3.10: Computational load for the pseudonym-based ’Buying ticket’
protocol using 1024 bit security.

Step Action time(U) time(TS)
(1) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms
(2) authenticatex(.) 14 ms 0 ms
(8) signx(.) 14 ms
(9) verifyx(.) 0 ms
Total: 28 ms 14 ms

The computational load for the ’Buying ticket’ protocol is given in table 3.10.
Note that the negotiate(.) and pay(.) protocols are not taken into account.

3.3.7 Solution Based on Anonymous Credentials

Introduction

We further increase the user’s privacy. The user needs a single permit – an
anonymous credential issued by a government agency – which allows the user
to buy tickets for every event. In case of abuse, the transcript resulting from
the permit show can be deanonymized. For each event type, there is a privacy-
preserving blacklist, summing up the user’s rights restrictions.

Roles

Besides user U, event organizer EO, ticket server TS, and court of justice CJ, we
define GA as a government agency that issues permits and manages blacklists.
Permit servers are no longer needed.

Assumptions

In the ticketing system based on anonymous credentials, we assume the
following:

• The anonymous credential system provides the unlinkability property to
permits. The user does not reveal identifiable permit attribute properties.

• All event organizers EO, all ticket servers TS and the government agency
GA each have a unique, publicly available provable one-way function; an
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fE(.) for each event organizer EO, an fT(.) for each ticket server TS and
an fG(. , .) for the government agency GA. Note that the latter requires
two arguments. These functions are generated by the government agency
GA. fT(.) and fE(.) can for instance be included in the X.509 certificates
of the ticket servers and event organizers issued by the government agency
GA.

High Level Description

The permit is an anonymous credential containing a set of personal attributes,
a boolean value for each event type indicating whether or not the user is
blacklisted, and two nyms. One root nym (nymR) is known to the government
agency GA and used to blacklist persons. The other nym (nymU), is not
known to the government agency, but is used to generate an event specific
nym, allowing the ticket server TS to keep track of the number of tickets sold
to that person for that specific event.

Per event type, a blacklist is maintained by the government agency GA. This
blacklist contains root pseudonyms (nymRs). These nyms are converted to
ticket server specific nyms (nymT s) before the blacklist is sent to a specific
ticket server TS in order to avoid linkabilities.

Protocols

Getting an anonymous permit certificate. This protocol is shown in table
3.11. A permit credential credP is issued by the government agency GA to the
user U. credP needs to contain a subset of the user’s attributes extracted from
his eID card, two pseudonyms, nymR and nymU, and for each event type type
a boolean indicating whether the user has restrictions for that particular event
type.

First, the government agency GA authenticates to the user (1). The user then
authenticates to the government agency using his eID card (2). This discloses
the required attributes to the government agency. Each permit contains two
user unique pseudonyms nymR and nymU. nymR is generated by GA and each
user may only possess one nymR. This nym is known to both U and GA (3-5).
GA possesses a provable link sigR between a user’s id and his nymR (6-7). This
is used in case of disputes. The second pseudonym in the permit, nymU, is
included in the permit as an attribute that is not known to the government
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Table 3.11: Getting an anonymous permit certificate.

Getting the first anonymous permit certificate credP

(1) U ← GA : authenticatex(certauth
GA ; ∅; SKauth

GA )

(2) U → GA : authenticateeid(certauth
eID ; eID; ∅)

(3) GA : nymR ← retrieveRootNym(certauth
eID .NRN )

(4) GA : if(nymR != ∅) abort

(5) U ← GA : nymR ← genRandomNb()

(6) U → GA : sigR ← signeid(eID){nymR}

(7) GA : if(!verifyeid(certsig
eID, sigR){nymR}) abort

(8) GA : restriction[] ←
getRestrictionBooleans(blacklists, eID.NRN )

(9) U ⇆ GA : (nymU, r, com; com)
← agreeSecureRand(certG.params; ∅; ∅)

(10) U : open ← (nymU, r)
(11) U → GA : c ← encH(UserSecret)(open)

(12) U ⇆ GA : (credP, ∅) ← issueCredcn(certG, com;
open, nymR; {nymR, subset(eID.atts),
restriction[]}, SKG)

(13) GA : store(eID.NRN, nymR, sigR, com, c)

agency GA. This is done using the agreeSecureRand() protocol (9), which results
in a committed random value nym nymU. Only U knows the committed value
and the opening info (10). The permit contains for each event type type a
boolean restrictions[type] (8) stating whether or not the user is blacklisted. GA

can easily extract this information out of the blacklists it manages (see below).
Now, all the information to issue the anonymous credential credP is known by
the user and government agency and the credential is issued (12). The opening
info corresponding to com is encrypted by the user and sent to the government
agency (11), which finally stores the required data (13).

To obtain a new permit, when the previous one was lost, revoked or expired,
steps 3-5 ands 9-11 change. Steps 3-5 change to U ← GA: nymR ←
retrieveRootNym(certauth

eID .NRN ), since the same root nym must be included
in the newly issued credential. steps 9 to 11 change since the same nymU

must be included in the newly issued credential credP. The user U requests
the previously used commitment com and the cipher c and decrypts the latter,
resulting in the opening info open of com. The government agency knows the
commitment com that has been used previously. By using the opening info,
the committed value nymU can be included in the newly issued credP while the
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exact value of nymU is still hidden for the government agency.

Table 3.12: Buying a ticket.

Buying tickets

(1) U ← TS : authenticatex(certauth
TS ; ∅; SKauth

TS )
(2) U → TS : nymE ← fE(credP.nymU), event
(3) U → TS : authenticatea(nymE= fE(credP.nymU) ∧

credP.restriction[eventType]; credP;∅)
(4) TS : if(credP.restriction[eventType] = true) do

(4.a) U → TS : nymT ← fT(credP.nymR)
(4.b) U → TS : authenticatea(nymT= fT(credP.nymR) ∧

nymE= fE(credP.nymU};credP;∅)
(4.c) TS : restrictions ←

retrieveRestrictions(blacklistT, nymT)
(4.d) TS : end if

(5) U ⇆ TS : (desc[], price, props; desc[], price, props) ←
negotiate(event, eventPolicy, nymE, #tickets,
specification; credP.atts; restrictions,
historynymE

)

(6) U → TS : requestProof ← signa
d(credP, ‘abuse’, certJ , nymR,

props ∧ nymE= fE(credP.nymU)) {
desc[], price})

(7) TS : if(verifya
dn(requestProof, ‘abuse’, certJ , nymR,

props ∧ nymE= fE(credP.nymU)) {
desc[], price}): abort

(8) U ⇆ BK ⇆ TS : (payProofU, payProof T S)
← pay(price, {desc[], nymE}; ∅; ∅}

(9) U ← TS : tickets[] ← generateTickets(seatNb[])
(10) TS : update (historynymE

, {event, props, requestProof,

payProof T S , seatNb[], price, tickets[]})

Buying a Ticket. This protocol is shown in table 3.12. For each ticket order,
user U sends nymE ← fE(nymU) to the ticket server TS and proves possession
of the corresponding nymU (2,3). The use of one-way functions gives the user
for each event a different, but event-unique nym. This disables the possibility
to link nyms used for one event to nyms used by the same user for other events.
Collusion with GA does not help, because GA does not even know nymU. On
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the other hand, it gives TS the possibility to limit the number of tickets per
user.

When ordering a ticket, the user proves that he is not blacklisted by
showing that restrictions[type] = false. If the user U is blacklisted, he sends
nymT ← fT(nymR) to TS and proves that nymT is correctly formed with
credP.nymR. TS now looks up the relevant restrictions associated with nymT

on the blacklist (4). This limits linking possibilities and possible collusion with
GA. The latter is only successful for blacklisted users.

After the negotiation phase (5) in which the user U and ticket seller TS agree
on the number of tickets and their specifications, the user proves the claimed
properties using the permit credential (6). This results in a requestProof which
is a proof for the government GA that the user U did request the negotiated
tickets at the negotiated price. This proof is also deanonymizable by the court
CJ which can reveal nymR in case of abuse (i.e. a verifiable encryption of nymR

is part of the transcript). This proof is verified by the ticket seller TS (7).

Finally, the tickets are paid (8), generated and sent to the user (9) and the ticket
seller updates the history, which contains information about and evidence of
the transaction (10).

Table 3.13: Blacklist Maintenance and Retrieval.

(3.13.a) Maintaining the blacklists

(1) CJ → GA : NRN, restrictions, eventType
(2) GA : nymR← lookupNym(NRN )
(3) GA : blacklists[eventType].add(nymR, restrictions)
(4) GA : revokeCred(nymR)

:
(3.13.b) Obtaining a blacklist

(1) GA : ∀ (nymR, restrictions) ∈ blacklists[eventType]:
blacklistT.add(fT(nymR), restrictions)

(2) TS ← GA : blacklistT

Blacklist Maintenance and Retrieval. The two protocols in tables 3.13 show
the blacklist maintenance and blacklist retrieval protocols.

The court of justice CJ forwards the court orders (NRN, restrictions, eventType)
to the government agency GA (a.1). GA substitutes the NRN s with the
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corresponding nymRs (a.2). This nymR is added to the governments non-
public event-type-specific blacklist (a.3). The user’s permit credential is
revoked (a.4); the user has to request a new credential containing the updated
restrictions[eventType] attribute.

Each nymR is further converted to nymT ← fT(nymR) (b.1) before the blacklist
is sent to a specific ticket server TS (b.2) to avoid linkabilities and profiling
by the ticket server. If someone is put on a blacklist for eventType, his permit
credP is revoked. Such a user can immediately obtain a new credP, with the
updated restrictions booleans restriction[eventType]. If there is a change in
restriction[eventType] in the user’s credential credP, the user can request a
credential update for credP.

Note that the blacklist can be customized to the ticket server. Restrictions
associated with a blacklisted nymT ← ft(nymR) may be relevant to a ticket
seller TSA, but irrelevant to a ticket seller TSB . For instance, restrictions on
certain international soccer matches do not apply to a ticket seller that only
sells tickets for regional matches. Hence, this blacklist record can be omitted
towards the regional soccer ticket seller.

As an extension, it is also possible to use more fine grained event (sub-)types
to generate nymTs in blacklists as follows: nymT ← ft(nymR||subtype). For
instance, if ‘soccer’ is a main type ‘soccer-AC-Milan’ could be a subtype. This
way, linkabilities of blacklisted users can be further reduced. Although the
blacklisted user must not buy tickets for AC Milan matches, he can still buy
tickets for other matches while his purchases of tickets of events belonging to
different subtypes remain unlinkable by the ticket server. A disadvantage is
that one event may belong to multiple subtypes (e.g. ‘soccer’, ‘soccer-AC-Milan’
and ‘soccer-Juventus’). The blacklisted user must in this case prove possession
of multiple nymTs (which must not occur in the blacklist in order to be allowed
to buy tickets). The size of blacklist may also grow.

Misbehavior and Deanonymization. The protocol in table 3.14 shows how
the collaboration of event organizer EO, ticket seller TS and government agency
GA with the court of justice CJ is required in order to obtain a (provable) link
between the ticket and the user’s identity.

After the event organizer submitted a complaint linked to a seat number (1),
the ticket server is asked by the court of justice to return the transaction data
related to the seat number (2,3). This allows the court of justice to verify
whether the received request proof is indeed valid, whether it corresponds to
the received seat number and whether the corresponding payment proof is
valid (4). If this is not the case, the protocol is aborted. In the next step,
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the deanonymization can be done by the court (5), resulting in a nymR. The
government agency is asked to return the corresponding user identifier together
with the signature (6). Finally, the court verifies the link between NRN and
nymR by verifying the signature. If this verification fails, the protocol is aborted.
After a successful verification, the court of justice is ensured that the returned
identifier belongs to the initially submitted (event, seatNb) tuple.

If the protocol is aborted, the court of justice can start a dispute handling
procedure to examine what went wrong and which party is liable.

Table 3.14: Misbehavior and Deanonymization.

Identifying buyer of a ticket
(1) CJ ← EO : complaint, seatNb
(2) CJ → TS : event, seatNb
(3) CJ ← TS : (requestProof, props, nymE, desc[], price, payProof T S)

← lookup(event, seatNb)
(4) CJ : if (!verify(requestProof, props∧ nymE= fE(credP.nymU)) {

desc[], price} ∨ seatNb /∈ desc[] ∨
!verifypay(payProofTS, price, {desc[], nymE})) abort

(5) CJ : nymR← deanonymize(complaint, requestProof, SKCJ )
(6) CJ → GA : (NRN, sigR) ← lookup(nymR)
(7) CJ : if(!verify(certG, sigR){NRN, nymR}) abort

Evaluation

The protocols are evaluated against the requirements

Functional and Security Evaluation

F1 nymE← fE(nymU) enables the ticket server TS to link ticket orders of the
same user U for the same event.

F2 A subscription can be issued by a ticket seller TS or a coordinating
organization. The subscription can be an anonymous credential that
contains nymU, nymR, the relevant restriction[] booleans and information
about the subscription such as its validity period and its scope (i.e.
to which events does the subscription apply). nymU, nymR and the
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relevant restriction[] booleans are copied from credP to the newly issued
subscription credential while they remain hidden for the subscription-
issuing ticket server. This is done using commitments. The subscription
credential can be pseudonymously shown to a ticketing server in order
to obtain tickets without a payment phase. Alternatively, a multi-use
ticket with an expiry date can be issued by a ticket server. However, this
introduces linkabilities.

F3 The user can selectively disclose properties of attributes embedded in the
permit.

F4 is explained in the protocol “Misbehavior and Deanonymization” and is,
hence, fulfilled.

F5 is done using the anonymized blacklists. Revocation of tickets issued
to persons that are blacklisted after the ticket order is only possible
if fT(nymR) is always disclosed to the ticket seller TS by the user U.
However, the price is an increase in linkabilities. This can be reduced by
modifying fT(.) frequently (e.g. fT(nymR, version), where version changes
every month). As a consequence, the blacklists kept by the ticket servers
must be renewed when such a new time interval begins.

Privacy Evaluation

P1 Deanonymization requires the collaboration of the ticket server TS, the
government agency GA and the court of justice CJ as we argued in
Misbehavior and Deanonymization.

P2 We argued that a user has for each EO a different nymE ← fE(nymU).
Different event organizers thus need to know the user’s nymU – which
remains hidden from them – to do linking. For blacklisted users, the
government agency GA can link NRN, nymR and nymT. The ticket server
needs to collude with the government agency in order to identify the owner
of nymT.

P3 The government agency GA knows the links between nyms on a blacklist
and the user’s id. However, such convictions are publicly available. The
government agency GA should not reveal the identity associated with
nymT. Hence, trust in GA is required. If the user U is not blacklisted,
only nymE is disclosed. Since this nym is derived from nymU which is
unknown to all parties other then the owner U and since fE(.) is one-way,
it is not possible to identify the user. Only the court of justice CJ can
get hold of the user’s identity by deanonymizing requestProof.
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Table 3.15: Computational load for the Idemix-based ’getting permit certificate’
protocol.

Step Action time(U) time(GA)
(1) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms

(2) authenticateeid(.) 537 ms 0 ms

(6) signeid(.) 537 ms

(7) verifyeid(.) 0 ms
(9) agreeSecureRand(.) 69 ms 54 ms
(12) issueCred(.) + nym + comm. 156 ms + 31 ms 683 ms + 47 ms

+ 31 ms + 47 ms
Total: 1361 ms 845 ms

Table 3.16: Computational load for the the ’buying ticket’ protocol.
Step Action time(U) time(PS)
(1) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms
(2) createDomNym(.) 1 ms
(3) authenticatea(.) + nym 119 ms + 8 ms 114 ms + 21 ms
[(4a)] createDomNym(.) 1ms
[(4b)] authenticatea(.) + 2.nym 119 ms + 8 ms.2 114 ms + 21 ms.2
(6) signa

d(.) + venc + nym > 119 ms +
233 ms + 8 ms

(7) verifya
d(.) + venc + nym > 114 ms +

361 ms + 21 ms
Total: > 488 ms > 645 ms

[> 624 ms] [> 801 ms]

Performance

The computational load for the ’getting permit certificate’ and the ’buying
ticket’ protocol is given in tables 3.15 and 3.16. When buying a ticket,
the computational load depends upon the disclosed inequalities in steps 6-7.
The steps 4a and 4b are only executed if the user has relevant restrictions.
The protocol can be made more efficient by omitting step 3 if the user has
restrictions for the event type. Note that step 7 in table 3.15 is a slight
overestimation since proving that a pseudonym corresponds to a credential
is considered as the same as proving equality of a committed value with a
credential attribute, while the latter uses bigger security parameters in [8] and
[117] (see section 2.4.4 on 27).
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Table 3.17: Comparison of the three approaches.
Trivial Pseudonym certs. Anon. creds.

F1 - # Tickets X X X

F2 - Subscription X X X

F3 - Pricing X X X

F4 - Deanon. X X- CJ interacts with
EO, TS, P S, GA.

X- CJ interacts with
EO, TS, GA.

F5 - Ban — X+ ticket revocability X(2)

P1 - User anon. TS
knows
user id

If no collusion of EO,
TS, PS, GA. TS knows
permit atts.

X

P2 - User profiles TS can
link ev-
erything.

Linkability during lim-
ited, fixed period.

X(1)

P3 - Anon. blacklists — If no collusion PS, GA. only GA can identify
U.

(1): If the user is blacklisted, GA can collude with one or more TSs.
(2): Ticket revocability is possible at the cost of increased linkabilities.

3.3.8 Comparison and Feasibility

Table 3.17 compares the three approaches; the main functional/security
requirements can be fulfilled in the second and third approach while boosting
privacy. To maintain user-friendliness in the pseudonym based solution, the
management of the credentials and the interactions with PS can be done
transparently to the user by a user agent. The proposed solutions disallow
a banned person to buy tickets for someone else (e.g. father for his children)
and it is still possible that a person buys tickets and gives them to a banned
person.

The performance results show that retrieving a permit is far more efficient in
the system based on anonymous credentials due to the cost to generate RSA
keyairs for each permit certificate in the system based on pseudonym certificates.
However, since the permit certificates have a short validity period, shorter
key lengths may suffice. Buying tickets in the system based on anonymous
credentials is about 27 times more computationally intensive. This worsens
further if inequalities are proven. Hence, the increased anonymity comes with
an extra computational cost. The actual payment protocol is not taken into
account.
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3.3.9 Extension

Access by the ticket sellers to the ticket purchasing profiles of the users would
be beneficial to/profitable for ticket sellers. A ticket seller could present ticket
offers in which the user may be interested. Additionally, discounts could be
given to loyal customers. However, due to the unlinkability properties of the
presented protocols, it has become impossible for the ticket server to maintain
extended profiles linked to an identity or a pseudonym.

In order to preserve the possibility to give discounts to loyal users, one-show
credentials could be issued to the user after each purchase. These credential
contain data such as the number of bought tickets and/or the total sum paid, as
well as a user identifier (hidden for the issuer). Once the user gathered sufficient
one-show credentials, he can show them together and prove for instance that
he bought sufficient tickets or that the total sum paid exceeds a given amount
in order to get the discount. The user also needs to prove that he is the
owner of all these one-show credentials. Alternatively, the user could have an
updatable loyality credential. After each ticket purchase, the ticket server sends
a credential update to the user, allowing him to update his loyality credential.

Another capability of ticket sellers is the possibility to announce events to users
who may be interested in it. Therefore, as a possible extension, a client-side
ticket profiles could be introduced. The idea is that the user locally keeps track
of all the tickets he bought in a single profile, independent of the ticketing
server, together with ticket types he is interested in. Ticket servers trusted
by the user can query this local profile, but only queries that are sufficiently
coarse-grained are accepted by the client. Trusted ticket servers can also add
data about tickets bought by the user. This way, the trusted ticket servers have
access to a more extended profile. However, the access is restricted in order to
protect the user’s anonymity. In order to automate this, a policy is required to
describe for each trusted ticket server the set of queries it is allowed to execute.

3.3.10 Conclusions and Future Work

Two privacy-preserving ticketing systems were proposed; one based on
pseudonym certificates and one on anonymous credentials. We showed that
it is possible to offer the user a high degree of privacy, while the other
requirements remain fulfilled. Still the privacy-unfriendly Belgian eID card
is used as bootstrap. We showed that different credential systems result in
different application designs.

A possible extension is the specification of the negotiation protocol and the
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specification of an event policy language. Larger discounts could be offered to
users who are willing to disclose more personal data or discounts could be given
on the basis of a user’s profile.
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3.4 Privacy-Preserving Prescriptions

3.4.1 Introduction

Healthcare is a crucial aspect in many industrialized countries. In most of them,
healthcare is partially offered as a service by the government and partially by
private companies and an enormous and still increasing amount of money is
involved in it. In 2008, healthcare consumed an average of 9.0% of GDP across
the 33 OECD6 countries, whereas in 2000 it was only 7.8% [21]. It is expected
that healthcare costs will further increase in the future [21].

In order to make healthcare more efficient, many countries and companies
are digitalizing parts of the healthcare systems. These digitalized systems
allow for a higher cost-effectiveness, better fraud detection or fraud prevention,
faster settlements, more detailed statistics and other advantages. In the case of
electronic prescriptions, for instance, the necessity for chronically ill people to
physically visit a doctor just to pick up new prescriptions disappears. Hence,
patients, governments and companies could benefit from a highly digitalized
healthcare environment.

However, a certain reluctance is noticed amongst the citizens due to the fear
that their digitalized medical data will leak and be abused. After all, health
records are generally seen as highly privacy-sensitive data. Therefore, the
user’s privacy must be the central issue when developing digitalized healthcare
systems.

By doing so, it is unrealistic to start this development from scratch, since
this will most likely result in systems of which the deployment will require a
complete reorganization of the existing, historically grown infrastructures. This
is simply unrealistic due to high reorganization costs and since some entities
such as insurance institutes cannot be simply pushed out.

The Belgian healthcare system is large and complex. With respect to
prescriptions, many parties are involved when issuing, filling and processing
them. This chapter presents an electronic prescription system which on the one
hand maximizes the patient’s and doctor’s privacy, while, on the other hand
respects the existing infrastructure and procedures in the Belgian healthcare
system. Still, the interests of the government, which partially refunds the
prescribed drugs, are preserved: fraud by any of the parties can still either be
prevented or detected and proven. This chapter illustrates the possibility to
protect the privacy of entities wherever necessary in healthcare systems, while

6Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
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the oversight organization can still do its job and this while respecting the
currently existing infrastructure in Belgium.

First, related work is given in section 3.4.2. Then, in section 3.4.3, the Belgian
healthcare system is introduced. In section 3.4.4 the security and privacy
requirements to be achieved are listed. Section 3.4.5 presents the protocols
to achieve the previously listed requirements. In section 3.4.6, the proposed
protocols are evaluated. Some words about prescription delegation, dispute
handling and performance are written in sections 3.4.7, 3.4.8 and 3.4.9. The
chapter concludes with section 3.4.10.

3.4.2 Related Work

A lot of e-health related work can be found in the literature. One of the major
focus points has been on migrating services from the paper-based setting to
the electronic one. For instance, much work has been done w.r.t. features such
as semantic web and interoperability between various healthcare organizations
[4, 7, 9, 68]. Other issues have been addressed as well, such as reliability,
accessibility, availability, storage integrity, and fault-tolerance [81, 104].

Ateniese and de Medairos [26] present an anonymous e-prescription system for
the prescription infrastructure in the US. By using a tamper-resistant smart
card, a patient proves to the doctor his enrolment status. The smart card is also
used by the pharmacist to retrieve the patient’s prescriptions from a central
server. The pharmacist knows the patient’s pseudonym and can, hence, link
prescriptions issued to the same patient, which is not the case in our solution.
The anonymity of the prescribing doctor is protected by the use of a dynamic
group signature scheme, allowing the doctor to prove being member of a group
of accredited doctors. A group signature scheme allows for signing data on
behalf of a group. Only a trusted party can identify the group member who
created the signature. A group signature scheme is dynamic if members can be
removed from the list and if new members can be added. In each prescription
issuance, a central entity (the clearinghouse) needs to sign data resulting in the
so-called pre-approval. Therefore, the doctor needs to create a dynamic group
signature. Since dynamic group signatures schemes are costly, the authors
suggest the usage of an online group signatures scheme instead, in which a
central entity generates the actual signature. Hence, the central entities are
a potential bottleneck in their presented system. The doctor’s anonymity is
also conditional in their scheme for fraud and liability reasons. Our system
is based on unlinkable anonymous credentials, which minimizes the need to
contact central services in different interactions in order to verify the validity
of the credentials.
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Yang et al. [116] also present a prescription scheme for the e-health infrastruc-
ture in the US. The system relies less on remote servers, but instead, a smart
card is used to store medical and insurance data about the patient. Still, the
prescriptions are signed by a central, remote group manager. The authors admit
that this is a possible bottleneck. The smart card is also used for authentication
purposes. Tamper-resistance of the smart card is in this system of utmost
importance. Again, the pharmacists can link prescriptions of the same user to
each other, since the same patient pseudonym is used. However, the authors
suggest to change the patient’s pseudonym frequently. However, this limits the
possibility of generating statistics. Another disadvantage of the system is the
fact that the doctor needs to fix the pharmacist by whom the prescription must
be filled. This is too restrictive since the pharmacist may be closed or may not
have the required drugs at his immediate disposal. Once the prescription is
generated, the user does no longer have a free choice w.r.t. the pharmacist to
go to. Also, it opens the doors for agreements between doctors and pharmacists.
The proposed system, however, includes a system to delegate prescriptions by
a patient to a relative or friend. It might indeed be the case that the patient
is too ill to pick up the drugs himself. This is considered as a potential future
extension in our system.

Yang et al. [115] present an entity authentication mechanism for healthcare
delivery systems (IDSs). IDSs generally group under one corporate umbrella
multiple types of care providers. Hence, there is one front-end corporate
authority server and multiple back-end affiliated care providers. Yang
et al. present an authentication mechanism, based on short passwords in
order to avoid the need for PKI infrastructures. However, password-based
authentication systems are vulnerable to dictionary attacks [32, 72]. Their
system tries to make offline dictionary attacks harder by using the password
as a seed to generate two large cryptographic numbers: one is known by the
corporate authority and one by the affiliated care provider. Online dictionary
attacks are, however, still possible. In order to authenticate, the user interacts
with the corporate authority, which in turn has to interact with the care
provider in order to verify the user’s authentication attempt. Yang et al. focus
on authentication without taking into account privacy issues. They do not
consider access control to health data.

Demuynck and De Decker [63] proposed a system for privacy-preserving
electronic health records in which the patient’s health records are centrally
stored on a server. The patient controls which doctor has access to the patient’s
health records and can add new health records. In case of an emergency,
the break-the-glass principle is applied: an emergency doctor can access the
patient’s records, however, this is logged to detect abuse. The server learns
nothing about the user’s health records. The system is also based on anonymous
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credentials and, hence, it is possible to extend our protocols with this privacy-
preserving health-record system.

This chapter is based on the paper written by B. De Decker, M. Layouni, H.
Vangheluwe, and K. Verslype [62]. The main improvements in this chapter
are now listed. Firstly, the protocols are written in a formal way. The
informal notation in the paper leaves room for ambiguities and hides difficulties.
Secondly, performance results are given, which are omitted in the paper.
Thirdly, some of the requirements and protocols were made more realistic. For
instance, the requirement that a doctor has to be anonymous towards the
patient has been omitted. This led to changes in the protocols. Finally, the
possible disputes and corresponding dispute handling are examined.

3.4.3 Prescription Handling in the Belgian Healthcare System

The different roles involved in the prescription handling procedure are the
patient, the doctor, the pharmacist, the medical prescription agency (MPA)7,
the health insurance institute (HII)8, the IFEB9 and the RIZIV10.

Each doctor is accredited by the College of physicians11. The latter can also
revoke a doctor’s accreditation. Each patient needs to be affiliated with exactly
one of the HIIs. Each pharmacist needs to be affiliated with exactly one MPA
and is accredited by the College of pharmacists12, which can, hence, also revoke
the pharmacist’s accreditation. MPAs and HIIs are accredited by the RIZIV. A
patient is not bound to a particular pharmacist but usually has a single doctor
as general practitioner with whom the patient has a trust relationship.

Although alternatives exist in the Belgian healthcare system, the by far most
common procedure is now explained. An overview of the most important
interactions is shown in figure 3.3. The patient consults his doctor, who issues
one or more prescriptions to the patient (1) after having diagnosed the patient’s
health problems. The patient visits the pharmacist of his choice, who fills the
prescription (2). The pharmacist charges the patient the non-refundable part
of medical expenses. The size of this part is determined by the patient’s social
security status. The rest of the cost of the drugs will later be reimbursed to
the pharmacist by the patient’s HII via the MPA. The pharmacist sends in
batch the prescriptions to the MPA he is affiliated with (3). Based on these

7“Tariferingsdienst” in Dutch
8“Mutualiteit” or “ziekenfonds” in Dutch
9“Instituut voor farmaco-epidemiologie van België” in Dutch

10“Rijksinstituut voor Ziekte- en Invaliditeitsverzekering” in Dutch
11“Orde van geneesheren” in Dutch
12“Orde der apothekers” in Dutch
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prescriptions, the MPA generates statistical data which is submitted to the
IFEB (4b). The second task of the MPA is to generate per patient medical
data for the patient’s HII (4a). The HII uses these data to update the patient’s
records (e.g., total medical expenses in the current year) and to reimburse the
pharmacist via the MPA (5a, 6a).

The RIZIV is a controlling and financing oversight government agency. The
HIIs are financed by the RIZIV. The RIZIV is authorized to request prescription
samples from the MPAs in order to detect fraud, misbehavior and errors. The
second way the RIZIV can detect misbehavior is by querying the IFEB database.
The IFEB maintains a large medical database to which the RIZIV has access.
The HIIs are also allowed to request prescription samples from the MPAs in
order to verify the correctness of the medical data they received.

Figure 3.3: Overview of the most relevant roles and interactions in the Belgian
prescription processing.

In the rest of this chapter, the names IFEB and RIZIV will be substituted by
more generic names: the statistics gatherer SG and the medical authority MA.

3.4.4 Requirements

In this section, we discuss the main security and privacy properties we want to
achieve in the proposed e-health protocol. The functional requirements can be
easily derived from the workflow described the previous subsection.

General security requirements.

• Entity authentication (S1). In each session involving multiple players,
the players should authenticate properly to each other.
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• Item integrity (S2). The integrity of data sent to other parties should
be preserved.

• Revocability (S3). It should be possible to revoke the credentials of
abusing parties or parties whose credentials were lost or stolen.

Application-specific security requirements

• Single drug prescription (D1). A patient should not be able to visit
multiple doctors in order to receive multiple prescriptions for the same
illness without being detectable and identifiable by the medical authority
MA.

• Single spending of prescriptions (D2). A patient should not be
able to let multiple pharmacists fill the same prescription without being
detectable and identifiable by the medical authority MA.

• Prescription-patient binding (D3). Only the person to whom the
prescription was issued should be able to have the prescription filled by
the pharmacist.

• Inappropriate prescribing detection (D4). It should be possible
for the MA to detect and identify doctors whose prescribing behavior is
improper. This could for instance be the case when a doctor prescribes
too many the expensive brands of a drug instead of the cheaper generic
version or when a doctor prescribes too many antibiotics.

• Correct pharmacist and MPA compensation (D5). A pharmacist
who is not properly reimbursed by his MPA should be able to prove this.
Similarly, an MPA that is not properly reimbursed by an HII should be
able to prove this.

• Pharmacist fraud prevention (D6). It should not be possible that a
pharmacist receives money for drugs that were not delivered.

• Correct statistics (D7). The statistics gatherer SG should be ensured
about the correctness of the statistics received from the MPAs.

• Correct data to HII (D8). Although the HII does not receive all the
prescriptions, it must be ensured about the correctness of the received
prescription-related medical data.
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Privacy requirements

• Minimum disclosure (P1). The different entities in the prescription
processing flow should only get hold of the information they need in
order to do their tasks properly (need-to-know principle). Based on
the previous subsection, the access control matrix shown in table 3.18
is derived. Each cell shows which information a subjec (indicated by the
row label) needs to know about another entity (indicated by the column
label).

• Prescription unlinkability (P2). Only the prescribing doctor, the
patient’s HII, the MPA and the statistics gatherer SG should be able
to provably link different prescriptions issued to the same patient. The
pharmacist may only be able to link such prescriptions to each other if
they are filled in the same session or when the pharmacist recognizes the
patient. However, these links are not provable.

• Patient anonymity (P3). Besides the prescribing doctor, the patient’s
HII and the medical authority, no other entities should be able to identify
the patient based on one or more prescriptions issued to the patient. The
medical authority is trusted to do so only in case of suspicion of abuse.

• Prescription behavior unprovability (P4). Doctors nor pharmacists
should be able to prove properties about the doctor’s prescribing behavior
to others. This prevents deals between doctors and pharmaceutical
companies.

3.4.5 The Proposed Protocol

Credentials and attributes.

The relevant credentials and main attributes of the different roles are now
summed up.

• Doctor Dr has an anonymous credential credDr in order to authenticate
and create signatures, while being able to prove his qualifications. It
ensures that the doctor is accredited by the College of physicians. The
credential contains at least the doctor’s identifier idDr and pseudonym
nymDr. The (provable) link between the identifier and pseudonym is
only known by the credential issuer: the College of physicians.
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Table 3.18: Access control matrix. “ss status” stands for “social security status”
and “nym” for “pseudonym”.

Subject/
Other
entity

Patient Presc. Doctor Pharm. MPA HII

Patient all
all

content
Id Id — Id

Doctor Id all all — — —

Pharm. ss status data
Id (if

anomaly)
all Id —

MPA
nym,

ss status
Id,

data
nym Id all Id

HII
Id,

ss status
Id,

cost
— — Id all

SG
nym,

ss status
etc.

anon.
stat.
data

nym
geog.

location
— —

• Patient Pt has an anonymous credential credPt in order to authenticate
and create signatures. It contains at least the attributes idPt, nymPt, idHII

and ssStatus. idPt and nymPt are the patients identifier and pseudonym.
The (provable) link between this identifier and pseudonym is only known
by the patient’s HII, which has identity idHII. ssStatus is the patient’s
social security status.

The patient’s credential credPt-HII is in Belgium issued by the patient’s
HII, which is logical since only the HII knows whether the patient is
insured. However, authentications or signatures made with this credential
would reveal the patient’s HII to e.g. the patient’s doctor. It is better
to hide this information since the Belgian HIIs are mostly connected
to socio-political groups in the society. Therefore, in our scheme, once
the patient has an HII issued credential, it is used to obtain another
patient credential credPt issued by the medical authority. The medical
authority does not need to know the attribute values in that process. The
correspondence between nymPt and idPt is only known to the patient’s
HII. Issuing anonymous credentials on secret but committed attributes is
easily done using standard techniques such as those in [37, 43].

In case the HII revokes a credential credPt-HII, the HII sends credPt-HII’s
serial number to the medical authority MA in order to revoke credPt.
The serial number of credPt-HII must have been disclosed to the medical
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authority MA when the patient requested credPt. The medical authority
MA is then able to link credPt-HII’s serial number to the serial number of
credPt, enabling it to do the revocation of credPt.

The HII keeps for each affiliated patient a record (accPt) of the patient’s
medical expenditures in the current year. This is used to ensure
that no patient spends more than the set upper limit on medical
expenditures. The HII takes care that the amount exceeding this
maximum is reimbursed13. The HII also knows the social security status
of each patient, since this is required to determine the non-refundable
cost of drugs.

• Pharmacist Ph possesses two traditional X.509 certificates certsig
Ph and

certauth
Ph . Both are issued by the College of pharmacists and contain the

pharmacist’s identifier idPh. certsig
Ph is used for signing, certauth

Ph is used
for authentication of the pharmacist. The corresponding private keys
are SKsig

Ph and SKauth
Ph . Each pharmacist is affiliated with an MPA with

identifier idMPA. idMPA is not included in the pharmacist’s credentials.

• Medical prescription agency MPA possesses two traditional X.509
certificates certsig

MPA and certauth
MPA. Both are issued by the MA and contain

the MPA’s identifier idMPA. certsig
MPA is used for signing, certauth

Ph is used for

authentication of the MPA. The corresponding private keys are SKsig
MPA

and SKauth
MPA.

The Belgian healthcare system counts a limited number of MPAs. They
share two key pairs (PKshared

MP A , SKshared
MP A ) and (PKshared2

MP A , SKshared2
MP A ),

of which the private keys are embedded and hidden in tamper-resistant
devices issued by the medical authority MA to the MPAs. SKshared2

MP A is
only used for the decryption of small ciphers and SKshared

MP A is only used
for the decryption of verifiable encryptions. The public keys PKshared

MP A

and PKshared2
MP A are known by the other entities in the system. It could for

instance be included in the MPA’s certificates. The private keys are also
known by the medical authority MA, since it issues the devices.

• Health insurance institute HII possesses two traditional X.509
certificates certsig

HII and certauth
HII . Both are issued by the MA and contain

the HII’s identifier idHII. certsig
HII is used for signatures and certauth

HII is used

for authentication of the HII. The corresponding private keys are SKsig
HII

and SKauth
HII . In addition, the HII possesses a private key SKenc

HII used for
decryptions. The corresponding public key PKenc

HII is publicly known and
could for instance be included in the HII’s certificates.

13Either the HII repays the patient directly or the HII will contact the tax administration
for the repayment.
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• Statistics gatherer SG possesses an X.509 certificate certauth
SG for entity

authentication purposes containing the publicly known identifier idSG.
The certificate has been issued by the MA. This entity corresponds to the
IFEB in Belgium.

• Medical authority MA possesses an X.509 certificate certauth
MA for entity

authentication purposes containing the publicly known identifier idMA.
This entity corresponds to the RIZIV in Belgium. In addition, the MA

possesses a private key SKenc
MA used for decryptions. The corresponding

public key PKenc
MA is publicly known and could for instance be included

in the MA’s certificate.

In the protocols, data can be sent to the medical authority MA to initialize
a dispute handling procedure. It is assumed that the MA authenticates to
the complaint submitter and that the data sent to the MA is signed by the
complaint submitter using an X.509 sign certificate. This is omitted in the
protocol description in order not to overload it too much.

Protocol description

Doctor issues prescription. This protocol is shown in table 3.19 on page 82.
First, the doctor identifies himself using credDr

14 (1). The patient commits to
his identity (2), sends the resulting commitment to the doctor (3) and proves
that the committed value is indeed the patient’s id (4). This commitment
will later be used to prove that the prescription, containing this commitment,
belongs to the patient. Although doctor and patient know each other, the
authentication in step 4 is required in order to guarantee that the correct value
is included in comPt, which will be part of the prescription. The authentication
in step 1 convinces the patient that the doctor is still accredited by the College
of physicians.

The doctor generates the prescription text (5) and a globally unique prescrip-
tion identifier (6) which does not disclose any information about the doctor or
patient. Hence, it is a sufficiently long random number. A verifiable encryption
containing the doctor’s pseudonym is created (7). Only MPAs can decrypt this
cipher. The receiving MPA will need it to generate statistical information for
the statistics gatherer. The doctor signs the prescription text, the prescription
id, the commitment and the verifiable encryption while only disclosing that he
is an accredited doctor (since he has a valid doctor’s credential) and that the

14The doctor does not need to be anonymous towards the patient; a trust relationship
exists and a doctor is bound to confidentiality. Due to this trust relationship, the patient
does not need to prove his identity explicitly to the doctor.
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signed verifiable encryption indeed contains his pseudonym (8,9). The signature
and the signed data form the prescription. The patient verifies the correctness
of this signature and, hence, of the prescription (10).

Table 3.19: Doctor issues prescription.

Pt ↔ Dr: prescribe()

common input: PKshared
MP A

Pt input: credPt; Pt output: presc
Dr input: credDr; Dr output: presc

(1) Pt ← Dr : authenticatea(credDr.id; ∅; credDr)
(2) Pt : (comPt, openPt) ← commit(′idPt

′ : credPt.idPt,),
(3) Pt → Dr : comPt

(4) Pt → Dr : authenticatea
c (comPt, comPt.idPt = credPt.idPt;

credPt, openPt; ∅)
(5) Dr : textpresc ← {plain prescription text}
(6) Dr : idpresc ← genId(. . .)
(7) Dr : (vDr, proverDr) ←

encv(PKshared
MP A , credDr.nymDr, ‘nymDr’)

(8) Dr : sigpresc← signa
v(credDr, vDr, PKshared

MP A , proverDr ,
credDr.nymDr = vDr.nymDr){
idpresc, textpresc, vDr, comPt}

(9) Pt ← Dr : presc ← {idpresc, textpresc, comPt, vDr, sigpresc}
(10) Pt : verifya

v(sigpresc, vDr, PKshared
MP A , credDr.nymDr =

vDr.nymDr){idpresc, textpresc, vDr, comPt}

Pharmacist fills patient’s prescription. This protocol is shown in table 3.20
on page 84. First, the pharmacist authenticates to the patient using his X.509
authentication certificate (1) which proves that the pharmacist is accredited.
The patient creates a number of verifiable encryptions to allow the MPA to get
hold of the patient nym (v2) and the id of the patient’s HII (v1), to allow the
HII to get hold of the patient’s identity (v5) and to allow the medical authority
MA to identify the patient in case of fraud (v3, v4)15 (2). The patient creates a
non-interactive proof that the patient id in credPt, in v5 and in the prescription

15The MA first decrypts v3 and v4 resulting in nymPt and idHII. The MA then requests
the appropriate HII to return the identity corresponding to nymPt, together with a proof
that the pseudonym and identity are linked.
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are equal (3). The proof is linked to the prescription identifier. This proof
is encrypted with the shared MPA public key, together with the verifiable
encryption v5 resulting in c5. This is done to avoid that the pharmacist can
get hold of the patient’s HII16.

The prescription, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5 and the patients social security status are
sent by the patient to the pharmacist (5). The correctness of the patient’s social
security number will be proven in step 8. After having verified the correctness of
the prescription (6), the pharmacist creates a nonce, which includes information
such as the current date and the pharmacist’s id (idPh). This nonce is sent to
the patient (7). The patient creates a signature on this nonce, on c5 and on the
prescription id using his anonymous credential (8). The signature discloses the
patient’s social security status, that v1, v2, v3 and v4 contain values certified in
the patient’s credential and that the signer is the owner of the prescription. The
signature is bound to a date and a pharmacist id in the nonce, to c5 and to the
prescription identifier. The signature is sent to and verified by the pharmacist
(9), who is now convinced of the correctness of the four verifiable encryptions,
of the patient’s social security status and that the prescription belongs to the
signing entity. If the verification does not succeed, the protocol is aborted (10).
If the verification succeeds, the bill is settled and the drugs are delivered to the
patient (11, 12).

The patient creates a receipt and sends it to the pharmacist (13). This is a
proof that the drugs were effectively delivered. The receipt will be required
by the pharmacist in order to be reimbursed. If the receipt is not valid (14),
a complaint is sent to the medical authority MA, together with other data
required to handle the dispute; e.g. v3 and v4 enable the MA to identify the
user with the help of the patient’s HII and sigPt, together with the signed data,
proves that the patient started the fill prescription protocol.

Finally, the pharmacist does some bookkeeping, which enables him to prove
that he provided the drugs and, hence, that he must be compensated
accordingly (15).

16There are only a limited number of HIIs. The patient sends c5 to the pharmacist instead
of v5, because patient Pt wants to hide the identity of his HII from the pharmacist. In
Belgium, health insurance institutes (HIIs) are mostly managed by socio-political groups,
and revealing the identity of a patient’s HII, may disclose personal information about the
patient’s political inclination.
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Table 3.20: Filling a prescription by the pharmacist.

Pt ↔ Ph: fillPrescription()

common input: certauth
Ph , PKshared

MP A , PKenc
HII , PKenc

MA

Pt input: credPt, openPt, presc; Pt output: ∅

Ph input: SKauth
Ph , SKsig

Ph; Ph output: presc, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, ssStatus,
sigPt, receipt, nonce

(1) Pt ← Ph : authenticatex(certauth
Ph ; ∅; SKauth

Ph )
(2a) Pt : (v1, prover1) ← encv(PK shared

MP A , ‘idHII’:credPt.idHII)

(2b) Pt : (v2, prover2) ← encv(PKshared
MP A , ‘nymPt’:credPt.nymPt)

(2c) Pt : (v3, prover3) ← encv(PKenc
MA, ‘nymPt’:credPt.nymPt)

(2d) Pt : (v4, prover4) ← encv(PKenc
MA, ‘idHII’:credPt.idHII)

(2e) Pt : (v5, prover5) ← encv(PKenc
HII ,‘idPt’:credPt.idPt})

(3) Pt : proof 5 ← signa
cv(credPt, presc.comPt, openPt, v5, PKenc

HII ,
prover5, credPt.idPt = v5.idPt ∧
credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.idPt){presc.idpresc}

(4) Pt : c5 ← enc(PKshared2
MP A , {v5, proof5})

(5) Pt → Ph : presc, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, ssStatus← credPt.ssStatus

(6) Ph : if(!verifya
v(presc.sigpresc, vDr, PKshared

MP A ,
credDr.nymDr = presc.vDr.nymDr){presc.idpresc,
presc.textpresc, presc.vDr, presc.comPt}) abort

(7) Pt ← Ph : nonce ← {datecurrent, idPh, challenge, . . .}
(8) Pt → Ph : sigPt ← signa

cv(credPt, presc.comPt, openPt

{v1, v2, v3, v4}, {PKshared
MP A , PKshared

MP A , PKenc
MA, PKenc

MA},
{proveri}4

i=1, credPt.ssStatus = ssStatus ∧
v1.idHII = credPt.idHII ∧ v2.nymPt = credPt.nymPt ∧
v3.nymPt = credPt.nymPt ∧ v4.idHII = credPt.idHII ∧
credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.idPt){presc.idpresc, c5, nonce})

(9) Ph : success ← verifya
cv(sigPt, presc.comPt, {v1, v2, v3, v4},

{PKshared
MP A , PKshared

MP A , PKenc
MA, PKenc

MA},
credPt.ssStatus = ssStatus ∧
v1.idHII = credPt.idHII ∧ v2.nymPt = credPt.nymPt ∧
v3.nymPt = credPt.nymPt ∧ v4.idHII = credPt.idHII ∧
credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.idPt){presc.idpresc, c5, nonce}

(10) Ph : if (!success) abort

(11) Pt ← Ph : deliverDrugs()
(12) Pt ⇆ Ph : settleBill()
(13) Pt → Ph : receipt ← signa

c (credPt, presc.comPt, openPt,
credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.id){presc.idpresc, nonce}

(14) Ph : if (!verifya
c (receipt, presc.comPt,

credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.id){presc.idpresc, nonce})
Ph→ MA: “fraud”, presc, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, ssStatus, nonce, sigPt

(15) Ph : bookkeeping(presc, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, ssStatus,
nonce, sigPt, receipt)
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Table 3.21: Pharmacist contacts MPA for reimbursement.

Ph ↔ MPA: askReimbursement()

common input: certauth
Ph , certsig

Ph, certauth
MPA

Ph input: SKauth
Ph , SKsig

Ph, presc, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, ssStatus, sigPt, receipt, nonce
Ph output: ∅

MPA input: SKauth
MPA, SKshared

MPA

MPA output: idHII, presc, nonce, receipt, v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, ssStatus, proof 5,
nymDr, idHII, nymPt, sigPh, sigPt

(1) Ph → MPA : authenticatex(certauth
Ph ; SKauth

Ph ; ∅)

(2) Ph ← MPA : authenticatex(certauth
MPA; ∅; SKauth

Ph )

(3) Ph : sigPh ← signx(SKsig
P h){presc, v3, v4, v1, v2, c5, nonce,

sigPt, receipt, ssStatus}
(4) Ph → MPA : presc, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, nonce, sigPt, receipt, sigPh, ssStatus

(5) MPA : if (!verifyx(certsig
Ph, sigPh){v1, v2, v3, v4, c5,

nonce, sigpresc, receipt, ssStatus}) abort

(6) MPA : success1 ← verifya
v(presc.sigpresc, vDr, PKshared

MP A ,
credDr.nymDr = presc.vDr.nymDr){
presc.idpresc, presc.textpresc, presc.vDr, presc.comPt}

(7) MPA : success2 ← verifya
cv(sigPt, presc.comPt, {v1, v2, v3, v4},

{PKshared
MP A , PKshared

MP A , PKenc
MA, PKenc

MA},
credPt.ssStatus = ssStatus ∧
v1.idHII = credPt.idHII ∧ v2.nymPt = credPt.nymPt ∧
v3.nymPt = credPt.nymPt ∧ v4.idHII = credPt.idHII ∧
credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.idPt){presc.idpresc, c5, nonce}

(8) MPA : success3 ← verifya
c (receipt, presc.comPt, credPt.id =

presc.comPt.id){presc.idpresc, nonce}
(9) MPA : if (!success1 ∨ !success2 ∨ !success3)

MPA → MA : “fraud”, presc, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5,
ssStatus, nonce, sigPt, receipt, sigPh

MPA : abort

(10) MPA : (v5, proof 5) ← dec(SKshared2
MP A , c5)

(11) MPA : idHII ← decv(SKshared
MPA , v1)

(12) MPA : PKenc
HII ← retrievePublicKey(idHII, ’enc’)

(13) MPA : if(verifya
cv(proof 5, presc.comPt, v5, PKenc

HII , credPt.idPt =
v5.idPt ∧ credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.idPt){presc.idpresc})

MPA → MA : “fraud”, presc, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, ssStatus,
nonce, sigPt, receipt, sigPh, v5, proof 5, idHII

(14) MPA : nymDr ← decv(SKshared
MPA , presc.vDr)

(15) MPA : nymPt ← decv(SKshared
MPA , v2)

(16) MPA : bookkeeping(nymPt, idHII, nymDr, presc, receipt,
v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, ssStatus, nonce, sigPt)
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Pharmacist contacts MPA for reimbursement. This protocol is shown in
table 3.21 on page 85 and can be executed immediately after the prescription
has been filled, or it can be done in batch. The latter is the usual procedure.
First, the MPA and pharmacist identify to each other using their X.509
authentication certificates (1,2). The pharmacist signs the prescription and the
related data received in the previous protocol resulting in sigPh, which states
that according to the pharmacist, everything is OK with the prescription and
receipt (3). Together with the newly generated signature sigPh, this data is sent
to the MPA (4), which cancels the reimbursement if the signature verification
fails (5).

Then, the MPA verifies the correctness of the received content: is the
prescription valid (6), are the verifiable encryptions, the patient’s social security
status and the link of between the prescription and the patient correct (7) and
is the receipt correct (8). If one of these checks fails, the protocol is aborted
and a complaint can be sent to the MA since the pharmacist should have done
the necessary verifications and is thus responsible for the correctness of these
data (9).

The cipher c5 is decrypted resulting in a verifiable encryption and the
corresponding proof (10). In order to verify this proof, the MPA needs to
know the corresponding public key. Therefore, v1 is decrypted, resulting in
the identity of the patient’s HII (11). This identity is in turn used to retrieve
the required public key (12). Now, the proof is verified (13). If it is invalid,
the protocol is aborted and a complaint is sent to the MA, together with all
the relevant data. The identity of the patient’s HII also enables the MPA to
contact the HII, which is necessary for the reimbursement, even if an invalid
c5 was created by the patient. The pharmacist was indeed unable to verify the
correctness of c5.

Two verifiable encryptions are decrypted by the MPA (14, 15), resulting in a
patient nym and a doctor nym. The two nyms enable the MPA to generate
statistics for the statistics gatherer (Not in the protocol).

Finally, the MPA does the required bookkeeping (16).

MPA sending reimbursement data to patient’s HII. This protocol is shown
in table 3.22 on page 88. After the initial mutual authentication using X.509
certificates (1, 2), the MPA generates the data destined for the patient’s HII
(3). This data is based on presc.textpresc, nonce.datecurrent and ssStatus. The
exact content and format of dataHII are determined by law. All the relevant
data are signed by the MPA and sent to the patient’s HII, together with the
signature (4, 5) which is verified by the HII (6). The protocol is aborted if the
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MPA provided an invalid signature.

Now, the verifiable encryption v5 is decrypted, resulting in the patient’s id (7).

Finally, the required reimbursement and bookkeeping are done by the HII (8-
10). The reimbursement involves a bank BK which generates payment proofs.
The MPA will in turn settle the payment to the pharmacists in a similar way.
The bookkeeping also involves the updating of the patient’s accP t value.

Note that if only this subprotocol is considered, the HII has to trust the
MPA about the correctness of the provided data. However, the HII can
request prescription samples in order to verify the correctness. This is done
in subprotocol Verifying the correctness of received prescription data by HII
(table 3.23).

Sending Statistics by MPA to statistics gatherer. First, MPA and statistics
gatherer SG mutually authenticate. Then, the MPA provides statistics
on prescription data anonymized in accordance with the current legislation.
The data available to the MPA is identified only by doctor and patient
pseudonyms. These data are sufficient to generate meaningful statistics,
including measurements requiring the aggregation of prescription data per
patient or per doctor. The data available to the MPA, and the statistics do
not reveal the identities of patients or doctors.

Verifying the correctness of received prescription data by HII. After having
received one or more sets of prescription data dataHII , the HII still has the
right to request a sample of prescriptions and related data from the MPA in
order to be ensured about the correctness of the received data. This is shown
in table 3.23 on page 89 for a single prescription.

After mutual authentication (1,2), the HII sends to the MPA the identifier of
the prescription it wants to verify (3). The MPA looks up the prescription
and other related data (4), signs the prescription and related data (5) and
sends the prescription, data and signature to the HII (6). The HII verifies the
correctness of the signature (7). The received data enables the HII to verify the
correctness of the prescription (8), the correctness of v1, v2, v3, v4, ssStatus, c5

and the nonce and whether the patient himself had the prescription filled by
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Table 3.22: MPA sending reimbursement data to patient’s HII.

MPA ↔ HII: sendReimburseData()

common input: certauth
MPA, certsig

MPA, certauth
HII

MPA input: SKauth
MP A, SKsig

MP A, presc, nonce, idHII, ssStatus
MPA output: payProofMPA

HII input: SKauth
HII , SKenc

HII

HII output: idMPA, presc.idpresc, idPt, dataHII , sigMPA, payProofHII

(1) MPA → HII : authenticatex(certauth
MPA; SKauth

MPA; ∅)

(2) MPA ← HII : authenticatex(certauth
HII ; ∅; SKauth

HII )
(3) MPA : dataHII ← genHiiData(presc.textpresc,

nonce.datecurrent, ssStatus)

(4) MPA : sigMPA ← signx(SKsig
MP A){

presc.idpresc, v5, dataHII}
(5) MPA → HII : idpresc, v5, dataHII , sigMPA

(6) HII : if (!verifyx(certsig
MPA, sigMP A){

presc.idpresc, v5, dataHII}: abort

(7) HII : idPt ← decv(SKenc
HII , v5)

(8) MPA ← BK ↔ HII : (payProofMPA, payProofHII )
← reimburse(cost(dataHII), idpresc; ∅; ∅)

(9) MPA : if(!verify(payProofMPA, cost(dataHII))):
MPA → MA : ‘Invalid reimbursment’, idHII, dataHII,

sigMPA, presc.idpresc, v5, payProofMPA

(10) HII : bookkeeping(idPt, idpresc, dataHII , idMPA,
payProofHII )

the pharmacist (9), to verify the correctness of the receipt (10) and to get hold
of the of the original patient’s id idPt

∗ (11,12).

The received patient id, prescription and the nonce are matched against the
previously received patient id, prescription id and dataHII (13). If the MPA’s
signature and all the previous checks are OK, the verification is a success (14).
Otherwise, a complaint is sent to the medical authority MA.

Note that the nonce, which has the form {idPh, date, challenge} discloses the
pharmacist id idPt to the HII. Therefore, the nonce could be modified to nonce=
{date, H(idPh, challenge)). The challenge must be sent by the pharmacist to
both the patient and the MPA, but not to the HII. This small modification
prevents the HII from retrieving the involved pharmacist id.
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Table 3.23: HII requests MPA prescription and related data and verifies them.

MPA ↔ HII: verifyPrescriptionData()

common input: certauth
HII , certauth

MPA, certsig
MPA

HII input: sigMPA, SKauth
HII , idPt, idpresc, dataHII , ssStatus

MPA input: SKauth
MPA, SKsig

MPA,
HII output: success; MPA output: ∅

(1) MPA → HII: authenticatex(certauth
MPA; SKauth

MPA; ∅)

(2) MPA ← HII: authenticatex(certauth
HII ; ∅; SKauth

HII )
(3) MPA ← HII: idpresc

(4) MPA : presc, sigPt, receipt, proof5, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, v5,
nonce, ssStatus ← lookup(idpresc)

(5) MPA : sigMPA-2 ← signx(SKsig
MPA){presc, sigPt, receipt, proof5,

v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, v5, nonce, ssStatus)}
(6) MPA → HII: sigMPA-2, presc, sigPt, receipt, proof5,

v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, v5, nonce, ssStatus

(7) HII : ok0 ← verifyx(certsig
MPA, sigMPA-2){presc, sigPt, receipt,

proof5, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, v5, nonce, ssStatus}

(8) HII : ok1 ← verifya
v(presc.sigpresc, presc.vDr, PKshared

MP A ,
credDr.nymDr = presc.vDr.nymDr){
presc.idpresc, presc.textpresc, presc.vDr, presc.comPt}

(9) HII : ok2 ← verifya
cv(sigPt, presc.comPt, {v1, v2, v3, v4},

{PKshared
MP A , PKshared

MP A , PKenc
MA, PKenc

MA},
credPt.ssStatus = ssStatus ∧
v1.idHII = credPt.idHII ∧ v2.nymPt = credPt.nymPt ∧
v3.nymPt = credPt.nymPt ∧ v4.idHII = credPt.idHII ∧
credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.idPt){idpresc, c5, nonce}

(10) HII : ok3 ← verifya
c (receipt, presc.comPt,

credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.idPt){idpresc, nonce})

(11) HII : ok4 ← verifya
cv(proof 5, presc.comPt, v5, PKsig

HII ,
credPt.idPt = v5.idPt ∧
credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.idPt){idpresc}

(12) HII : idPt
∗ ← decv(SKenc

HII , v5)
(13) HII : ok5 ← matches({idPt

∗, idpresc, dataHII},
{idPt, presc, nonce})

(14) HII : if (!ok0 ∨ !ok1 ∨ !ok2 ∨ !ok3 ∨ !ok4 ∨ !ok5)
success ← false

HII → MA : ‘fraud’, presc, sigPt, receipt, proof5, v1, v2, v3, v4, v5,
nonce, dataHII , ssStatus, idMPA, sigMPA, sigMPA-2,

else success ← true
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Note that this subprotocol can be merged with the subprotocol MPA sending
reimbursement data to patient’s HII. In that case, the correctness of each
prescription and prescription fill is verified by the HII.

3.4.6 Protocol Evaluation

This subsection evaluates to what extend the requirements formulated in
subsection 3.4.4 are fulfilled.

General security requirements

• Entity authentication (S1). In each of the subprotocols, both parties
authenticate, either by using classical X.509 certificates, or by using
anonymous credentials. Assuming that both technologies are sound, the
entity authentication requirement is fulfilled.

• Item integrity (S2). All data sent to other parties is either 1) signed
using an X.509 certificate or anonymous credential or 2) used in a proof.
In the first case, the integrity relies on the integrity property of the
underlying signature technology and in the second case, the data is bound
to the proof; modifying the data will automatically result in an invalid
proof and can, hence, not be modified without being detected as long as
the underlying proof technology is secure.

• Revocability (S3). The MA issues the X.509 certificates for the MPAs,
HIIs and the SG. After proving abusive behavior, the MA can revoke these
credentials by updating the CRL or OCSP list. In case of unacceptable
behavior, The College of pharmacists can be requested by the MA to
revoke a pharmacist’s credential. The same holds for doctors who are
accredited by the College of physicians. Since each Belgian citizen must
be affiliated with an HII, revocation is not an appropriate means in case of
abuse. Instead, fines and even lawsuits can be used against misbehaving
patients. Techniques exist to revoke X.509 certificates and anonymous
credentials, which is useful when a credential is lost or stolen. In that
case a new credential can be issued.

Security requirements specific to the Belgian healthcare system.

• Single drug prescription (D1). The database maintained by the
statistics gatherer SG should store for each prescription the prescription
id, the prescribed drugs, the patient pseudonym, the doctor’s pseudonym,
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the MPA who delivered this information and the prescribing date. Hence,
all the patient’s prescriptions are linked by the patient pseudonym. This
enables the medical authority MA to detect behavior whereby the patient
visits multiple doctors for the same disease. By contacting the proper
MPA, the MA gets hold of the verifiable encryption v4. Decryption results
in the patient’s HII, which is requested to return the patient’s real identity
and the proof linking this identity with the patient’s pseudonym.

In order to have a proof of the abuse, the involved MPAs should deliver to
the medical authority all the information they have about the prescription
(presc, receipt, v1, etc.). This allows the medical authority (or another
entity) to do the checks done by the MPA in table 3.21 again.

The patient’s HII also has the information required to detect such
misbehavior. The HII can report this to the MA.

• Single spending of prescriptions (D2). This is similar to D1. Each
prescription has a unique identifier. Again, the medical authority can
easily detect double spending of a prescription by querying the database
maintained by the statistics gatherer. The HII can also easily detect this,
since it receives for each spent prescription the prescription id.

We assumed that prescription identifiers, which are chosen by the doctors,
are unique. If a doctor reuses prescription identifiers, this will also
be detected by the MA by querying the SG database. Since the MA
knows SKshared

MP A , it can decrypt the verifiable encryption in the concerned
prescription, resulting in the doctor’s nym. The doctor’s nym is also
contained in the prescription record in the statistics gatherer’s database.
By contacting the College of physicians and sending the doctor’s nym to
it, the MA can get hold of the doctor’s real identity and take appropriate
measures.

• Prescription-patient binding (D3). This follows from steps 8 and 9
in table 3.20. The patient proves to the pharmacist that the patient id
in the prescription equals the patient id in the patient credential. The
verification by the pharmacist of the proof in step 9 of table 3.20 is done
again by the pharmacist’s MPA in step 7 of table 3.21 and can be done
by everyone possessing the proper data since it is a non-interactive proof.

• Inappropriate prescribing detection (D4). This can be detected by
the medical authority MA by querying the statistics gatherer’s database,
since for each prescription, a record containing the doctor’s pseudonym
is added. The MA can request from the MPAs sample prescription data
in order to be ensured about the correctness of the database content.
The MA can request the College of physicians to return the doctor’s real
identity.
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• Correct pharmacist and MPA compensation (D5). If the
pharmacist is not compensated correctly by his MPA, he can prove that he
was entitled to receive a certain amount from his MPA since he possesses
the evidence: the prescription, a receipt and other data enabling to verify
non-interactively the correctness and linking of both. The receipt can only
be generated by the prescription owner. Similarly, the MPA can prove
that it is not correctly reimbursed by the HII. If the protocol in table
3.20 is aborted after step 12, the pharmacist can contact the MA, which
can ask the patient to generate a correct receipt.

• Payment fraud prevention (D6). The receipt issued by the patient
guarantees to the MPA that the patient has indeed received the medicine.
The MPA could send incorrect dataHII to the HII. However, the HII can
request prescription samples in order to detect systematic tampering by
the MPA. Fraud is possible if a doctor, patient and a pharmacist collude;
the doctor issues illegitimate prescriptions and the pharmacists does not
deliver the drugs while still, a receipt is generated. However, by querying
the statistics gatherer’s database, the medical authority can detect this
kind of abuse if done on a sufficiently large scale by searching for patients
to whom too many drugs are prescribed.

• Correct statistics (D7). In the proposed protocols, it is possible
that the medical authority MA delivers incorrect statistical data to
the statistics gatherer. However, the medical authority can request
prescription samples from the different MPAs and check whether it
corresponds with the records in the database of the statistics gatherer.

• Correct data to HII (D8). The HII cannot be ensured about the
correctness of the received data dataHII in the protocol in table 3.22.
Therefore, the HII can request prescription samples. This is done in the
protocol in table 3.23, which allows the HII to verify the correctness of
the prescription and prescription-related data without getting hold of the
pharmacist’s id or other new information.

Privacy

• Minimum disclosure (P1). The presented protocols are in correspon-
dence to the access control matrix in table 3.18. This can be verified
by examination of the protocols in which each entity is involved and by
checking the information this entity receives. This is done in table 3.24:
for each entity, it is checked what information it obtains.

• Prescription unlinkability (P2). This follows directly from require-
ment P1. The prescriptions are linked to each other by the patient’s
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Table 3.24: Data the different players can and cannot obtain.
Patient The patient is involved in the prescription issue protocol in table

(3.19) and the prescription filling (table 3.20). In the former,
the patient is sure of the doctor’s id and accreditations after the
authentication in step 1 and after step 9, the patient possesses
the prescription, which reveals only the prescription’s id and
text. In the prescription filling protocol, the patient is sure
about the pharmacist’s id and accreditation as a result of the
pharmacist’s authentication in step 1. Step 7 is the only other
step in which the pharmacist sends data to the patient: nonce,
which does not contain new sensitive information. Evidently,
the patient knows the HII to which he is subscribed (protocol
independent).

Doctor The doctor is only involved in the prescription issue protocol
(table 3.19). He receives a commitment and a proof that its
value is the patient’s id (steps 3 and 4). Since the patient and
doctor have a trust relationship, the doctor knows the patient’s
identity. Explicit patient authentication can be added easily.
Evidently, the doctor knows the prescription’s content.

Pharmacist The pharmacist receives data in the prescription filling protocol
in table 3.20 in steps 5, 8 and 13. In step 5, only presc and
ssStatus are disclosed. In step 8, an anonymous signature is
received, which does not reveal new information. In case of
suspicious looking prescriptions, the pharmacist should ask the
patient for the doctor’s name. The receipt received in step 13
does not reveal new data. Evidently, the pharmacist knows the
MPA he is affiliated to (protocol independent). In the protocol
in table 3.21, the pharmacist only receives info in step 2; i.e.
that he is communicating with the right MPA.

MPA In the protocol in table 3.21, the MPA receives the pharmacist’s
id in step 1. In step 4, only the prescriptions presc and the
ssStatus are new data. The MPA can decrypt three received
verifiable encryptions in steps 11, 14 and 15, resulting in the
patient’s nym, the doctor’s nym and the id of the patient’s HII.

HII The patient’s HII is involved in the protocol in table 3.22. The
HII receives data in step 1 and 5. In step 1, the MPA’s id is
disclosed and in step 5, the HII receives the prescription’s id,
relevant prescription data (dataHII) and in addition, the HII
can get hold of the patient id by decrypting v5. In table 3.23,
the HII receives the MPA id and the date the prescription was
filled (in the nonce). The HII knows the patient’s social security
status (ssStatus) beforehand (protocol independent).

SG The statistics gatherer receives the required data from the
MPAs: the patient’s pseudonym, the doctor’s pseudonym,
the prescription id, the patient’s social security status, the
pharmacist’s region and other prescription data required by law.
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pseudonym or by the patient’s id. The pharmacist does not see either,
the patient’s doctor and HII know both, the MPA and SG know only the
patient’s pseudonym.

• Patient anonymity (P3). The access control matrix in table 3.18
reveals that only the patient’s doctor and HII get hold of the patient’s
identity. In case a complaint is sent to the medical authority MA, the MA
can get hold of the patient nym and his HII and can request the latter to
return the patient’s real identity. The access control matrix reveals that
the id of the patient’s doctor is also hidden from the HII, MPA, statistics
gatherer and pharmacist. The MPA and statistics gatherer only get hold
of the doctor’s pseudonym nymDr. Finally, only the MPA gets hold of
the patient’s HII.

• Prescription behavior unprovability (P4). Since the doctor can
generate an unlimited number of non-issued prescriptions and since the
patient does not give the doctor a receipt in the prescription issuance
protocol, the doctor cannot prove to third parties his prescription
behavior. In addition, the identity of the prescribing doctor is never
disclosed to others by the prescription itself. Only when an anomaly
is detected by the pharmacist, the patient will disclose the doctor’s id.
However, this is still not a reproducible proof.

3.4.7 Delegation

The patient is not always able to physically visit a pharmacist and ordering
the drugs online may take too long. Therefore, the patient must be able to
delegate the right to retrieve the drugs at the pharmacist’s to someone else. A
possible solution is briefly sketched.

The delegate is given the prescription presc and the opening info openPt, which
corresponds to the commitment presc.comPt in the prescription. The patient
commits to the values idpresc, idPt, nymPt, idHII, ssStatus and iddelegate. This
results in a commitment comd and opening info opend. The patient signs it
anonymously with her credential credPt, resulting in sigpt-d. This signature
must prove that credPt.idPt = comd.idPt ∧ credPt.nymPt = comd.nymPt ∧
credPt.idHII = comd.idHII ∧ credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.idPt. Hence, the verifier
is convinced that the values idPt, nymPt and idHII in the commitment equal
the values in the patient’s credential and that the signer is also the patient
to whom the credential has been issued. The commitment comd, the opening
info opend and signature sigpt-d are sent to the delegate. The delegate can now
prove the following to the pharmacist:
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• The right to retrieve the drugs is delegated to him by proving that
comd.iddelegate equals the identity in his anonymous credential.

• The nym, id and HII of the patient to which the prescription was issued.
Although these values will not be disclosed, they are used to create
verifiable encryptions and prove that the content corresponds to the
values in comd.

This suffices to run a modified version of the prescription filling protocol
in which the commitment comd is used instead of the credPt. Instead
of anonymous signatures, zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge involving
commitments are used.

A disadvantage, however, is the fact that the pharmacist and MPA can see that
a prescription has been delegated. Also, the delegate is trusted by the patient
not to disclose more than strictly necessary.

3.4.8 Dispute Handling

This subsection discusses the most important types of abuse/misbehavior that
can occur in the system, how they can be detected and proven and how the
offender can be identified by the medical authority in order to take the proper
measures.

Two disputes are graphically modeled in section 4.6.3, which starts at page
142. First, the dispute in which an MPA does not deliver the proper data
in the verifyPrescriptionData() protocol is considered. Secondly, the dispute is
considered in which an HII receives two sets of prescription data containing the
same prescription identifier in the sendReimburseData() protocol.

Incorrect data sent by MPA to HII (table 3.23. The complaint is submitted
by an HII. The data sent to the MA are: presc, sigPt, receipt, proof5, v1, v2,
v3, v4, c5, v5, nonce, dataHII , ssStatus, sigMPA, sigMPA-2, idMPA. These data
prove the following:

1. sigMPA and sigMPA-2 prove that the MPA with id idMPA has sent the
suspicious data. In the sendReimburseData(.) protocol, the MPA has sent
presc.idpresc, v5 and dataHII . This data was signed by sigMPA. Later, in
the verifyPrescriptionData(.) protocol, the MPA sends presc, sigPt, receipt,
proof5, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, v5, nonce and ssStatus to the HII. This data was
signed by the MPA resulting in the signature sigMPA-2.
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2. presc is a prescription of which the correctness can be verified by anyone.

3. sigPt proves that the content of v1, v2, v3, v4 is correct, as well as ssStatus
and binds these data to the prescription. sigPt signs presc.idpresc, c5

and nonce. The latter discloses the prescription filling date and the
pharmacist id of the prescription filling and binds them to the proof
sigPt.

4. receipt proves, together with presc.comPt, presc.idpresc and nonce, that
the drugs have been delivered by the pharmacist with id nonce.idPh at
the date nonce.datecurrent and that the patient completed the payment.
The same nonce is used as for sigPt, linking receipt and sigPt to the same
prescription filling session.

5. proof5 proves that v5 contains the id of the owner of the prescription
(idPt) and that v5 can be decrypted by the patient’s HII.

The correctness of 2, 3, 4 and 5 should have been verified by the MPA when
receiving the data from the pharmacist in the askReimbursement(.) protocol.
Hence, if the verification of one of these fails, the MPA can be held liable.
If the verification of sigMPA fails, the HII is held liable since it should have
checked this signature in the sendReimburseData(.) protocol in table 3.22. If the
verification of sigMPA-2 fails, the HII has no evidence that the data requested
in the verifyPrescriptionData(.) protocol in table 3.23 originates from the MPA.
In that case, the MA will request this data from the MPA, together with a new
signature sigMPA-2 and verify the signature and take measures if it is invalid.
The above proofs can be verified by anyone.

Incorrect compensation of MPA by HII. The complaint is submitted by the
MPA. The data sent to the MA are: idHII, dataHII , presc.idpresc, v5, sigMPA

and payProofMPA.

• sigMPA proves that dataHII , presc.idpresc and v5 were indeed signed and
sent by the MPA to the HII.

• payProofMPA and dataHII enables the MA to verify whether the right
amount of money has been reimbursed by the HII.

If all is correct, and if the price contained in payProofMPA does not match the
amount the MPA should have received, the MA contacts the HII to settle the
dispute. The proofs can be verified by anyone. This allows the MPA to try to
settle the dispute with the HII without involvement of the MA.
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Optionally, the MA can request presc, sigPt, receipt, proof 5, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5

and nonce from the MPA in order to verify whether dataHII corresponds to a
valid and filled prescription.

The dispute Incorrect compensation of pharmacist by MPA is done in a similar
way.

Multiple prescriptions for the same illness. The medical authority itself can
detect this kind of abuse by querying the statistics gatherer’s database. Hence,
in this situation, no complaint is submitted to the medical authority. The data
in the statistics gatherer’s database is not yet a proof. Therefore it needs to
receive for each involved prescription from the involved MPA the following data:
presc, sigPt, v1, v2, v3, v4, ssStatus, c5, nonce and receipt. Since the MA does
not know the exact idMPAs of the involved MPAs and since there are only a
limited number of MPAs, the MA broadcasts a request for this information to
all the MPAs.

1. presc is a prescription of which the correctness can be verified by anyone.

2. sigPt proves that the content of v1, v2, v3, v4 is correct, as well as ssStatus
and binds these data to the prescription. sigPt signs presc.idpresc, c5

and nonce. The latter discloses the prescription filling date and the
pharmacist id of the prescription filling and binds them to the proof
sigPt.

3. receipt proves, together with presc.comPt, presc.idpresc and nonce, that
the drugs have been delivered by the pharmacist with id nonce.idPh at
the date nonce.datecurrent and that the patient completed the payment.
The same nonce is used as for sigPt, linking receipt and sigPt to the same
prescription filling session.

This proves that the prescription filling was completed correctly. The MA
decrypts v3 and v4 in order to retrieve the patient’s pseudonym, which must
be the same for each examined prescription, and the patient’s HII. The latter
must only be done for one prescription. The MA requests the HII for a provable
link between the patient nym and his real identity. Other entities (e.g. a judge)
need to trust the MA when it presents the gathered evidence since there is no
provable link between the patient’s pseudonym and the prescription to entities
other than the MA, the patient’s HII and MPAs. Optionally, the medical
authority MA can decrypt presc.vDr to get hold of the doctor’s pseudonym.
If this nym is the same for each examined prescription, the doctor must be
prosecuted in the first place.
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Note that this dispute handling can also be triggered by the patient’s HII,
which can submit a complaint to the MA, together with the list of relevant
prescription id’s.

Similar disputes are

• Multiple spending of the same prescription

• Inappropriate prescribing behavior of doctor

• Incorrect statistics sent by MPA to SG

Incorrect verifiable encryption in c5 (table 3.20). The MPA submits a
complaint to the MA. This complaint contains: presc, sigPt, v1, v2, v3, v4,
ssStatus, c5, nonce, receipt, v5, proof 5 and idHII

1. presc is a prescription of which the correctness can be verified by anyone.

2. sigPt proves that the content of v1, v2, v3, v4 is correct, as well as ssStatus
and binds these data to the prescription. sigPt signs presc.idpresc, c5

and nonce. The latter discloses the prescription filling date and the
pharmacist id of the prescription filling and binds them to the proof
sigPt.

3. receipt proves, together with presc.comPt, presc.idpresc and nonce, that
the drugs have been delivered by the pharmacist with id nonce.idPh at
the date nonce.datecurrent and that the patient completed the payment.
The same nonce is used as for sigPt, linking receipt and sigPt to the same
prescription filling session.

4. proof 5 verifies with the help of PKenc
HII , which was found using idHII, and

presc that v5 is correctly formed. With PKshared
MPA , the MA verifies that c5

is the encryption of (v5, proof 5)17.

If the presc, sigPt or receipt are invalid, the MPA can be held accountable
since it should have checked this when receiving the filled prescription from the
pharmacist. if c5 is not the encryption of (v5, proof 5), the MPA sent wrong
data to the MA and, hence, no dispute handling can be started.

If proof 5 is invalid, the MA decrypts v3 and v4 resulting in the patient’s
nym (nympt) and the identifier of his HII (idHII). The MA encrypts (nymPt,
presc.idpresc, random) with the public key of the HII and signs the cipher. The

17we assume that a non-probabilistic encryption scheme is used
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cipher is sent to the MPA which forwards it to the HII. Based on this signed
cipher, the HII is ensured of the correctness of the patient nym, since it is
guaranteed by the MA. Since the HII knows the link between idPt and nymPt,
it can easily extract the patient’s id.

Incorrect receipt. The pharmacist cannot prove this, but needs the receipt
to get reimbursed. The following data is sent to the medical authority MA:
presc, sigPt, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, nonce. The medical authority can now verify
the correctness of the prescription and sigPt and contacts the patient with the
request to create a new receipt. In the worst case, the pharmacist has two
receipts for the same prescription. This is not a problem, since the nonce
contains the pharmacist’s id, making it impossible to issue a valid receipt for
the same prescription to another pharmacist. Only one receipt is taken into
account for each prescription.

Pharmacist fraud This is detected in the protocol by the MPA. The
pharmacist needs to forge presc, sigPt, and receipt which is infeasible, since
the underlying building blocks protect the integrity and authenticity of the
signer.

3.4.9 Performance Evaluation

This subsection examines the computational load of the five protocols discussed
in this section. Tables 3.25, 3.26, 3.27, 3.28 and 3.29 list for each of the protocols
the computationally intensive steps and present the time needed to run each
such step. The reimburse(.) method is not taken into account.

The duration of the protocols is acceptable. Still, the following optimizations
are possible.

• Computations beforehand. It is sometimes possible to execute a part
of the protocol beforehand. For instance, in the ’fill prescription’ protocol,
steps 2 and 3 can be done beforehand, which reduces the actual protocol
executing time by 1159 ms.

• Reducing the number of verifiable encryptions. Since the MA
knows SKshared

MPA , it can as well decrypt the verifiable encryption(s)
destined for the MPA, which result(s) in the same information. This
reduces four verifiable encryptions to two. This has a positive impact of
772 ms on the ’ask reimburse’ and the ’verify prescription data’ and 1034
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Table 3.25: Computational load for the ’issue prescription’.
Step Action Time Pt Time Dr
(1) authenticatea(.) 119 ms 114 ms
(2) commit(.) 14 ms
(4) authenticatea

c (.) 119 ms + 27 ms 114 ms + 29 ms
(7) encv(.) 156 ms
(8) signa

v(.) 119 ms + 233 ms
(10) verifya

v(.) 114 ms + 361 ms
Total: 754 ms 765 ms

ms on the ’fill prescription’ protocol (of which 312 ms in the part that
can be pre-computed).

• Increased parallelism. Step 11 (deliverDrugs()) of the ’fill prescription’
can be done while the rest of the (optimized) protocol is running. As a
second example, the mutual authentication in steps 1 and 2 in the ’ask
reimburse’ protocol can be run in parallel. As a final example, Steps
1-4 in the ’prescription issue’ protocol can be done while the doctor is
examining the patient or while he is writing the text to include in the
prescription (step 5).

• Overnight batch processing. Fast protocol execution is especially
important when people need to wait. In other words, the ’issue
prescription’ and the ’prescription filling protocols must be run as quickly
as possible, but the other protocols can be run overnight in batch.
Moreover, many servers have faster multi-core processors. For instance, a
quad-core 2.26 GHZ processor of an MPA can handle 69 reimbursement
requests in about 15 seconds.

In conclusion, the protocols are practical.

3.4.10 Conclusion and Future work

The section presents a privacy-preserving protocol for prescription issuance
and processing in the Belgian healthcare system. The proposed protocols
protect patients’ privacy throughout the prescription handling process, while
complying with the current Belgian practise. Despite the large number of
parties involved, and the complexity of the application, the presented protocols
minimize information disclosure and satisfy the access control requirements
of table 3.18. Furthermore, despite the patient and doctor anonymity (or
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Table 3.26: Computational load for the ’fill prescription’ protocol.
Step Action Time Pt Time Ph
(1) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms
(2) encv(.).5 156 ms.5
(3) signa

cv(.) 119 ms + 27 ms + 233 ms
(6) verifya

v(.) 114 ms + 361 ms
(8) signa

cv(.) 119 ms + 27 ms
+ 233 ms.4

(9) verifya
cv(.) 114 ms + 29

+ 361 ms.4
(13) signa

c (.) 119 ms + 27 ms
(14) verifya

c (.) 114 ms + 29 ms
Total: 2383 ms 2219 ms

Table 3.27: Computational load for the ’ask reimbursement’ protocol.
Step Action Time Ph Time MPA
(1) authenticatex(.) 14 ms 0 ms
(2) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms
(3) signx(.) 14 ms
(5) verifyx(.) 0 ms
(6) verifya

v(.) 114 ms + 361 ms
(7) verifya

cv(.) 114 ms + 361 ms.4 + 29 ms
(8) verifya

c (.) 114 ms + 29 ms
(11) decv(.) 247 ms
(13) verifya

cv(.) 114 ms + 361 ms + 29 ms
(14) decv(.) 247 ms
(15) decv(.) 247 ms
Total: 28 ms 3464 ms

pseudonymity) the protocols allow to prevent or detect the different types of
abuse/fraud. Hence, patient and doctor anonymity are reconciled with the
controlling requirements of the medical authority. The other parties are still
able to fulfil their functional requirements In our protocols, doctors are only
pseudonymously identified to some parties to allow the legitimate gathering of
statistical data about medicine consumption and its effect on the population.
The real identity of the doctors is unveiled only in case of apparent abuse via a
judicial procedure. Although the protocols require quite some computational
load, some optimizations and overnight batch processing make it feasible to
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Table 3.28: Computational load for the ’send reimbursement data’ protocol.
Step Action Time Ph Time MPA
(1) authenticatex(.) 14 ms 0 ms
(2) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms
(4) signx(.) 14 ms
(6) verifyx(.) 0 ms
(7) decv(.) 247 ms
Total: 28 ms 261 ms

Table 3.29: Computational load for the ’verify prescription data’ protocol.
Step Action Time MPA Time HII
(1) authenticatex(.) 14 ms 0 ms
(2) authenticatex(.) 0 ms 14 ms
(5) signx(.) 14 ms
(7) verifyx(.) 0 ms
(8) verifya

v(.) 114 ms + 361 ms
(9) verifya

cv(.) 114 ms + 361 ms.4 + 29 ms
(10) verifya

c (.) 114 ms + 29 ms
(11) verifya

cv(.) 114 ms + 361 ms + 29 ms
(12) decv(.) 247 ms
Total: 28 ms 2970 ms

deploy them.

A fully digitalized prescription opens new possibilities such as online drug
buying, since prescriptions can as well be shown over an (anonymous) internet
connection. Another possible improvement would be to try to simplify the
the prescription processing chain, while it remains acceptable to the different
involved players. Abstraction of the prescription storage was made in this
chapter. Techniques could be devised using smart cards, anonymous remote
storage, PDAs, etc. that maximally protect the user’s privacy, while also
protecting against loss or theft of prescriptions. In the current practice and
in the proposed protocols, detection of double spending happens afterwards.
Instead, a system allowing the pharmacist to check online, in real-time whether
the prescription has already been filled could be added.
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3.5 Chapter Conclusion

This chapter discussed three privacy-preserving applications in three different
domains; an ePoll as eGovernment application, an eTicketing system as
eCommerce application and an ePrescription as eHealth application. For
each of the applications, privacy preserving protocols were developed and
evaluated, while taking into account controlling requirements to prevent abuse.
At the same time, the functional requirements of the service providers were
safeguarded.

First, a relatively simple application was given; the ePoll application. Then,
three versions of the eTicketing systems with different privacy properties
showed that the high-level design of the applications can differ when other
privacy-preserving techniques are used. Especially the ePrescription applica-
tion illustrated the complexity of larger applications if they have to be made
privacy-friendly.

The recurring functionality and prerequisites are now discussed and will serve
as input to formulate the requirements of the framework discussed in chapter 4.

Recurring privacy enhancing functionality

A prerequisite in each of the applications to guarantee the anonymity or
pseudonymity of the user is to communicate over mix networks to preserve
the user’s anonymity over different connections. However, during registration
phases in the ticketing system and the poll applications, a non-anonymous
connection is a better choice. Often, connections need to guarantee integrity
and confidentiality. For instance, the voter’s choice in the poll application and
the data sent during the identification of a misbehaving buyer in the ticketing
application must be hidden for eavesdroppers. In summary, functionality to
set up different types of connections must be provided.

A myriad of entity authentications, signing operations and signature verifica-
tions using eID cards, X.509 certificates, pseudonym certificates and anonymous
credentials are performed in the three applications. For instance, in the
first privacy-friendly ticketing application, pseudonym certificates are used
to authenticate the buyer, while in the second, an anonymous credential is
used. In both cases, eID card authentication is used to authenticate the
user during registration. Commitments, verifiable encryptions, pseudonyms
and deanonymizations are used in the reference applications. Also the
issuance of pseudonym certificates and anonymous credentials are used multiple
times in these applications. In summary, extensive functionality for issuance,
authentication and signing operations for different credential types is required.
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In each of the three applications, credentials need to be stored and retrieved; the
vote credential in the poll application, the permits in the ticketing application,
the certificates of the different players in the prescription application. It is
not defined in the protocols how the storage and retrieval is done. Credentials
can be stored simply on a device, but it can be expected that users will have
many credentials, which must be stored, retrieved and managed securely. Some
credentials should be available always and everywhere and, hence, must be
stored on a smart card or on a remote server or at least on a portable device (e.g.
the doctor’s credential). It must be possible to protect credentials against theft
and in case of loss, a backup and recovery mechanism must be in place. Hence,
support to store credentials and credential related data (see next paragraphs)
in different ways must be provided.

In the eTicketing application, several purchases of tickets by the same person for
the same event need to be linkable in order to be able to restrict the maximum
number of tickets per customer. In the poll application, a user can be given
the possibility to change his vote afterwards. Hence, in some applications, a
user can access the same service multiple times under the same pseudonym. If
the user discloses different properties when accessing the service at different
moments, his level of anonymity may decrease. Therefore, support to keep
track of the properties disclosed to other parties is required. Also, in the
eTicketing and ePoll application, the user is in an extension given the possibility
to maintain locally a profile containing information about bought tickets/signed
polls and event/poll types in which the user is interested, i.e. transactional
data and user preferences. The user must, hence, be given the opportunity to
maintain such profile information.

The user discloses mandatory properties in the ePoll and eTicketing appli-
cations plus potentially optional ones, which may harm the user’s level of
anonymity. Therefore, a metric is required to inform the user about the
effects of (selectively) disclosing personal properties to another party. It must
be possible to estimate the consequences of these disclosures on the user’s
anonymity, inform the user and advice him. Therefore, the profile information
of previously disclosed properties is required as input.

In each of the applications, disputes can arise. For each application, an example
is given. The ePoll server can be accused of removing signatures, in the
eTicketing application, the user can vandalize his seat and in the ePrescription
application, the patient can try to obtain multiple times the same drugs by
using a single prescription multiple times. In each of the applications, support
should be provided to either prevent or to detect abuse and, hence, to solve
disputes.

Other recurring prerequisites
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Policies have been mentioned multiple times in this chapter and will play a
crucial role. They allow service administrators and user to set their preferences.
policies help to reduce interactions with the user and ensure consistent decision-
making. Hence, maximally preserving the user’s privacy. For each of the above
paragraphs, one example of what can be defined in a policy is given: 1) Only
sufficiently anonymous connections are set up with certain service providers.
2) A user is only given access to a service provider after having proved some
minimal properties. 3) A credential is stored remotely to allow ubiquitous
access. 4) Only a limited set of trusted service providers are allowed to send
queries to the user’s local profile containing transactional data and preferences.
5) The anonymity level w.r.t. a certain service provider of a pseudonym of the
user may not drop below a certain threshold. 6) Collected evidence to refute
accusations will only be disclosed to one, trusted, dispute solver and will be
deleted after one year.

Different platforms are used in the applications; servers issue credentials,
authenticate, sign in the ticketing and poll applications. The doctor in the
prescription application will need a portable device such as a PDA to issue
prescriptions on location. A user can sign polls on his desktop computer, but
also using his PDA or another device with sufficient computing power. Hence,
support for multiple devices is required.

As a general recurring prerequisite, sensitive data should be carefully protected.
1) The secrets associated with credentials should not be disclosed in order
to protect the user against identity theft. 2) Personal data or properties
of credentials should only be revealed as part of an entity authentication or
signature protocol or when the client explicitly requests for attribute values.

In order to facilitate the development of privacy-preserving applications,
to integrate new privacy-enhancing technologies in applications using the
framework or to switch to another privacy-enhancing technology when the
requirements change, a technology agnostic, intuitive interface is required and
plugging in new implementations (e.g. U-Prove credentials) should be easy.
New implementations could have the same semantics as an already integrated
technology, it could have a differing semantics or it could be a new type of
technology. In the latter case, a new interface should be defined.





Chapter 4

A Privacy-Preserving Identity
Framework

4.1 Introduction

Privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) are being developed to improve the
user’s anonymity; crowds and mix networks at network level, and anonymous
credentials w.r.t. personal user properties. The latter allow for selectively
disclosing personal properties, such as that one is older than 18 if one of the
credential attributes is one’s date of birth.

The privacy enhancing technologies are heterogeneous in approach; e.g.,
pseudonym certificates are sent to the verifier, while only proofs are transmitted
when using Idemix (the credential remains at the owner’s side). Hence, it
will cost the application developer much effort to develop a privacy-friendly
application, especially when different credential types must be supported. Also,
chances are that the privacy issues will be omitted or that the privacy is
inadequately protected due to the incorrect use of PETs. Moreover, even when
using privacy-friendly applications, the user remains in the dark about to whom
and under which pseudonyms personal properties have been disclosed or, in
short, about his degree of anonymity towards others.

Therefore, PriMan, a privacy-preserving user-centric identity framework has
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been designed. It facilitates the development of privacy-enhanced multi-
party credential-based applications, whereof three examples where designed
in the previous chapter. The different credential approaches are reconciled,
resulting in a uniform interface enabling the application developer to choose
the most appropriate technology and to easily switch to another one when
the requirements or context change. Different components required to develop
privacy-preserving applications have been identified. Each component groups
related technologies and hides them behind a generic interface.

To design and validate PriMan, the three privacy-preserving applications
described in chapter 3 where used. The design of the presented framework
has been reiterated several times driven by the feedback received from the
application developers.

Contribution. This chapter presents a flexible privacy-preserving user-centric
identity management framework to develop privacy-preserving multi-party
credential-based applications. The framework allows the user to fully control
the disclosure of personal information and informs the user about the current
state of his/her anonymity. Privacy enhancing techniques (PETs) are concealed
from the application developer behind technology agnostic interfaces. This
facilitates the development of privacy-preserving applications and switching to
other PETs. Moreover, the framework is open and extensible, allowing to plug
in newly developed technologies. This needs to be done only once and removes
the need for the application developer to learn the peculiarities of the PET.

Overview. The next section briefly sums up the relevant privacy preserving
technologies supported by the framework. The requirements derived from the
applications described in chapter 3 are presented in section 4.2. The general
architecture, the different components, their interactions and the validation are
given in section 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. Related work is discussed in section 4.7
and the conclusions are given in section 4.8.

4.2 Requirements

In the previous chapter, three privacy-preserving applications were presented.
By examination of these applications, common privacy-goals were identified.
The required functionality was grouped. These groups will be the basis for
the different components in the framework. This is similar to how operating
systems are developed; application developers integrate similar functionality in
their applications and later, this functionality is integrated in the operating
system, facilitating future development of applications.
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4.2.1 Functional Requirements

The requirements related to the framework tasks (Tx) are formulated based on
the conclusions in chapter 3. T1-T3 are indispensable. T4-T7 are necessary
to build a full-fledged privacy-preserving user-centric identity management
framework.

T1. Support for connections with various properties. The framework
must enable the usage of connections of any type such as TLS connections
and connections over mix networks.

T2. Support for creation and usage of credentials. The framework must
offer the possibility to issue credentials of various types and to authen-
ticate and sign with credentials of these types. All flexibility offered by
particular credential types must be offered via the framework; usage of
commitments, verifiable encryptions, pseudonyms, etc.

T3. Support for secure storage of credentials & related data. Users of-
ten have many credentials, which must be stored and managed securely.
Some credentials should always and everywhere be available and, hence,
must be stored on a smart card, portable device or on a remote server
(e.g. the doctor’s credential in the ePrescription application).

[T4.] Support for client side profiles. The framework at the client side
has to keep track of the properties disclosed to other parties. Secondly,
the possibility must be given to the user to maintain profiles with
transactional data and user preferences.

[T5.] Support for anonymity metrics. The framework must be able to
estimate the consequences of disclosures of personal properties on the
user’s anonymity and to give advice.

[T6.] Support for dispute handling. The framework must offer support to
detect misbehavior by players abusing their anonymity and the possibility
must be given to take appropriate measures against that player.

[T7]. Policies. Both the user and service provider should be able to define
policies for the different components of the framework.

4.2.2 Other Requirements

The other requirements (Ox) are now formulated based on the conclusions of
chapter 3.
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O1. Usability. It must be easy to let an application use another implemen-
tation of the same technology (e.g. a more efficient version of Idemix)
or another technology (e.g. U-Prove instead of Idemix). Therefore, the
framework should offer a technology agnostic, intuitive interface.

O2. Portability. By ‘portable’, the following is understood: 1) The frame-
work should be runnable on different hardware platforms. Hence, it
should be portable to other devices/platforms while applications running
on top of the framework do not change. Implementations of functionality
used by applications running on top of it may change according to the
platform. 2) It should be possible to load only that part of the framework
that is required by the application using it.

O3. Protection of (highly) confidential information. The framework should
protect the secrets and the user’s personal information. The user should
have full control over the disclosure of his personal data.

4.3 General Architecture

The above-formulated requirements resulted in the PriMan architecture of
which a high level overview is presented in figure 4.1.

First, some terminology is explained.

• Handler interface. A handler interface defines a uniform, technology
agnostic interface to a class of technologies such as credentials or
connections. In figure 4.1, seven handler interfaces are distinguished
(Connection handler interface, persistence handler interface, credential
handler interface, etc.).

• Handler implementation. A handler implementation implements
a single handler interface. A handler implementation is in general a
wrapper around an existing implementation of a technology (Idemix,
TLS, etc.). Examples of handler implementations in figure 4.1 are
Connection.Tor and Credential.Idemix.

• Handler. A handler is an instantiation of a handler implementation.
Different handlers of the same handler implementation can be instanti-
ated at the same time (usually with different parameters). Handlers do
not interact with handlers of other handler interfaces.

• Provider. A provider is a set of handler interface implementations.
A single provider can contain multiple handler implementations for the
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Figure 4.1: High level architecture of PriMan.

same hander interface and it can as well contain handler implementations
for different handler interfaces. For each handler implementation, the
provider maintains some bookkeeping information (names, properties,
versions, ...). A provider can in theory as well contain implementations for
managers (see next bullet). Providers are not a part of the framework, but
can be plugged in it. Multiple providers can be plugged in the framework
at the same time. In figure 4.1, examples of providers are Provider X,
Provider Y and Provider Z

• Manager. A manager manages the available handler implementations
and handlers of a single hander interface. For each handler interface, there
is only one active manager. A manager can offer higher level functionality
than the underlying handlers. In order to do so, the manager may need
to interact with other managers. Figure 4.1 shows that the framework
has seven managers (Credential manager, Privacy manager, etc.).

• Component. A framework component is an active manager with the
underlying handler interface and the handler implementations.

Each of the first six managers in figure 4.1 corresponds to one of the framework
tasks T1-T6 and keeps track of and uses the underlying handler implementa-
tions to offer higher level functionality, since the existing technologies may be
rather low level. A special manager is the policy manager to automate decisions.
The PriManFacade is the application’s entry point to the managers. Also,
appropriate GUIs for different platforms can be plugged into the framework.
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A connection handler implementation allows to set up, listen for and close
connections of a particular technology (T1). The connection manager
keeps track of the available connection handler implementations and their
properties such as integrity, confidentiality and whether it allows to establish
an anonymous connection.

A credential handler implementation provides the functionality to issue and
receive credentials and optionally pseudonyms of a particular technology as
well as to authenticate or to sign messages with these credentials (T2). The
service policy will define which credentials are to be used and which properties
the user must or may disclose. Based on this policy, the user’s credential
manager collects the sets of credentials, commitments, pseudonyms and
verifiable encryptions able to fulfil the service provider’s access policy while
still complying with the user preferences.

Handling the storage and retrieval of credentials and credential related data
such as commitments and profiles (T3) is the task of the persistence manager.
It keeps track of where the different data objects are stored and which handler
maintains them. Each handler implementation defines a location type (e.g.
smart card or server), an encoding structure (e.g. XML) and the appropriate
protection mechanism (e.g. password or passphrase based).

Profile tracking (T4) is done by the profile manager. Each profile
handler keeps track of a single profile. Depending on the framework policy,
authorization can be given to external entities to make certain types of queries
on one or more profiles: adding or requesting for data which can be application
or context specific (e.g. books bought). Also, a user can add data to a profile
(e.g. books he is interested in). The profile manager determines to which
profiles data are added. A second type of profile handler maintains personal
data that has been disclosed to the service providers.

The privacy manager estimates the level of anonymity of pseudonyms
towards other parties and the impact of disclosing certain properties (T5). Each
privacy handler implementation provides a concrete metric therefore. Often,
the profile manager will be contacted to provide input about the personal data
that has already been disclosed.

The dispute manager (T6) offers the means to file complaints in case of
abuse. Complementary, evidence to (e.g. to protect against false accusations)
can be stored and later be disclosed to trusted third parties. These parties may
do a deanonymization when certain conditions are fulfilled. Each underlying
dispute handler implementations is responsible for one type of dispute.
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4.4 Components

This section discusses in more detail the different framework components. For
each component, the main interface of the manager is given since this is used by
the application developer. If a framework provider developer needs to develop
the underlying handler, the main handler interface is given as well.

4.4.1 Connection Component

The connection component is a basic component of the framework. Other
components use it to communicate with external entities (and thus other
instances of the framework). Basically, this component sends and receives data.
These data can be in any format (XML file, serialized Java object, etc.) The
interface of the communication component also allows the framework to send an
error message to the other entity when something goes wrong (authentication
exception, general Java exception, etc.). Providers for this connection handler
may support different communication technologies (like TCP/IP socket-based
connections, HTTP, Bluetooth, NFC, . . . ) but are using the same interface.
Hence, switching between communication protocols is straightforward for
the application developer. Only the initialization parameters are technology
specific.

Therefore, the abstract class ConnectionParameters is provided by the
framework and each technology needs to have its own implementation of it.
For instance TorClientParameters object requires, besides the address and
port number of the system to connect to, the address of the directory server
which keeps track of the available nodes and optionally, this object can set the
minimum number of nodes in a path and the minimum number of available
nodes in total. To establish a TLS connection after an incoming request, the
server needs to create a TlsParameters object, which contains the port number
to listen on and the alias to the certificate used to set up the secure connection.
In addition, extra constraints can be set such as the minimum strength of the
confidentiality and data authentication for TLS client parameters.

A Request object contains a command (String) and additionally, extra data
can be provided. For instance, new Request( "GET_CREDENTIAL_TEMPLATE",

"user") could be a request for a credential template (see the credential
component) with the name “user”. The exact definition of the commands and
the corresponding data is defined by the application developer. After having
sent a request, the other side replies with a Response object, which contains
the returned data (can be empty) and a status message. The latter allows the
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sender of the Request object to get notified about the outcome of the previous
request: if it was not successful, an error message is given.

The main connection handler interface is defined as follows:

interface ConnectionHandler{

public abstract Connection connect(ConnectionParameters params);

public abstract ConnectionListener

startListening(ConnectionParameters params);

public abstract Connection accept(ConnectionListener conn);

public abstract void stopListening(ConnectionListener conn);

public abstract void disconnect(Connection conn);

public abstract void sendObject(Connection conn, Request req);

public abstract Response receiveObject(Connection conn);

public abstract Response sendAndReceive(Connection conn,

Request req)

}

The connection manager interface is similar. In addition it offers methods to
store connection parameters under a certain name and to retrieve connection
parameters with a certain name or with certain properties. Therefore, the
persistence manager is contacted by the connection manager. Connections
supported by the underlying handlers can be set up or accepted as long as they
obey the framework policy.

4.4.2 Persistence Component

The framework uses many different data objects (e.g. credentials, parameters,
policy files, etc.). To make them available the next time the user starts
the framework, the persistence component can be used by all framework
components to save and load data objects. The persistence component keeps
track of the locations of all these data objects. For instance, credentials with
confidential information (medical health records) can be kept on off-line devices
(encrypted USB token, smart card, etc.) and credentials that are used more
frequently can be stored in a key store on the hard disk of a desktop.

To maintain these data objects, metadata is kept by the persistence manager
for each data object. This allows searching for the correct data object without
having to load the objects first (which would be difficult or inefficient since
it can be stored on remote or off-line storage locations). The metadata can
contain the following information about the data object:
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• A globally unique data object identifier used as a reference by the other
framework components.

• Data object type (credential, transcript, parameters, policy, etc.).

• The object’s last modification timestamp or a version number
necessary for caching and synchronizing the object.

• The object’s name (and optionally directory). Hence, the user can
organize his data objects.

• Description of the data object. For credentials, this can be the
credential template which contains amongst others the issuer and
attribute labels inside the credential. This allows, for instance, for finding
an appropriate credential for authenticating to a service provider.

If the user runs the framework on different devices (desktop, laptop, smart
phone, etc.), the persistence manager has to take care of the synchronization of
data objects and corresponding metadata information. For some data objects
(frequently used credentials, settings, etc.), it may be interesting to cache these
data locally to increase the performance or allow for off-line transactions.

The user, application and components in the framework can use the persistence
manager through the following interface:

interface PersistenceManager {

public long storeData(Object o, Metadata m,

PersistenceParameters p);

public void updateData(Object o, Metadata m, long ref);

public Object readData(long ref);

public void destroyData(long ref);

public Metadata getMetadata(long ref);

public long[] search(Query query);

}

A PersistenceParameters object contains information about where and how
to store the object. Based on this object, the proper handler will be chosen
by the manager. The parameters in PersistenceParameters objects are
technology specific.

Besides the persistence manager which keeps a list of data objects, there are
persistence handlers. A handler is responsible for saving and loading data
objects. Each handler implementation defines a location type (e.g. smart card
or server), an encoding structure (e.g. XML) and the appropriate protection
mechanism (e.g. password or passphrase based). Various technologies can be
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implemented by the handlers: Java keystore, XML file, PKCS#11 keystore,
text file, etc. A specific persistence handler may not be able to store all types
of data objects (e.g. a Java keystore handler can only store X.509 credentials
and the corresponding keys).

The main persistence handler interface is shown below.

interface PersistenceHandler {

public PersistenceHandler(PersistenceParameters p);

public long storeData(Object o);

public void updateData(Object o, long ref);

public Object readData(long ref);

public void destroyData(long ref);

public close();

}

4.4.3 Credential Component

The credential component is of key importance in the framework. First, a
generic credential representation is given, followed by a functional description
of the credential component.

Generic Credential Representation.

A uniform, technology agnostic representation of credentials and related objects
is given. This facilitates switching between different technologies and facilitates
application development. Credential technologies with different properties such
as X.509 certificates and Idemix credentials fit in the representation. The
representation consists of different object types.

Credential template. Its structure is shown in figure 4.2. It describes
everything credentials of a certain category have in common (e.g. European
digital driver licenses issued using the same issuer public key). A credential
template facilitates the creation of new credentials, since it describes all the
credential information, except credential specific data such as attribute values:
1) technology specific security parameters such as key lengths; 2) control
settings defining the credential’s validity data such as validity duration, a link
to the CRL and usage rights such as allowance to sign and a show limit; 3)
the issuer as a SignedEntity object (see below); 4) an attribute specification
which specifies mainly the label and type of each of the attributes. The security
parameters determine the technology and are credential technology specific.
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Figure 4.2: Credential template structure.

Credential. The structure of a credential is shown in figure 4.3. A credential
allows its owner to authenticate, sign or to issue another credential. A
credential consists of 1) a credential template, 2) credential values; such
as credential attribute values, the validity start date1 and optionally the
credential’s public key and serial number. 3) (a reference to) the secrets
required to use the credential. Secrets and attribute values are sensitive data.
The former never leaves the framework and the latter can only be exported by
a framework protocol such as authentication.

Figure 4.3: Credential structure.

Commitment, verifiable encryption and pseudonym. The structure
of these objects is shown in figure 4.4 and these data objects contain the
information required to prove properties/possession. However, when sent, the
attribute values and opening info are removed from the commitments, the
attribute values and prover data are removed from the verifiable encryptions
and the pseudonym secrets are removed from the pseudonyms. This results in
commitments, verifiable encryptions and pseudonyms only suitable for verifica-
tions by the receiver. Commitments, verifiable encryptions and pseudonyms
are created on the basis of commitment templates, verifiable encryption
templates and pseudonym templates. These templates contain security and
other parameters such as group parameters and bases. Commitment templates
and verifiable encryption templates can contain attribute specifications.

Claim. The structure of a claim is shown in figure 4.5. The claim describes
the properties to disclose or that were disclosed when a credential is/was

1The expiration date must not be given since it can be derived from the validity duration
in the credential template.
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Figure 4.4: Commitment, verifiable encryption and pseudonym structure.

Figure 4.5: Structure of a claim.

used for, for instance, authentication. A DeanonSpec object contains the
deanonymization condition, a reference to the credential attribute (an identifier
or pseudonym) that must be decrypted when the condition is fulfilled and (a
reference to) a signed entity (see below) that is able to decrypt the credential
attribute. The String object is a pseudonym value, which allows to find out to
which profile the claim will be/is added by the service provider. A commitment
term or a verifiable encryption term contains a reference to the attribute label
of an existing commitment or verifiable encryption, or to the attribute label
described in a commitment template or in a verifiable encryption template.

Disclosure. The structure of a disclosure is shown in figure 4.6. A disclosure
contains the claim and the involved objects required to either prove or verify the
properties described in the claim. Multiple credentials, commitments, verifiable
encryptions and pseudonyms can be involved. When a prover sends a disclosure
to the verifier, information such as secret keys and attribute values are removed
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from the contained objects, such that the received disclosure can only be used
for verifications. For instance, not the credential itself is sent, but only its
template. A disclosure object is, hence, a convenient parameter when signing,
authenticating, verifying authentications or verifying signatures.

Figure 4.6: Structure of a disclosure.

Transcript. This contains all exchanged data and data required to rerun the
protocol such as the connection id and personal data disclosed by the prover
in the case of an authentication verification. Transcripts can be used as input
for profile generation and some can be used as evidence in case of disputes.

Signed entity. The structure of a signed entity is shown in figure 4.7. It
represents a person or organization and consists of a disclosure object and a
signature guaranteeing the correctness of the properties in the disclosure object.
This signature is, hence, placed by another entity or is self-signed2. A signed
entity object is used in different situations. Firstly, the certification chain of
a certificate/credential consists of a list of signed entities. Secondly, a signed
entity object can be used to set up TLS connections. Thirdly, it is given as input
to a deanonymization specification object (cfr. the Claim structure). In all
cases, the disclosure’s claim needs to contain the entity’s public key. Typically,
a signed entity corresponds to an X.509 certificate without the private key.

Service policy. After sending a request to the service provider to run a
protocol, the service provider will reply with a service policy. A service policy
is a description of the signature creations and authentications the user has to

2A signed entity which is self-signed is only useful if it represents a trusted organisation
such as GlobalSign or VeriSign.
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Figure 4.7: Structure of a signed entity.

do in order to run the protocol correctly. This may be a simple authentication
protocol to access a service or resources, but also the credential-related parts
of more complex protocols such as the buy ticket protocol using anonymous
credentials can be described in a service policy.

The service policy lists the properties the user has to disclose or may disclose
and optionally the data the user has to sign (e.g. the different choices in
a poll). It also lists the involved commitments, verifiable encryptions and
pseudonyms and/or the (references to) templates of acceptable credentials,
verifiable encryptions, commitments and pseudonyms that need to be created.
In the validation part of this chapter (section 4.6 from page 133 onwards) a
number of examples of how such service policies could look are presented.

Functionality.

The following functionality is provided and subject to the user’s privacy
preferences:

• Issuance and creation of pseudonyms. Some credential technologies allow
to issue and show credentials under a certain nym agreed with the issuing
or verifying entity. It is also possible that a pseudonym is locally created
and that the well-formedness of it is proven as part of an authentication
or signature protocol.

• Issuance and receipt of credentials. Different options can be set depending
on the credential technology; the validity period, whether signing or
authentication is allowed, the type of credentials that can be issued using
this credential, the number of times the credential can be shown, whether
or not attribute values are updatable and the credential attribute values.
The latter can – if allowed by the credential technology – be partly chosen
by the issuer, partly by the receiver or jointly. The other options will
usually be set by the issuer. Depending on the credential technology, a
credential can be issued to a pseudonym. All these options are described
in the credential template.
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• Authentication and signing. The signatures can be interactive or non-
interactive3. Other features are dependent on the credential technology.
Some are now given. More or less fine grained and flexible selective
disclosure of credential values can be offered. Also, several credentials,
commitments and verifiable encryptions can be involved in this selective
disclosure. Some technologies allow for authentication or signing under a
pseudonym.

• Keeping track of and selecting credentials. The credential manager keeps
track of the credentials owned by the party running the framework;
credentials or credential related data can be searched based on their
alias, their properties and attribute labels in order to find the appropriate
credentials (this is also specified in the metadata of the credential). The
persistence component is contacted by this component to load, store and
delete the data.

The most important part of the handler interface is shown below:

interface CredentialHandler {

public Pseudonym receiveNym(Connection conn,

NymTemplate nTmpl, Secret s);

public Pseudonym issueNym(Connection conn, NymTemplate nTmpl);

public Pseudonym createNym(Object input, NymTemplate);

public IssuerTranscript issueCred(Connection conn, Credential-

Template templ, CredValues vals, Credential issueCred);

public ReceiverTranscript receiveCred(Connection conn,

CredentialTemplate tmpl, CredValues vals);

public AuthTranscript authenticate(Connection conn,

Disclosure disc);

public VerifyAuthTranscript verifyAuthentication(

Connection conn, Disclosure disc);

public Signature sign(Disclosure disc, byte[] data);

public boolean verifySignature(Signature sig, byte[] data);

}

Methods may call exceptions if the method or parameters are not supported
by the technology implemented by the handler. The credential manager has
the same interface as the credential handlers, but there are two differences. 1)
Whereas a credential handler implementation supports only a single credential
type, the credential manager supports all the credential types of the underlying

3Using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [69], each interactive zero-knowledge protocol can be
made non-interactive in the random oracle model.
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handler implementations. 2) The credential manager has in addition as most
important methods the methods shown below.

interface CredentialManager {

.... // see credential handler interface

public CredentialDesc[][] search(SPolicy sPol);

public Claim[] getClaims(CredentialDesc[] credDescs,

SPolicy sPol);

public Claim[] getClaims(SPolicy sPol);

public Disclosure getDisclosure(Claim claim, SPolicy sPol);

public boolean matches(Disclosure disc, SPolicy sPol);

public boolean matches(Disclosure disc, byte[] data,

SPolicy sPol);

}

The search(SPolicy sPol) method returns sets of descriptions of credentials
which can fulfil the service policy sPol. In fact, the information about
the credentials in the metadata maintained by the credential manager is
queried. The credentials’ secret keys are, hence, not revealed, nor are the
credential attributes taken into account. The getClaims(CredentialDesc[]

credDescs, SPolicy sPol) returns the different claims that fulfil the service
policy sPol when credentials corresponding to credDescs are used. This
method does access the attribute values of the involved credential(s) and,
hence, requires access to the credential(s). Once a claim has been selected,
the credential manager can be asked to generate on the basis of this claim and
the service policy a disclosure by calling the getDisclosure(Claim claim,

SPolicy sPol) method; the correct credential(s), pseudonym, commitment(s)
and verifiable encryption(s) are retrieved or generated and inserted in the
disclosure. The matches(Disclosure disc, SPolicy sPol) is used by the
service provider to verify whether the disclosure received from the client
matches the service policy.

To retrieve the credentials’ features such as fine-grained selective disclosure
or limited show capabilities, the provider keeps for each provided credential
technology a list with the offered functionality.

Note that the metadata used by the credential manager is retrieved using the
persistence manager and that it must be securely protected since it can contain
sensitive information. For instance, if the issuer of a credential is a trade union,
a trade union affiliation of the user could be leaked.

Each handler instance is responsible for a single credential. Secret keys never
leave the credential handler, nor do attribute values by default. However,
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sometimes, attribute values must be known by the credential manager. In that
case, part of the credential can be explicitly requested from the persistence
component, since attribute values are not included in the metadata.

4.4.4 Dispute Component

In order to prevent abuse/fraud, anonymity can be made conditional, which
makes dispute handling harder. In more complex protocols, the evidence
required to accuse or to exonerate someone can be spread over different parties.
Several roles are distinguished. An overview is given in figure 4.8. The roles
are now explained.

Figure 4.8: Overview of the roles involved in a dispute handling process and
their interactions.

• Complaint submitter. The complaint submitter files a complaint to the
dispute analyzer.

• Dispute analyzer. This TTP can deal with a substantial number of abuses.
The dispute handler may need to contact other entities to gather the
required evidence. After having analyzed the dispute submitted by the
complaint submitter, the dispute analyzer generates a report. This report
describes what went wrong and lists the involved parties. In addition it
contains the supporting evidence. The dispute analyzer will not always be
able to identify the guilty party or parties. In these cases, other instances
(the police, court of justice, etc.) continue the investigation based on the
report generated by the dispute analyzer.

• Evidence keeper. This entity maintains the required evidence (in log
files) which is necessary to prove abuse or to refute false accusations or
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to help to solve a dispute in which it is not directly involved. In case
of a dispute, it will interact with a dispute analyzer. Note that also
a complaint submitter can be queried by the dispute handler and can,
hence, also be an evidence keeper.

• Dispute settler. This is the party to which the report generated by the
dispute analyzer is delivered. This may be the dispute submitter. In
the ticketing application, this is the government agency which maintains
blacklists.

Disputes are application specific and each type of abuse is handled by a different
handler. The dispute manager supports all the disputes supported by the
underlying dispute handlers. The most important methods of the dispute
manager are shown below:

interface DisputeManager {

// Dispute submitter

public DisputeSubmitReceipt submitComplaint(Complaint complaint);

// Dispute analyzer

public Complaint listenForComplaint();

public disputeReport analyzeComplaint(Complaint complaint);

// Evidence keeper

public boolean keepEvidence(Evidence[] evidence);

public void listenForEvidenceQuery();

// All

public void addDispute(Dispute dispute);

}

A dispute submitter can submit a complaint to the dispute analyzer, which
listens for incoming complaints. When a complaint is received, it can be
analyzed. This can require to query evidence keepers for evidence. New
disputes may be discovered and can be added at any time to the dispute
manager. This must be done by all involved entities. As a result, a new
dispute handler will be created and added.

Since the disputes need to be formulated by the application designer and since
the generation of dispute handlers need to be done automatically (see further),
the dispute handler interface is not explained, since no one needs to manually
implement them.

For each dispute type, a policy at the evidence keeper’s side describes the
entities that are allowed to query for what kind of evidence and a policy at
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the dispute analyzer’s side describes the parties allowed to submit complaints.
For instance, only accredited pharmacists, MPAs and HIIs may be allowed to
submit a complaint about forged prescriptions to the medical authority.

The framework should offer the application designer a tool to easily generate
and add dispute handlers to the framework. For each dispute, the following
information should be given by the application designer to the tool:

• A human-readable description of the complaint. This allows all
application users to know what the possible complaints are, what the
consequences are and why transaction data (evidence) need to be stored.

• The identity of the dispute analyzer. This is the entity to which
complaints must be submitted and which must be given authorization
to gather evidence locally stored by evidence keepers.

• The role(s) authorized to submit the complaint, together with the
required data.

• The evidence that must be stored by the different involved parties and
the duration it should be stored. The dispute analyzer needs in most
cases to provide data to such parties in order to enable them to reply
with the proper evidence (e.g. the seat number).

• The dispute handling procedure by the dispute analyzer, i.e. what will
be done in order to generate the dispute report. Note that the required
extra evidence stored by other parties (see previous bullet) can be derived
from this. The identity of the involved parties is in some cases derived
from other evidence/data gathered during the dispute analysis.

• The measures taken by the dispute settler (blacklisting, credential
revocation, identification with judicial procedure, etc.). This can be
application specific.

Ideally, the dispute handling procedure is described by the application designer
in a graphical environment. The result is converted to a machine interpretable
language. The result of the conversion can be used as input to automatically
generate (the code of) a dispute handler for that specific dispute. This newly
generated dispute handler is then plugged into the framework. The graphical
model can later be used in the dispute report to show what went wrong and
what entities are liable. Examples of how such a graphical model could look
are shown in subsection 4.6.3 on page 142.

Typically, several parties will need to be contacted in the dispute handling
process. Therefore, the dispute manager should take care of setting up secure
connections with these entities.
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Each application instance running on top of the framework can ask the dispute
manager:

• Which complaints it can submit (and how) and to what dispute analyzer.

• For which complaint types evidence is stored locally, how long it needs
to be stored and which entities are authorized to retrieve this evidence.

• For which complaint types it is dispute analyzer. Related information
such as the the roles authorized to submit a complaint can be retrieved
as well.

4.4.5 Profile Component

Profiles are locally maintained by the user’s framework to keep track of
the personal properties that have been disclosed to service providers and of
transactional data and user preferences. The latter may be accessible to service
providers.

The framework supports two kinds of profiles: privacy profiles that maintain
personal information that has been disclosed to service providers (SPs) and
consumer profiles that contain transactional data and user preferences. Privacy
profiles are typically updated when credentials are shown (by an authentication
or signature) to a service provider and will be consulted by the privacy handler
to assess the user’s privacy status. Consumer profiles typically contain history
information of services used in the past (e.g. search patterns, items bought,
etc.) and can be queried by service providers to allow for customized services.

Every profile is maintained by its own handler. Hence, the framework can
support any kind of profiles, as long as the correct interface is implemented.

A consumer profile is characterized by a three-dimensional name type/SP/nym.
The type is a name chosen by the user (e.g. books, medicalInfo, . . . ); the SP
specifies the involved service provider, and nym is the pseudonym used by the
user towards that SP. Each part of the triplet can be left blank to allow for
profiles that span different domains: e.g. all the titles of the books bought via
different e-book shops could be stored in a profile books//, so that a bookstore
can get an elaborate overview of the user’s book preferences.

Two handler interfaces are defined; one for consumer profiles and one for privacy
profiles. The main parts of their interfaces are now given.

interface ConsumerProfileHandler {
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public ConsumerProfileHandler (String kind,

String sp, String nym);

public int append (TransactionalData data);

public TransactionalData[] retrieve(Query qry);

}

interface PrivacyProfileHandler {

public PrivacyProfileHandler(String sp, String nym);

public int append(Disclosure disc);

public int append(Disclosure disc, byte[] data);

}

The profile manager essentially groups the functionality provided by the two
handler interfaces. The profile manager will keep track of the different profiles,
and will forward the incoming queries to the appropriate handler(s). The main
methods of the profile manager are now given.

interface ProfileManager {

// Consumer profile part

public int append (String kind, String sp, String nym,

TransactionalData data);

public TransactionalData[] retrieve(Query qry);

// Privacy profile part

public PrivacyProfile getPrivacyProfile(String nym);

public PrivacyProfile getPrivacyProfile(String SP, String nym);

public void append(String SP, String nym, Disclosure disc);

public void append(String SP, String nym, Disclosure disc,

byte[] sigData);

}

Querying a consumer profile can be subject to a policy: e.g. the policy may
specify that bookshops can query all book titles except for medical books since
this information is considered to be privacy-sensitive.

4.4.6 Privacy Component

When using privacy-preserving credentials, the properties that are selectively
disclosed will affect the user’s level of anonymity. Also, if the same pseudonym
is used several times in credential shows (signatures or authentications), the
different credential shows can be linked, which will further reduce the user’s
anonymity towards the service provider.
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Three roles can be distinguished. The statistics provider, the statistics
generator and the user. The statistics provider provides the user with sufficient
information to allow him to assess his current level of anonymity and to assess
the impact of disclosing information using a particular credential. The statistics
provider could for instance be the credential issuer, providing the user with
statistics about the number of users with a credential of a certain type able to
fulfil certain properties required by the service provider. Alternatively, it could
be an entity linking different public databases and other public data together.
The statistics generator possesses the data necessary to generate statistics for
the statistics provider. A statistics provider can query one or multiple statistics
generators in order to retrieve up-to-date statistics.

The privacy manager at the user’s side keeps track of the available handlers and
decides, depending on the service provider, which statistics provider to contact.
The computation of the user’s anonymity level (PrivacyInfo) is based on the
statistics provided by the statistics provider, on the user’s profile (what has
already been disclosed) and on the user’s claim (what does the user want to
disclose). This returned info can be used by the user or the policy manager in
order to take decisions.

An example is given. If the proper policies were supported in the framework,
the user could have set in the framework policy a minimum level of anonymity
he wants to maintain w.r.t. the ePoll server. If the user wanted to sign a poll
while disclosing properties that would bring his anonymity below this threshold,
the framework’s policy component would prevent this action.

The main privacy handler interface from the user’s side is shown below.

interface PrivacyHandler {

public PrivacyHandler(String serviceName,

ConnectionParameters params);

public PrivacyHandler(String serviceName,

ConnectionParameters params, Disclosure disc);

public PrivacyInfo getPrivacyInfo(PrivacyProfile p);

public PrivacyInfo getPrivacyInfo(PrivacyProfile p,

Claim claim);

public PrivacyInfo getPrivacyInfo(PrivacyProfile p,

Claim[] claims);

}

The constructor provides the privacy handler with the information required to
contact the statistics provider for a particular service whenever necessary. The
constructor parameters are derived from data provided by the service provider
and are stored by the privacy manager.
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The privacy manager has essentially the same interface as can be seen below.

interface PrivacyManager{

public void addStatisticsProvider(ConnectionParameters params);

public void addStatisticsProvider(ConnectionParameters params,

Disclosure disc);

public PrivacyInfo getPrivacyInfo(PrivacyProfile p);

public PrivacyInfo getPrivacyInfo(PrivacyProfile p,

Claim claim);

public PrivacyInfo getPrivacyInfo(PrivacyProfile p,

Claim[] claims);

}

A statistics provider needs to be added only once. In order to be able to add
a statistics provider, the technology used by the statistics provider needs to
be supported by one of the privacy handlers. For each service provider, the
privacy manager will decide which statistics provider to contact. Often, this
will be the service provider itself.

When contacting a service provider, the service provider can provide informa-
tion about the statistics provider and the technologies supported by the service
provider, which allow the user to get informed about his level of anonymity. The
required privacy handler could be provided by the service provider or by the
statistics provider.

4.4.7 Policy Component

The framework extensively supports policies. Policies are used to configure the
different components, to impose certain properties on communication channels,
to restrict the use of credentials, to regulate access to the different profiles, etc.
Policies shift most of the burden of operational decision making from people to
the technology. A policy is a mechanism to put constraints on the behavior of
systems.

The policy component consists of a policy manager and one or more policy
handlers. Together, they form the policy decision point (PDP). The policy
manager instantiates a separate handler for each policy. This way, the
framework is highly extensible and can deal with any kind of policy. It does
not impose a particular policy language or purpose. All the peculiarities of
the policy are hidden inside the handler. Together, the manager and handlers
implement the policy decision point. Typically, other components invoke a
method of the policy manager at policy enforcement points (PEPs). The
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manager will then delegate the request to the appropriate policy handler (or
sequence of handlers).

At runtime, the instantiated policies are organized in a hierarchical name space
(see also fig 4.9). The manager instantiates the different policies, at the correct
position in the hierarchy (policies at the same position can be ordered according
to a priority).

Figure 4.9: Hierarchical policy name space.

The policy manager provides two public methods:

interface PolicyManager {

public PolicyManager (URI loc);

public void installPolicy (URI loc, String pName, int prio);

public bool isAuthorized (Action act, String pName, Callback cb)

throws NotAllowed(String reason);

}

At a policy-enforcement point, the policy manager is called to verify whether
the requested operation is authorized. The method isAuthorized has three
parameters, act, the action to be authorized (usually, this will be specified by
a subject, an operation and the destination object); pName, the policy’s name
(e.g. creds.idemix.ehealth.sticky1), specifies the first policy to be checked;
cb is a callback object that can be invoked to get or set variables (e.g. via
the callback object, the handler can retrieve the current geographical location,
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the role(s) of the caller, or can set a certain threshold, etc.). The handler
either returns an authorization (true) or throws an exception when the action
is forbidden oe undecided.

interface PolicyHandler {

public PolicyHandler (URI location);

public bool isAuthorized (Action act, Callback cb)

throws NotAllowed(String reason);

}

When the handler-method returns (false), the manager will pass the
authorization request to the next policy handler in the hierarchy (a sibling
of a lower priority or an ancestor).

As an example, assume that the credential manager needs to show an idemix
credential to an e-health service provider. The credential has a sticky policy
which has been instantiated under creds.idemix.ehealth.sticky1. Before
showing the credential to the service provider, the credential manager will
first check whether this is authorized by the policies (starting from that sticky
policy). The policy manager successively queries the handlers A, B, C, . . . , F,
until one of them authorizes or forbids the action. The policy manager will
eventually forward the outcome to the caller.

In general, the client framework will receive a service policy which describes the
properties the user must (and may) disclose in order to use the service. First,
this policy is matched with the different credentials of the user in order to select
the credentials that can be used to fulfil the properties that must be mandatory
revealed according to the service policy. The policy manager can make a first
selection of acceptable credentials. Secondly, the privacy manager is contacted
to calculate the decrease in anonymity that would arise if the user discloses the
selected claim. Only if this anonymity level does not drop below thresholds
determined in the user preferences, an authentication or signature with the
selected claim is allowed by the policy manager. This requires interaction of
the policy manager with the privacy manager.

4.5 Manager Interaction

Managers provide a coherent set of functionality and partition the framework’s
functionality. Hence, framework managers may need each other’s functionality.
The main manager interactions are now given.
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Connection mgr. → persistence mgr. Loading/storing connection
parameters.
Credential mgr. → persistence mgr. Loading/storing credential
metadata, credentials, pseudonyms and other credential-related data.
Dispute mgr. → persistence mgr. Loading/storing evidence to handle
disputes.
Profile mgr. → persistence mgr. Loading/storing profile information.
Privacy mgr. → persistence mgr. Loading/storing data required to
assess the user’s privacy.
Policy mgr. → persistence mgr. Loading/storing policies.

Credential mgr. → connection mgr. Running interactive protocols
such as entity authentication.
Dispute mgr. → connection mgr. Providing and requesting evidence,
submitting and accepting complaints.
Profile mgr. → connection mgr. Listening for queries on consumer
profiles and sending consumer profile-related queries by a service provider
to a user.
Privacy mgr. → connection mgr. Receiving and sending data in order
to let the user assess his privacy.

Dispute mgr. → credential mgr. Authenticate before a dispute can be
submitted/received or before evidence can be retrieved/sent
Profile mgr. → credential mgr. Authentication is needed before a
service provider can query a consumer profile.
Privacy mgr. → credential mgr. Authentication of the statistics
provider and integrity of the provided statistics.

Policy mgr. → privacy mgr. Request privacy information in order
to assess whether the disclosure of information to a service provider is
authorized.
Any mgr. → policy mgr. Request action authorization.
Dispute mgr. → policy mgr. Add new policies when adding a new
dispute.

Secondly, handlers may use manager functionality. Three examples are given:
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Persistence handler → connection mgr. Establish a connection with
a server to load or store data.
Persistence handler→ credential mgr. Authenticate with a credential
to a remote server on which framework-related data is stored.
Connection handler → credential mgr. When setting up a secure
connection such as a TLS connection, One or both parties can use a
credential which needs to be verified.

4.6 Validation

In order to validate the framework, the applications in the previous section are
used to do mainly the following:

• The ePoll application is used to illustrate how framework managers can
be used by the application.

• The three applications are used to show how service policies can look.
The section also illustrates how the service policies change if the design
of the application changes due to the use of other credential technologies.
Based on an ePoll example, it is shown how a claim derived from a service
policy can look.

• The eTicketing application is used to show how credential templates can
be made and how credentials can be issued in a credential technology
agnostic way.

• Based on the eTicketing application, it is shown how the different
managers interact with each others in order to use each other’s
functionality. This shows how the functionality of the framework is
partitioned logically, hence avoiding duplication of functionality.

• The portability of the framework is illustrated by porting the ePoll
application, which has been implemented using the framework, to a
portable Android device.

• For the usability requirement, an overview is given of where the
framework helps the application developer.

• It is shown how the dispute component can work. Therefore, two
ePrescription disputes are used as examples. This shows how the
application developer can automate the dispute handling issues.
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4.6.1 The ePoll Application

Interaction of application with managers

It is now shown with an example how most framework managers can be used.

Figure 4.10: Example: signing an anonymous poll.

In figure 4.10, a client and server application use different managers to build the
ePoll application. First, the client application creates an anonymous connection
with the ePoll server (C1-C4, S1), which replies by sending the poll’s policy
(a service policy) (C5, S2). The received service policy contains the different
personal property disclosure options and the different choices the user can sign.
Based on the service policy, the client’s credential manager is asked to give
a description of each credential able to fulfil the poll’s policy (C6); in the
ePoll case, there is one such credential. Based on the service policy and the
credential description, all the possible claims are returned (C7); i.e. all the
sets of properties the user can disclose using that credential in order to cast a
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vote4. The application could optionally ask the profile manager for the privacy
profile containing the information disclosed previously to that poll server under
the poll specific pseudonym (C8). Since the user has never signed the poll,
this profile will be empty. The privacy manager is asked for the impact on
the privacy for each of the possible claims (C9). The returned PrivacyInfo

object contains the relevant anonymity information for each of the claims if the
contained properties were disclosed. Note that the policy manager can already
filter out some possibilities.

The user selects the properties to disclose and the option to vote for (C10,
C11). The client’s credential manager is asked to create the Disclosure object
corresponding to the chosen claim and the service policy (C12). Therefore,
it loads the corresponding credential (using the persistence manager) and
creates the required pseudonym. The nym, credential and claim are put in
the disclosure, which is used to create the signature (C13). The disclosure,
signature and choice are sent to the poll organizer (C14-16, S3-S5). The client’s
profile manager is informed that a disclosure has happened, which was in fact
a signature on choice and that the signature is published (C17). The latter
is indicated by the empty first parameter; no specific service provider is given.
After receiving a signature, disclosure and the corresponding choice (S3-S5),
the server application asks the credential manager if the disclosure matches
the server’s initial service policy (S6) and if the signature is valid (S7) and it
asks the profile manager if the pseudonym in the disclosure has not yet been
used (S8). If these three conditions are met, the server application publishes
the signature, disclosure and signed choice (S9). Finally, the service provider’s
profile manager is informed about the new signature (S10).

The above example illustrates how both the user and the service provider
can use the framework. Almost everything is technology agnostic. In the
example, only the creation of an anonymous connection requires technology
specific parameters.

Service policies

An example of how a service policy can look is shown in table 4.1. A
complete and formal definition is outside the scope of this text. The example
is illustrative and can help in the development of a service policy language.
The meaning of the keywords used in service policy examples in this validation
section can be found in appendix D.

4Note that if the user can disclose n optional properties, that there will be 2n possible
claims the user can choose from.
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The poll’s identifier is ’poll123456’. The user is obliged to prove that he/she
is an adult with a zip code between 3000 and 3012. Optionally, the user can
disclose to belong to one out of three age intervals. The user can also disclose
his/her gender. The user has three options to sign. The signature must be
created under a pseudonym that is formed by giving the credP.rU value as
input to the function described in template tmpln. tmplU and tmpln are DOI
(digital object identifiers) of a credential template and a pseudonym template.
Both templates can be integrated in the service policy as well.

Note that the service policy can be signed by the service provider while having
a validity period to ensure the user that it originates from the right service
provider. Alternatively, the service policy can be sent to the user over a secure
connection in which the service provider is authenticated.

Table 4.1: Example of a service policy for an ePoll.
own: credU :: template tmplU
reveal: credU.DoB 6 dateMinusYears(today(), 18)
reveal: 3000 6 credU.zip 6 3012
reveal-optional: credU.DoB 6 dateMinusYears(today(), 18) ∧

credU.DoB > dateMinusYears(today(), 26)
OR: credU.DoB 6 dateMinusYears(today(), 26) ∧
credU.DoB > dateMinusYears(today(), 65)
OR: credU.DoB 6 dateMinusYears(today(), 65)

reveal-optional: credU.gender
nym: input credU.ru template tmpln description “poll specific pseudonym”
sign: “poll123456 ” + today() + “ ” +

(“against” OR “don’t care” OR “in favor”) purpose publish

Table 4.2 shows a claim derived from the service policy in figure 4.1 can look.
Again, tmplU represents a DOI which uniquely identifies the credential template.
An intelligent credential manager could see that the predicate could be shown
more efficiently by omitting ’tmplU .DoB 6 dateMinusYears(today(), 18)’. A
disclosure would contain this claim together with the involved pseudonym and
credential, allowing the owner to prove the described properties.

The claim can be generated automatically by the framework based on the
SPolicy object received from the poll server. Listing 4.1 illustrates how such
a claim and disclosure are coded.

List of Listings 4.1: Creation of a claim and a disclosure.

Credential cred = ...;

Pseudonym nym = ... ;
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Table 4.2: Example of a claim for an ePoll.
predicate: tmplU .DoB 6 dateMinusYears(today(), 18) ∧

3000 6 tmplU .zip 6 3012 ∧
tmplU .DoB 6 dateMinusYears(today(), 26) ∧
tmplU .DoB > dateMinusYears(today(), 65) ∧
tmplU .gender = ’M’

nym: “135792468...1234”

String id = cred. getTemplateDOI ();

Predicate p1 = new IntervalPredicate (

id , "zip" ,3000 ,3012);

Predicate p2 = new BasicPredicate (

id , "DoB", Relation . SMALLERTHAN , 19 -08 -1992);

Predicate connective = new Connective (

Connector .AND ,p1 ,p2 );

Claim claim = new Claim(connective , nym. getString ());

Disclosure discl = new Disclosure (cred , nym , claim );

4.6.2 The eTicketing system

Credential template creation

The government service GS is a credential issuer in the ticketing application.
It needs to create a template of the credentials it issues. This is illustrated
in listing 4.2, where an Idemix credential template is created. To change
to another technology (e.g. pseudonym certificates), the tech object needs
to be modified, which also affects the params object. Also settings in
CredControlSettings applicable to one type of credentials may not necessarily
be applicable to other types. For instance a CRL link is useful for X.509
certificates, but not for Idemix credentials. Instead of using default security
parameters, the issuer can define its own parameters. However, security
parameters are technology specific. Therefore, it is a good approach as provider
developer to provide per technology default security parameter sets (e.g. ’weak’,
’default’, ’strong’ and ’very strong’).

List of Listings 4.2: Creating an Idemix credential template.

... // load CredentialMgr cMgr , Credential issuerCred

Technology tech = new Technology (" Idemix ", "2.0");

SecParams params = cMgr. loadSecParams (tech , " default ");
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CredControlSettings settings = new CredControlSettings ();

settings . enableSigning ();

... // set the other control settings

SignedEntity issuer = issuerCred . getSignedEntity ();

CredAttsSpec attSpecs = new CredAttsSpec ();

attSpecs .add("name", AttType .String , " issuer ");

attSpecs .add(" country ", AttType .String , " issuer ");

.... // set the other attribute specifications

CredTemplate template =

new CredTemplate (params , settings , issuer , attSpecs );

Credential issuance

Listings 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate the issuance and receipt of credentials. Both
the credential manager at the receiving side and the one at the issuer side will
load an appropriate credential handler, based on the technology defined in the
template. The code is completely technology agnostic. A connection (conn)
between both parties is assumed. Most credential systems only allow that the
credential values are chosen by the issuer.

List of Listings 4.3: Receive a credential.

CredentialManager credMgr = ...

CredentialTemplate templ = ...

Connection conn = ...

CredValues vals = new CredValues (); // empty object

ReceiverTranscript trans =

credMgr . getCredential (conn , templ , vals );

Credential cred = trans . getCredential ();

List of Listings 4.4: Issue a credential.

CredentialManager credMgr = ...

Credential issuerCred = ...

CredentialTemplate templ = ...

Connection conn = ...

CredValues vals = new CredValues ();

vals.add("zip", 3000);

... // add the other information to the vals object

credMgr . issueCredential (conn , templ , vals , issuerCred );

Note that CredValues objects created by the user can as well contain
commitments of attributes that must be included in the credential. This is
useful in Idemix.
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Manager interaction

An example is shown of how framework managers interact with each other.
The example is based on the ticketing solution in which anonymous credentials
are used. In step 6 of the ‘buying tickets’ protocol (table 3.12 on page 63), the
user sends a signature to the ticketing server.

The interactions are shown in figure 4.11. The user side eTicketing application
tries to send a signature to the ticket server by contacting the connection
manager (1). This signature contains a disclosure object and is a proof
disclosing personal properties of the user to the ticket server. Before sending
the signature to the ticket server, the connection manager contacts the policy
manager to ask for permission to send this signature to the ticket server
(1.1). In order to assess whether or not authorization for this action may be
given, the policy manager needs to know information about the impact on the
user’s privacy if this action would be executed. Therefore, the policy manager
contacts the privacy manager. However, in order to do this assessment, the
policy manager first needs to provide the privacy manager with the privacy
profile associated with the pseudonym in the signature and, hence, contacts the
profile manager (1.1.3). The profile manager contact the persistence manager
in order to load the proper profile (1.1.3.1).

Figure 4.11: Example of interactions between managers.

Service policy

An example of the ticketing service policy in the Idemix based ticket buy
protocol is given in table 4.3 and is based on the protocol in table 3.12 on
page 63. The service policy consists of three parts. The user is obliged
to either prove the first or the second part depending on the value of
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credP.restrictions[eventType] (described in the condition-tag)5. After this
authentication, the user will have to create a deanonymizable signature on
data “today(), $desc[], $price”, where $desc[] and $price are initialized in the
protocol and contain application specific data.

Table 4.3: Example of a service policy for the ’buy ticket’ protocol in the Idemix
based credential system in section 3.3.7.

condition: credP.restrictions[eventType] = false
own: credP :: template tmplP
nym: input credP.nymU template tmplnymE

description “event specific pseudonym”
reveal: credP.restrictions[eventType]

condition: credP.restrictions[eventType] = true
own: credP :: template tmplP
nym: input credP.nymR template tmplnymT

description “ticket server specific pseudonym”
nym: input credP.nymU template tmplnymE

reveal: credP.restrictions[eventType]

variable: $desc[], $price
own: credP :: template tmplP
reveal: 3000 6 credU.zip 6 3012
reveal-optional: credU.DoB 6 dateMinusYears(today(), 18)
reveal-optional: credU.gender
deanonymize: credU.nymR by J when “abuse”
nym: input credP.nymU template tmplnymE

sign: “today(), $desc[], $price”
Proof: requestProof

The interaction diagram is similar to the one shown in figure 4.10 on page
134. 1) Based on the ticket service policy, which consists now of three parts,
the proper sets of credentials that can be used to fulfil the service policy are
determined at the user side using the credential manager. 2) Based on nymE

and optionally on nymT, the profile of the user is loaded using the profile
manager. 3) This profile is given to the privacy manager, together with the
received service policy to determine the properties that can be disclosed while
keeping the user’s anonymity set sufficiently high; i.e. without violating the
user’s policy (4) Then, the allowed claims are presented to the user’s application,
which selects a claim together with the user. 5) The selected claim is given

5This is a slight modification of the original protocol, in which the user always has to
prove the first part.
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to the credential manager, together with the service policy. The credential
manager is now responsible for doing the proper authentication and creating
the proper signature, while respecting the user’s policy. Before the signature
can be created, the application needs to provide $desc[] and $price as input. 6)
Finally, the user’s local privacy profile is updated by adding information about
the disclosed properties and information to the profile manager. In addition,
the ticket server can add data about the bought tickets to the user’s local
consumer profile.

The ticket service policy can be used to generate the code running on top of
the framework. Since the service policy contains all the information about
authentications and signatures and hence about the personal properties that
need to be disclosed, the framework can inform the user before the actual
protocol is started.

Note that the interface itself is technology independent. However, the service
policy is different for the pseudonym-based and for the Idemix-based ticketing
solution. The user authentication part of the ticketing service policy based on
pseudonym certificates is shown in 4.4, whereas the user authentication part in
the service policy based on Idemix is shown in the first two parts of the ticketing
service policy in table 4.3. Hence, The service policies are protocol/technology
specific.

Table 4.4: Partial service policy for the user authentication in table 3.5 in
section 3.3.6 for the pseudonym based ticketing system. The pseudonym
certificate must be valid during the permit-server-determined timeframe in
which the event takes place.

own: certauth
P :: template tmplauth

cep

reveal: certP .expirationDate = 31-10-2010 ∧ certP .startDate = 01-10-2010

In summary, although the framework API is technology independent, there
are still technology specific issues to deal with. Typically, parameters are
technology specific. Switching to another technology influences the protocol
design, this will have its impact on the service policy. Hence parameters and
service policy can be technology specific.
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Profile component

The profile manager can be used to let ticketing servers query the ticket
consumer profile managed by the user and stored at the client side. A
separate consumer profile handler will maintain that profile. By querying this
profile, the service provider can present customized offers to the user. The
following data could be stored for each ticket: event type, event date, event
name, seat type, seat number, price, ticketing server which sold the ticket
and the date on which this happened6. These data are also included in the
TicketTransactionalData which extends the class TransactionalData and
which must be publicly available for each supported event type. Adding data
to the consumer profile can be done as shown in listing 4.5.

List of Listings 4.5: Add data to consumer profile.

for desc in descs:

TicketTransactionData data =

new TicketTransactionData (desc , event );

profileMgr . append (‘‘ ticket // ’’, data );

The service provider can compose queries using for instance traditional SQL.
As an example, it can query the number of theatre tickets the user bought in
the year 2009; the query is shown in listing 4.6.

List of Listings 4.6: consumer profile query example.

SELECT COUNT (*) FROM ticket

WHERE event_type = ‘‘theatre ’’ AND

data_event >= 20090101 AND date_event < 20100101

The query is sent to the client’s profile manager and the result of retrieve(query)

is returned if the service provider is allowed by the client framework’s policy
to do this query.

4.6.3 The ePrescription Application

Service policy

In table 3.19 on page 82, a prescription is issued by the doctor to the patient. In
steps 2-4, the patient authenticates by proving that his id is in a commitment.
The doctor’s service policy is shown in table 4.5. If the patient authenticates

6No ticketing service may be given full access to this profile to prevent linkabilities.
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according to the doctor’s service policy, the newly created commitment will be
contained in the transcripts.

Table 4.5: Doctor’s service policy to a patient which must be fulfilled to
authenticate as patient towards the doctor (steps 2-4 in table 3.19 in section
3.4.5).

own: credPt :: template tmplP t

create-commitment: comPt :: contains credPt.idPt as idPt template tmplcom

reveal: comPt.idPt = credPt.idPt

In steps 2a-d and 8 in table 3.20 on page 84, the patient generates a signature
as requested in the pharmacist’s service policy described in table 4.6. The
created verifiable encryptions are included in the resulting transcripts. The
nonce value is set by the pharmacist before the service policy is sent to the
patient.

Table 4.6: Slightly simplified partial pharmacist’s service policy for a patient
(steps 2a-d and 8 in table 3.20 in section 3.4.5).

own: credPt :: template tmplP t

own: comPt :: template tmplcom description “commitment in prescription”
create-venc: v1 :: contains credPt.idHII as idHII template tmplvenc−mpa

create-venc: v2 :: contains credPt.nymPt as nympt template tmplvenc−mpa

create-venc: v3 :: contains credPt.nympt as nympt template tmplvenc−ma

create-venc: v4 :: contains credPt.idHII as idHII template tmplvenc−ma

reveal: credPt.ssStatus
reveal: credPt.idHII = v1.idHII

reveal: credPt.nymPt = v2.nymPt

reveal: credPt.nymPt = v3.nymPt

reveal: credPt.idHII = v4.idHII

reveal: credPt.idPt = presc.comPt.idPt

sign: nonce

Dispute handling

Two disputes in the prescription application are presented in a graphical
way. A plugin could be developed to support this notation in a development
environment such as Eclipse to help the application developer in defining the
possible disputes. This graphical notation can also be used in a dispute report
delivered by the dispute analyzer after having done the analysis. The figure
can show where the problem is situated and where the evidence can be found.
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First, the dispute in which an MPA does not deliver the proper data in the
verifyPrescriptionData() protocol is considered. This dispute can occur if the
MPA lost prescription data it had to store. Figure 4.12 presents the dispute in
a graphical model. The picture is now, step by step, explained.

Figure 4.12: Graphical representation for the dispute in which the
MPA does not deliver the HII the requested prescription data in the
verifyPrescriptionData() protocol.

Data is grouped in signed data sets. In the considered dispute the following
signed data sets are relevant:

• prescription ← {sigpresc, idpresc, textpresc, comPt, vDr}

• prescriptionFillProof ← {sigPt, v1, v2, v3, v4, c5, idpresc, nonce, ssStatus}

• receiptSet ← {receipt, idpresc, nonce}

• patientIdEncryption ← {proof 5, v5, idpresc}

• sentData1 ← {sigMPA, idpresc, v5, dataHII}

prescription is signed by an accredited but anonymous doctor, the next three
signed data sets are signed by the patient who owns the prescription and
sentData1 is signed by an identifiable MPA.
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An identifiable entity is denoted with a subscript. For instance MPA_x denotes
an identifiable MPA. If no subscript is used, an anonymous entity having
that role is indicated; for instance Pt indicates a patient whose identity is
not revealed.

A signed data set SignedDataSet signed anonymously by an entity having the
role R is denoted as

or it can be signed such that the signer, having role R, is identifiable, which is
denoted as

.

The signed data items can be associated to each other using full arrows or
dotted arrows. The full arrow example below indicates that signedDataSet1
proves that it is linked to the same dataItem as contained in signedDataSet2
without disclosing it. dataItem can be hidden in signedDataSet2.

The dotted arrow example below indicates that signedDataSet1 signs the
dataItem, which is also contained in signedDataSet2. Multiple data items can
be given. If no data item is given, signedDataSet2 is fully contained as data
item in signedDataSet1.

.

Signed data sets are grouped in rectangles with in the upper right corner the
role or entity which possesses the included signed data sets. In the example
in figure 4.12, an identifiable MPA possesses four signed data sets. One of the
involved entities is the complaint submitter. A rectangle groups the signed
data sets that must be delivered to the dispute analyzer by its owner in case
of a dispute in which it is directly or indirectly involved.
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In the example figure, an HII can submit a complaint to the dispute analyzer
(the medical authority) when it does not receive the proper signed data items
from the MPA when requested as part of the verifyPrescriptionData() protocol
(page 89). The dispute analyzer will request the signed data sets visible on
figure 4.12 from the HII and MPA. If the MPA is unable to deliver the signed
data sets such that they have valid signatures and such that the associations
between the signed data sets in figure 4.12 hold, it will be held accountable.
The measures against the MPA are application specific and outside the scope
of the framework.

Each signed data set is associated with an entity which is responsible for the
correctness of the signature and the associations departing from this signed
data set. This entity is not necessarily the same as the signing entity. In order
not to overload the picture, these entities are not shown in figure 4.12. By
clicking on the signed data set in the modeling environment or in the dispute
report, this entity can be shown.

The dispute handler and the dispute settler are the same in the example: the
medical authority. The identification of the dispute analyzer and the dispute
settler are not part of the graphical representation, nor is the human readable
description of the dispute.

As second dispute, the situation is considered in which an HII receives two
sets of prescription data containing the same prescription identifier in the
sendReimburseData() protocol. The graphical representation is shown in figure
4.13.

Two signed data sets of the same type (i.e. with the same name) drawn within
the same rectangle are different: either the signature is placed by another entity
or the signed data items are different. A unique signed data set is only drawn
once within a rectangle. This can be easily checked by the dispute analyzer.

Red lines represent forbidden associations: associations that must not occur,
whereas black lines must occur. Three types of forbidden associations are shown
and explained. The first type shown below indicates that both signed data sets
sign the same data item dataItem.

.

The type shown below indicates that the signers of both signed data items are
the same.
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.

The last type indicates that two signed data sets belonging to two different
entities are equal.

.

If one red line is bold, it means that this associations must hold in order to
accept the dispute submission as valid.

In the example in table 4.13, a HII can submit a complaint that the same
prescription was used twice to the dispute handler (the medical authority). The
medical authority will ask the HII the two involved signed data sets of the type
sendData1 and will verify both signatures and that the included prescription
identifier is the same. In that case, there is a problem.

If both signed data sets sendData1 have the same MPA as signer, that MPA
can be held liable or will at least be contacted. If this is not the case,
the medical authority will ask both involved MPAs to send the prescription,
prescriptionFillProof and receiptSet with the same prescription id as in the
sendData1 signed data sets. If one of the MPAs is unable to give the correct
information, it is held liable. If both prescriptions are equal, the patient who
is the owner of the prescription will be held liable. If the prescriptions are
different and the signers of the two signed data sets of the type sendData1 are
different, the prescribing doctor will be contacted and asked why he used the
same prescription identifier twice.

Formal/graphical notations to 1) express these liabilities and to 2) do
deanonymizations (e.g. deanonymize the liable doctor) are considered as future
work.

4.6.4 Usability and Portability

The providers can contain wrappers around existing implementations and
direct implementations of handler interfaces. It suffices to write a wrapper
in order to use an existing technology into the framework. The framework also
offers support for existing standards such as Shibboleth, TLS and Appel/P3P
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Figure 4.13: Graphical representation for the dispute in which the HII
receives two times prescription data containing the same prescription id in
the sendReimburseData() protocol.

by using wrappers around standard implementations. Note, however, that
Shibboleth and other federated identity management systems offer a lower
degree of user centricity than anonymous credentials.

Thanks to the generic, technology agnostic interfaces, the development of
applications is speed up if the underlying handler implementations are available
and switching to another, potentially newly developed, technology offered
by one of the providers is very simple. However, the security/initialization
parameters are still technology specific. The used technology can also affect the
design of the application; using more enhanced PETs can make roles redundant
or can require the introduction of new roles. Also, differing technologies can
lead to differing service policies.

As an example, three eTicketing scenarios were designed and implemented,
each using other technologies resulting in three different designs, despite the
usage of the framework. The modifications, however, where simpler since the
application developers did not have to know the peculiarities of each PET,
but only the specific properties such as unlinkability of authentications and
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signatures. In a next step a toolkit to assist the user in the design of privacy-
preserving applications could be developed.

If no framework were present, the following would need to be done by the
application developer himself:

• For each credential type used in the application, another interface would
need to be learned and used. This would apply to each aspect of credential
usage: issuance and receipt of new credentials, authenticating, signing,
authentication verification, etc. Similarly, changing from one credential
technology to another one would be harder (However, this can still affect
the design of the application). The same holds for other PETs (privacy-
enhancing technologies) such as network connection technologies.

• Upgrading to a new implementation of the same PET would cost a
considerable amount of time to the application developer if the API
changes. During the development of the framework and the three
applications, multiple implementations of the Idemix credential system
with differing interfaces were released. Thanks to the framework, the
applications running on top of the framework didn’t need to be changed.
Only a new wrapper had to be written once for each new Idemix
implementation.

• The management and storage of credentials would need to be done
manually.

• Keeping track of the personal information disclosed in the past would need
to be done manually. In a fully developed framework this is automatically.

• Evidence in case of disputes would need to be stored manually, while the
framework can do it automatically. Also dispute solving would become
harder.

• A GUI would need to be written for the functionality otherwise provided
by the framework.

Running PriMan on mobile devices

Since PriMan is highly modular, it can be loaded on portable devices with
less computational and communication capabilities such as mobile phones and
PDAs. Therefore, providers containing lightweight implementations should be
used, in combination with an appropriate lightweight GUI. Nevertheless, some
mobile platforms offer only a limited interface to the application developers
such as Java Mobile Edition. Hence, part of PriMan and some providers may
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have to be modified to compile on Java ME. However, advanced smartphones
e.g. running the Android OS have a much broader range of supported Java
classes. Hence, PriMan and its providers can be run without adaptation. A
prototype of the ePoll application using the framework and Idemix anonymous
credentials on such a smartphone is available.

4.7 Related Work

Several federated identity management systems (FIMs) exist such as Shibboleth
[13], Windows Cardspace [16], OpenId [12] and Athens [2]. They all have in
common that the user data is stored by a trusted identity provider (IdP). Some
of the federated identity management systems allow the user to request the IdP
a token containing only a subset of the user’s properties known to the IdP, hence,
improving the user’s privacy. Still the IdP knows when what properties were
requested by the user. None of the current FIMs offers real user-centric identity
management, which is made possible using anonymous credentials. Also, none
of the FIMs offers the user the possibility to keep track of disclosed properties,
nor can they inform the user about his/her anonymity status. Since the IdP
can always link an issued token to an identity, the FIMs do not need the
possibility of deanonymization. Their tokens are typically based on SAML.
Our approach is built upon the idea of real user-centric identity management,
centered around the concept of anonymous credentials and offers support for
the above-mentioned functionality. In addition, it can offer support for any
credential type and is not limited to SAML tokens.

The Higgins project [5] is a framework that aims at giving the user control
of the disclosure of his personal properties and profiles. Existing identity
management systems can be plugged into the Higgins framework. The user’s
data are grouped in so called I-Cards. These I-Cards are based on SAML or
WS-Trust and are issued by identity providers (IdPs). It is possible to ask the
IdP to issue a new I-Card which contains only a subset of the attributes known
by the IdP and to ask the IdP a new i-Card to avoid linkability. At the moment
of writing, no anonymous credentials are integrated in the Higgins project. The
Higgins project is an identity manager which allows the user to authenticate in
web applications, while PriMan is developed by applying the privacy-by-design
principle; from the beginning on, privacy-enhancing technologies were central in
the design of PriMan. Since Higgins is more oriented towards web applications,
no support is given for anonymous connections, while this is integrated in
PriMan. Higgins can be used for simple access control, but cannot be used
for more complex access control such as in table 4.3 on 140. It supports
only the disclosure of I-Cards, which discloses all the I-Cards attribute values.
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Higgins allows the user to ask the IdP I-Cards with less attributes, but still,
the flexibile selective disclosure of anonymous credentials is lacking. Since
Higgins is oriented towards attribute based access control (ABAC) for web
applications, no support for commitments, verifiable encryptions, pseudonyms
and deanonymization is provided. Components such as a dispute component
and a privacy component are completely lacking. In summary, it can be stated
that Higgins is a tool mainly for ABAC, while PriMan offers extra support in
the development of privacy-preserving applications.

PriMan allows to use different concepts in a coherent way; credentials,
connections, persistence, policies, profiles, etc. Hence, the framework integrates
current and future implementations and research in one aggregate. For instance,
a high-level approach to control the information disclosure based on the
sensitivity and the possibility that a user’s identity is revealed was proposed in
[78] and could be implemented by a privacy handler.

Van Herreweghen proposed in chapter 7 of her PhD thesis [106] a description
that enables to reason about authentication, accountability and (un)linkability
using the Idemix credential system. This is used to support the design of
applications using Idemix. Starting from the authentication, accountability and
(un)linkability requirements and by doing some reasoning, an application can
be designed in this description, which can be converted to code. Although very
valuable, further extensions are needed to allow for commitments, verifiable
encryptions, service-specific pseudonyms and the use of multiple Idemix
credentials during a single authentication or signing action. Moreover a similar
approach for other privacy-preserving credential systems is required. Even
better would be to have a design tool in which the requirements, the different
roles and the restrictions of the devices can be specified. Then, based on
this specification, the most appropriate of the available credential systems
are chosen and used to (semi-)automatically design the application in some
formalism, which allows to reason about the application and which can be
converted to code using the framework interfaces.

Naessens and De Decker [88] propose a methodology for designing anonymous
applications in which the user’s anonymity can be conditional. Therefore,
multiple models are used (flow graphs, Petri nets, etc.). Again, more extended
functionality such as verifiable encryption and commitments is lacking. Also,
links are non-probabilistic; actions are either linkable or unlinkable. Again,
the methodology is based on Idemix. The approaches of Naessens [88] and
Van Herreweghen can both use the framework in order to translate the
descriptions/models to code.

Policies are not yet supported in the presented framework. We can distinguish
client-side policies and server-side policies. The latter are called service policies
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in this chapter. Research towards service policies allowing the fine-grained
disclosure of credential content has already been done by Ardagna et al. [24]
and Camenisch et al. [45]. The examples given in the validation of this chapter
are in fact mainly an extensions of [45]. This extended policy language is
explained in appendix D. A language more expressive than [45] and [24] is
required, such that commitments, verifiable encryptions and pseudonyms are
supported and such that not only authentication, but signing is supported as
well. However, the languages offer already a good basis.

4.8 Conclusions

This chapter presented PriMan, a flexible framework that facilitates the
development of privacy-preserving applications. PriMan allows the user to
control the disclosure of personal information and informs the user about the
current state of his/her anonymity. Privacy enhancing techniques (PETs) are
concealed from the application developer behind technology agnostic interfaces,
hence, making switching to another PET easy. Moreover, newly developed
technologies need to be plugged into the framework only once, removing the
need for the application developer to learn the peculiarities of the PET.

As potential future work, a toolkit to assist the user in the design of privacy-
preserving applications could be developed.



Chapter 5

Measuring the User’s
Anonymity when Disclosing
Certified Personal Properties

5.1 Introduction

Anonymity at the network level has already been researched extensively [59] and
and metrics to measure the anonymity of senders and receivers at network level
have been proposed [66, 102, 64]. However, if a user contacts online services, he
will in general need to prove particular personal properties. Techniques that
allow for a flexible selective disclosure of such properties exist, but they do
not provide the user with information about the effects thereof on the user’s
anonymity. It should be clear that the disclosure of personal properties can
seriously reduce the user’s anonymity and even lead to identification. Moreover,
it is very hard for the user to quantify this anonymity reduction without
appropriate support.

This idea is illustrated using an anonymous ePoll example. A poll can target a
specific part of the registered users. For instance, only people older than 18 year
with zip code between 3000 and 3018 are allowed to participate. Optionally,
they can disclose their gender and/or age interval. This allows the poll organizer

153
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to collect useful statistics. However, if a user proves that she is female and
older than 65 and if the number of people allowed to vote is rather limited, her
anonymity set – i.e. the set of users that have these personal properties and
who could, hence, have placed that particular signature – might become very
small or even a singleton, while she is not aware thereof.

In some situations, the user will access the same service multiple times using
the same pseudonym; e.g. to change his vote in an ePoll application. In an
online bookstore, use of a pseudonym allows the bookstore to offer the user
personalized promotions. On a bidding site, the user’s reputation can be
linked to a particular pseudonym. In a healthcare systems, health records
about the user can be linked to the user’s pseudonym. This chapter focuses
on this situation in which the user accesses multiple times the same service
provider using the same pseudonym, which will pose a number of threats which
are discussed. Thereby, we assume that each credential issuer knows all the
credential attributes in the credentials it issued as well as the identity of the
owner of the issued credential. A second important assumption is that the user
never has to show credentials issued by different credential issuers to the same
service.

Contribution. As far as our knowledge reaches, this chapter is the first study
to examine the threats that arise when selectively disclosing certified personal
properties to a service provider. The focus is on accessing the same service
provider multiple times using the same pseudonym. Furthermore, – as far as
we know – this chapter is the first to propose a practical solution to help the
user to assess his anonymity in this context. Finally, a list of recommendations
is given. We stress that this work is preliminary and that a lot of future work
is possible.

Outline. Section 5.2 discusses the related work. Section 5.3 introduces
the main terminology, assumptions and notation. Section 5.4 explains three
concepts used in this chapter: profiles, anonymity sets and user sets. Section
5.5 discusses the threats of disclosing at different times properties under the
same pseudonym, hence making the disclosures linkable. Section 5.6 discusses
how the user is informed and assesses his anonymity. Section 5.7 concludes and
lists the future work.

5.2 Related Work

A metric is a way of quantifying properties. Different anonymity metrics have
already been devised.
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A lot of research has been done in the field of anonymous communication,
including devising metrics to measure sender and receiver anonymity of sent
messages. The anonymity set – i.e. the set of users who could have sent or
received the message – used to be a popular metric in this field. However, two
papers ([66] by Díaz et al. and [102] by Sergantov and Danezis) revealed in
2002 independently of each other shortcomings in this metric and each paper
proposed a new metric. Both metrics are actually very similar and take into
account the probabilistic distribution of users sending and receiving messages.
The degree of anonymity defined in [66] is the same as the effective anonymity
set size in [102], but is in addition normalized. A comparison of the two metrics
can be found in [64].

Also, much research has been done w.r.t. anonymizing private databases before
disclosing them in which each tuple corresponds to a single respondent (i.e. an
entity whose anonymity must be protected). This can be done by generalization
and/or suppression of data. Generalization implies that information is made
more coarse-grained. For instance, instead of disclosing the exact ZIP code
94139, only 941** could be disclosed. Suppression means the removal of certain
data before the database is disclosed. k-anonymity in this field implies that
each tuple of the disclosed database is indistinguishable to no fewer than k
respondents. An overview is given in [51]. The aim of this chapter is different.
Only statistical data are published in order to inform the user about his level
of anonymity. Therefore, the user also needs to keep track of the personal
information disclosed in the past to the different service providers under the
different pseudonyms.

So far, little works has been done to try to assess the anonymity of the user
when disclosing personal attributes to another party.

Irwin and Yu proposed in [79] and [77] a way to control the disclosure of
personal data. Therefore, they assumed the existence of a public database and
inference rules. The yellow pages could be part of the former. The latter allows
to derive new information based on other disclosed information. For instance
if one has sickle-cell anaemia, one can infer that the user is of African descent.
Based on the identifiability of the data (how severely does the disclosure of
the data affect the user’s anonymity set), based on the sensitivity of data (how
harmful is the disclosure of personal data such as trade union membership)
and based on the properties known about the other party, a disclosure policy
is dynamically generated. Irwin and Yu only propose an abstract, high-level
model without giving a concrete protocol.

Our opinion is that the public database and the inference rules will be
insufficient to accurately assess the user’s anonymity set. In order to do so,
the issuer should provide more detailed information about the consequences of
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disclosing personal data. Therefore we propose a concrete technique. Moreover,
the issuer knows data about the registered users which is far more accurate
than the information in the available public database. Also, the use of tables
containing information to assess the user’s privacy (see further) is much more
practical and realistic than the use of a single abstract database that contains
all publicly available data.

5.3 Terminology, Assumptions and Notation

First, the basic terminology is presented, followed by the assumptions made in
the chapter. Finally, notation used in this chapter is explained.

5.3.1 Basic Terminology

In this subsection credentials, credential templates and claims are explained.

A credential is a set of attributes certified by a trusted party, called the
issuer. Each credential belongs to a single credential template (see below).
An attribute consists of an attribute label (e.g. ’YoB’) and a single attribute
value (e.g. ’1982’) of a certain type (e.g. Integer). Anonymous credentials
[48, 43, 39, 37, 49, 55, 84] allow to selectively disclose properties of the certified
attributes, while hiding all the other attributes values; e.g. age > 18 can
be disclosed but the date of birth, address and name (the attributes of the
credential) remain hidden. Some anonymous credential systems allow for
unlinkability of different usages (signatures or authentications) with the same
credential. Finally, anonymous credentials can be shown under a pseudonym,
which can be different from and unlinkable to the pseudonym to which the
credential has been issued.

A credential template is defined by its issuer public key, the attribute labels
and attribute types, the technology and usage constraints such as whether the
credential can be used for signing. For example, all driver’s license credentials
issued by the Belgian government may have the same template. However,
if the driver’s license issuer’s public key changes, the newly issued driver’s
licenses will have another template than the older ones. A single issuer can issue
credentials of differing templates. We assume, however, that credentials of the
same template are issued by a single issuer. Credential templates are denoted
by T and to differentiate between different templates, we use subscripts.
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A claim is formulated in predicate logic and is based on the attributes of
credentials of certain templates. Formally, each claim C can be defined in BNF
(Backus–Naur Form) as follows:

op ::= plus | minus | multiply | divide

param ::= constant | T.attLabel | op(param, param)

rel ::= lt | leq | eq | geq | gt

C ::= rel(param, param) | possession(T) |

(C ∨ C) | (C ∧ C) | ¬C

The predicate possession(T) proves possession of a credential with template
T. T.attLabel can be any attribute label included in a credential with template
T. In order to have a more readable notation, lt(x,y), leq(x,y), eq(x,y),

geq(x,y) and gt(x,y) are relations, but will not be written in prefix but in
infix notation: x < y, x 6 y, x = y, x > y and x > y. Similarly, the notation of
the operators plus(x,y), minus(x,y), multiply(x, y) and divide(x,y)

will be written as x + y, x − y, x ∗ y and x/y. For readability, brackets
will be omitted if this does not cause ambiguity. Two examples of claims
are C1 = T1.wage > T2.bonus/2 + 1000 and C2 = T.Y oB < 1990 ∧ (T.zip =
3000∨T.zip = 3010). The credential templates used in claims can be added as
superscript to visualize the used credential templates. This results in the two
examples in CT1,T2

1 and CT
2 . Note that the predicates are polymorphous, e.g.

lt(x, y) can be applied on integers but also on dates and variables of other
types.

5.3.2 Assumptions:

The following is assumed:

(1) The issuer knows at each moment the attribute values and the owner’s
identity of each issued credential, as well as data about the credential’s validity
such as validity period and whether or not the credential is revoked. Hence, no
attribute values are hidden by the user to the issuer.
(2) The issuer is honest; it offers the provided functionality in a correct way
and does not create credentials of non-existing (fake/ghost) users. The certified
credentials contain correct information, implying that information disclosed by
the users using the credential is also correct.
(3) The service provider is curious: it will try to reduce the anonymity of the
pseudonyms. If the service provider and issuer coincide, it is honest but curious.
(4) Entities never forget anything and may collude.
(5) Each service provider offers a single service, but multiple service providers
can coincide.
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(6) A user can obtain credentials of different templates from the issuer.
(7) A user never has to show credentials issued by differing issuers to access a
single service.

The assumptions can be seen as the attack model

5.3.3 Notation

Important notations used in this chapter are:

• u, i and s represent the user, the credential issuer and the service provider.
η is a pseudonym, t represents the time, C is a claim and T is a credential
template.

• disclose(u, η, t, C, s). A user u discloses at time t claim C under a
pseudonym η to an entity s. If η = ∅, no pseudonym is used to prove
the claim C.

• u = owner(η) returns the owner of the pseudonym η.
• i = issuer(T ) returns the issuer of credentials of template T .
• {T1, . . . , Tm} = credTemplates(C) returns the templates of the credentials

required to disclose claim C.
• e ⊢t k indicates that from moment t on, entity e knows knowledge k. If k

represents a predicate with parameters such as profile(s, η, t), it is assumed
that e also knows the corresponding input parameters; in our example s, η
and t.

• |S| returns the number of elements in a set S.
• e �t C indicates that entity e can prove claim C at time t.

5.4 Profiles, Anonymity Sets and user Sets

This section introduces some concepts required in the chapter: profiles, user
sets and anonymity sets. From the definition of anonymity set, the metrics
absolute anonymity and relative anonymity can be derived.

Definition 1. A profile disclosed to service provider s under pseudonym η
is an ordered set of tuples and has the form:

profile(s, η, tk) = {(C1, t1), . . . , (Ck, tk)},
or recursively
profile(s, η, tk) = profile(s, η, tk−1) ∪ {(Ck, tk)},
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where each (Ci, ti) with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} is a tuple defining the claim Ci

disclosed at a particular time ti. The tuples in the profile are ordered according
to the time; i < j implies ti < tj . Hence, tk is the time of the most recent
profile update. Since entities never forget anything, profiles can only grow.
The profile is known to both the owner of the pseudonym η and to the service
provider s:

profile(s, η, tk) = {(C1, t1), . . . , (Ck, tk)}, u = owner(η)

⇒ u ⊢tk
profile(s, η, tk), s ⊢tk

profile(s, η, tk)

If the user discloses additional information under the same nym towards the
same entity, the profile is extended.

profile(s, η, tk) = {(C1, t1), . . . , (Ck, tk)},
disclose(u, η, t′, C ′, s), t′ > tk, u = owner(η),

¬∃ t′′ ∈ ]tk, t′[: disclose(u, η, t′′, ., ., s)⇒
profile(s, η, t′) = profile(s, η, tk) ∪ {(C ′, t′)}

Definition 2. A user set is the set of all (identifiable) users able to satisfy a
claim C at a given moment t. This is written as:

U
t
C = userSet(C, t)

Since it is assumed that the issuer i knows at each moment the identity of
the users possessing a credential issued by i as well as the attribute values of
these credentials, we have:

∀C, t, i:
(

T ∈ credTemplates(C) → i = issuer(T)
)

⇒
i ⊢t userSet(C, t)

The set Ut
s = userSet(s, t) contains the users able to access the service provided

by s

Definition 3. An anonymity set is the set of identifiable users to which a
pseudonym η can belong from the point of view of a particular entity s at a
given time t. This is formally denoted as:

A
t
s,η = anonSet(s, η, t)

Instead of a single entity s, the anonymity set can be defined from the point
of view of colluding entities, denoted as anonSet({s1, . . . , sm}, η, t), where the
different sis are colluding entities.
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Definition 4. The absolute anonymity of a pseudonym η w.r.t. an entity
s at moment t is 1− 1/|At

s,η| and is denoted as At
s,η.

Definition 5. The relative anonymity Rt
s,η of a pseudonym η w.r.t. an entity s

at moment t is the number of users in the corresponding anonymity set divided
by the number of users able to access the service provided by s or the relative
anonymity is zero when the size of the corresponding anonymity set equals one.
It is formally defined as:

Rt
s,η =

{

|At
s,η|/|Ut

s| if |At
s,η| > 1

0 if |At
s,η| = 1

The relative anonymity lies in the interval [0,1]. A relative anonymity of 1 is the
maximum a user can achieve and means that the user cannot be distinguished
from any other user able to access the service offered by s. The closer to zero,
the lower the user’s anonymity. A relative anonymity of zero means that the
user is identifiable.

5.5 Reducing Anonymity

This section discusses how the user’s anonymity can be reduced. Since the user
does not know which information is available to service provider s, the worst
case scenario is assumed; the service provider s not only knows the different
profiles of pseudonyms used to access s, but s has in addition access to all
relevant user sets known by the credential issuer i. This worst case scenario
occurs when i and s coincide or collude or when the issuer is compromised.
Since the user’s anonymity set w.r.t. the service provider s or other parties
will be equal or larger than in this worst case scenario, the term minimum
anonymity set is used. This section discusses how this minimum anonymity set
can be calculated and how it can be reduced. The next section discusses how
the user can be informed about his minimum anonymity set size.

The user’s minimum anonymity set can already become very small if a
pseudonym is used the first time to prove a claim. This is the case when
there are few users or only one user in the claim’s user set. In this case, the
minimum anonymity set equals the corresponding user set. If a pseudonym
is used multiple times, other anonymity reducing threats arise. They are
discussed in this section.

First, the static model is discussed, followed by the dynamic model. The
static model assumes that attributes of users never change and that the set
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of users with a credential of a particular template is constant. In other words
no new credentials are issued and no credentials expire or are revoked. These
assumptions are omitted in the dynamic model.

5.5.1 Static Model

Assumptions: (1) No new credentials are issued and no credentials expire
or get revoked. (2) User properties certified as attributes in credentials never
change.

Since the user sets are constant over time in the static model, the time
parameter can be omitted in the userSet() predicate, resulting in

UC = userSet(C)

and

∀C, t, i:
(

T ∈ credTemplates(C) → i = issuer(T)
)

⇒
i ⊢t userSet(C)

Each profile tuple (C, .) corresponds to a user set; the users having valid
credentials enabling them to prove claim C. The minimum anonymity set
of a pseudonym towards the service provider equals the intersection of all the
user sets corresponding to a tuple in the profile. This equals the user set of the
conjunction of all claims in the profile. Formally:

profile(s, η, t) = {(C1, t1), . . . , (Ck, tk)},
∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} : UCi

= userSet(Ci), s ⊢tk
UCi

⇒
anonSet(s, η, tk) =

⋂

i∈[1,k] UCi
= userSet(∧k

i=1Ci).

The following situations potentially reduce the user’s minimal anonymity set
towards the service provider:

(1) Disclosing, under the same nym, another claim than what has previously

been disclosed, using credentials of the same template: CT1,...,Tn

1 and CT1,...,Tn

2

with C1 6= C2 are disclosed. The service provider can simply concatenate both
claims using an ∧ connective and can then compute the corresponding user set.

For instance, if the user first discloses C1 = “T.Y oB = 1976” with |UC1
| = 1000

and later C2 = “T.zip = 3000” with |UC2
| = 100 under the same nym to entity

s, the user’s minimum anonymity set towards s is reduced to UC1

⋂

UC2
= UC

with C = “T.Y oB = 1976 ∧ T.zip = 3000”. The size |UC | of this user set is
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smaller or equal than min(|UC1
|, |UC2

|) and could, for instance, be 7.

A special case of this situation is the disclosure of age properties at different
moments (see section 5.5.3).

(2) Disclosing, under the same nym, the same claim C, but with creden-
tials of templates {T ′

1, . . . , T ′
n} instead of {T1, . . . , Tn} with {T1, . . . , Tn} 6=

{T ′
1, . . . , T ′

n}. The service provider then knows in the worst case that the
user belongs to the anonymity set defined by the users able to fulfil the claim
CT1,...,Tn ∧ CT ′

1,...,T ′

n .

For instance, let UCT1 = userSet(CT1) and UCT2 = userSet(CT2). If
|UCT1 | = 100 and |UCT2 | = 200 with T1 6= T2 and if |UCT1

⋂

UCT2 | = 15
and if the user u first discloses disclose(u, η, CT1 , t1, s) and later discloses
disclose(u, η, CT2 , t2, s) under the same nym η to the same entity s, his
minimum anonymity set towards s is reduced from 100 to 15, although the
anonymity set corresponding to the second disclosure is larger than the first
one.

Evidently, both situations can be combined: disclosing other claims using
credentials having other templates.

5.5.2 Dynamic Model

The assumptions of the static model are omitted, resulting in: (1) credentials
only have a limited validity period due to expiration, revocation or suspension.
(2) attributes of users can change: e.g. the user’s zip code, full address, social
security status, etc.; other attributes such as date of birth, place of birth and
social security number cannot change. Although some attributes such as gender
do change for a negligible part of the population, they are in this chapter
considered as being fixed.

Each profile tuple (C, t) corresponds to a user set; the set of users able to fulfil
claim C at moment t. The minimum anonymity set of a pseudonym by the
service provider equals the intersection of all the user sets corresponding to a
tuple in the profile. Formally:

profile(s, η, tk) = {(C1, t1), . . . , (Ck, tk)},
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} : Uti

Ci
= userSet(Ci, ti), s ⊢tk

U
ti

C ⇒
anonSet(s, η, tk) =

⋂

i∈[1,k] U
ti

Ci
.

Note that in the dynamic model, the user sets are no longer constant over
time. This will cause difficulties as will be seen later.
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If different claims are disclosed at different moments, the user’s minimal
anonymity set is reduced to the intersection of the corresponding user sets.
This is similar to the static model, except that the resulting set no longer
equals the anonymity set of the conjunction of the claims. Two new situations
arise in the dynamic model which may reduce the user’s minimum anonymity
set towards the service provider.

(1) Disclosing multiple times the same claim under the same nym using
credentials with the same template. The service provider s knows in the worst
case when a certain user has a valid credential with a certain template. If a user
discloses credentials with template T under the same nym η at times t1, . . . , tm,
the service provider knows that the owner of nym η had a valid credential with
template T at all these moments. Hence, the minimum anonymity set of η
towards s will likely be smaller than the anonymity set of any of the disclosures.

Assume, for instance, two disclosures disclose(u, η, t1, C, s) and disclose(u, η, t2, C, s)
with t1 < t2. If |userSet(C, t1)| = 100 and |userSet(C, t2)| = 120, it is possible
that |anonSet(s, η, t2)| = |userSet(C, t1)

⋂

userSet(C, t2)| = 70, although the
overall number of registered users with claim C has increased.

Even if the user discloses a less detailed claim than the previous time, this can
still negatively affect the user’s minimum anonymity set size.

Imagine, for instance, that the user discloses claim C using a credential with
template T and later he only proves possession of a credential of the same tem-
plate T : if disclose(u, η, t1, CT , s) and disclose(u, η, t2, possession(T ), s)
with t1 < t2, and |userSet(CT , t1)| = 100 and |userSet(possession(T ), t2)| =
1000, it is possible that |userSet(CT , t1)

⋂

userSet(possession(T ), t2)| = 80.

In summary, once a user disclosed a claim under a certain pseudonym, his
minimum anonymity set can only decrease in the dynamic model, even if his
attribute values do not change.

(2) Attribute value change. Values of attributes such as zip code can change
over time. If the user discloses claims before and after the change in which
this change, or part of it, are visible, the user’s minimum anonymity set can
tremendously decrease, since only a very small minority of the overall user set
will have had a similar attribute value change in that period.

Imagine, for instance, a user who discloses at time t1 under nym η to entity s
that his zip code is 8400. The user moves to another location and his zip code
becomes 3000. Later at timestamp t2 he discloses to the same entity under the
same nym and using a credential with the same template his zip code again.
Entity s will look for the intersection of all people with zip code 8400 at t1 and
zip code 3000 at t2. It is likely that this is a singleton, implying that the user
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becomes identifiable.

5.5.3 Date and Age Properties

More or less fine grained properties can be disclosed about numerical values.
As an example, date of birth (DoB) is discussed, since it is an attribute that is
unchangeable and since it is closely related to age properties.

If a user discloses properties about his DoB, an interval is disclosed: DoB ∈
[x, y]. The values x and y are both a date in a numerical representation. It is
possible that y =∞ or that x = 0, which results in DoB ∈ [x,∞[ ⇔ DoB > x
and DoB ∈ [0, y]⇔ DoB 6 y.

If in profile profile(s, η, tk) the user disclosed that DoB ∈ [x, y] and if
he additionally discloses disclose(u, η, t′, DoB ∈ [x′, y′], s), s knows that for
η DoB ∈ [max(x, x′), min(y, y′)]. This might seriously reduce the user’s
anonymity set size. For instance if the user first proves that he was born
before February 1980 and afterwards proves that is was born after December
1979, it is clear that the user was born in January 1980.

It is also possible that the user u has to prove age properties to s. Since
one’s age is constantly changing, proving multiple times to belong to one of
the predefined age intervals can disclose more information than just the age
interval, causing a decrease in the size of the age interval about which s knows
that the u belongs to it. Hence, this results in a reduction of the user’s minimum
anonymity towards that service provider.

A new predicate ageRange(α, β, T ) is introduced and represents the claim
T.age > α ∧ T.age < β. If a user u discloses at moment t to belong to the age
interval [α1, β1[ and at moment t1 + ∆ to belong to [α2, β2[, we have:

0 < ∆, α1 < β1, α2 < β2,

C1 = ageRange(α1, β1, T), C2 = ageRange(α2, β2, T),

disclose(u, η, t, C1, s), disclose(u, η, t + ∆, C2, s) ⇒
s ⊢t+∆ (η ⊲t+∆ ageRange(max(α2, α1 + ∆), min(β2, β1 + ∆), T))

Three scenarios are possible:

1. The user belongs at moments t and t+∆ to the same age interval: α1 = α2

and β1 = β2.

2. The user belongs at moment t+∆ to another, non-overlapping age interval
than at moment t: β1 6 α2.
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Figure 5.1: The user belongs at moment t + ∆ to an interval that partially
overlaps with the interval to which he belonged at moment t: α2 6 α1∧α1 < β2.

3. The user belongs at moment t + ∆ to an interval that partially overlaps
with the interval to which he belonged at moment t: a) α2 6 α1∧α1 < β2

or b) α1 6 α2 ∧ α2 < β1

Scenario 3.a is illustrated in figure 5.1 and an example is now given. An 18-
years-old youngster proves under a nym that he is in the age interval [18, 20[.
Two months later, he wants to access the service again, but in the meantime the
service policy has changed. The user now needs to prove that he belongs to the
age interval [17, 19[. If the user proves the latter under the same pseudonym,
the service provider knows that the user belongs to the age interval [18years +
2months, 19years[, which results in a serious reduction of the user’s minimum
anonymity set size.

Although it is common to prove age properties, in general, age will not be an
attribute in a credential, since it changes too often and since it is not very
flexible. Instead, the date of birth (DoB) will be included. A request to prove
being in an age interval can be converted to a proof that one’s DoB falls in an
interval that can be calculated as follows:

C = ageRange(α, β, T) ⇔
C = “T.DoB > currentDate()−year(β)∧T.DoB 6 currentDate()−year(α)”

In order to prove that your age is more or less than a given constant, only
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Figure 5.2: Architecture required to inform the user about his minimum level
of anonymity.

one part of the conjunction needs to be proven.

5.6 Informing the User

The previous section discussed how the user’s minimum anonymity set size
can be undermined. This section discusses techniques to inform the user
about his minimum level of anonymity. Therefore the user should be
informed about the size of the user set associated with the profile; i.e. for
a profile profile(s, η, tk) = {(C1, t1), . . . , (Ck, tk)}, the user needs to know
|⋂i∈[1,k] U

ti

Ci
| with |⋂i∈[1,k] U

ti

Ci
| 6 |At

s,η| and with U
ti

Ci
= userSet(Ci, ti), or

at least the user needs to know a lower bound of |⋂i∈[1,k] U
ti

Ci
|.

5.6.1 Architecture

The high level architecture is illustrated in figure 5.2.

Three roles are relevant; the issuer i (statistics gatherer), the service provider
s (statistics provider) and the user u. The following data structures are used;

The issuer maintains for each credential template a user set (US) table. This
table contains a row for each user who possesses a credential of that template.
Such a row contains the user’s identity, the values of the personal attributes
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included in the credential and, if necessary, data about the validity of the
credential.

The service provider composed a policy for the provided service. This policy
describes the claims the user must or can disclose in order to access the service
and the corresponding access rights. This service policy is published and the
relevant issuer(s) is/are notified.

Based on this service policy, the issuer generates per service one or more user
set size (USS) tables. Such a table contains each claim that can be disclosed by
a user over multiple sessions under a single pseudonym. For each such combined
claim, information about the size of the minimum anonymity set is given. The
table is signed by the issuer and sent to the service provider, which publishes
this USS table.

In order to assess his minimum (relative or absolute) anonymity towards other
services, the user needs to keep track of the different profiles disclosed to
different service providers. The service provider can also keep track of the
different profiles used to access its service. Since the assessment of the minimum
anonymity of the user is not trivial, the user is assisted by a user agent, which
keeps track of the disclosed profiles and of the relevant USS tables. Based on
these data, it informs the user when necessary.

The user’s policy describes for which services the user agent must keep track of
the user’s minimum anonymity. The user can also set minimum thresholds for
its (relative or absolute) minimum anonymity towards some service providers.
This must only be done for untrusted service providers.

The remainder of this section discusses in more detail the USS tables, both in
the static and the dynamic model, and how they are used to determine the
user’s minimum anonymity set size.

5.6.2 Single-Use Pseudonym

This subsection elaborates on the information the user needs to know in order
to assess the impact on his/her anonymity when a pseudonym is only used for
one disclosure or when no pseudonym is used at all.

Conjunctions. A claim C can always be written in CNF (conjunctive normal
form); i.e. a conjunction of disjunctions. Hence C = ∧n

i=1Ci. Since the different
subclaims Ci can have non-empty intersections, of which the size is likely to
be unknown to the user, the user needs to get informed about |⋂n

i=1 U
t
Ci
| with

U
t
Ci

= userSet(Ci, t) if he wants to assess the consequence of disclosing claim
C at the current time t.
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Disjunctions. The user set of a claim C = ∨n
i=1Ci at moment t with Ci

predicates, is calculated as follows: U
t
C =

⋃

i=1 U
t
Ci

with U
t
Ci

= userSet(Ci, t).
If a user wants to disclose C, he needs to know |Ut

C | = |
⋃

i=1 U
t
Ci
| to assess the

impact on his anonymity.

Negations.If the C1, . . . Cn are claims such that
⋃n

i=1 UCi
= Us and such

that, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} with i 6= j, Ci

⋂

Cj = ∅ holds, then ¬Ci with
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} is semantically the same as C1∨C2∨. . .∨Ci−1,∨Ci+1∨. . .∨Cn.
A negation of a claim can, hence, be converted to a disjunction of claims.

5.6.3 Static Model

The issuer maintains for each credential template a user set (US) table
containing per user with a credential of that template a record with the user’s
identity and the values of the personal attributes that are included in the user’s
credential.

Each profile profile(s, n, tk) = {(C1, t1), . . . , (Ck, tk)} corresponds to a
combined claim C = C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ck. For each service provider s, the overall
number of such combined claims is limited and can be derived from the service’s
policy. Based on the US tables, the issuer can for each possible combined claim
compute the number of users able to fulfil it. The resulting list of (claim, size)-
tuples is called the user set size (USS) table and is signed by the issuer and
published by the service provider. This USS table allows the user to retrieve
both the minimum anonymity set size and the minimum relative anonymity.

An example of a USS table is shown in table 5.1; the user is obliged to
disclose some minimal claim denoted by ⊥ (e.g. that his zip code belongs to
the interval [3000, 3018] and that his year of birth (YoB) is not bigger than
1992). Optionally or at a later moment the user can disclose his YoB interval
([1985-1992], [1945-1986] or 6 1944) and/or his gender. If only the obligatory
is disclosed, 8562 users can access the service, meaning that they all have a
zip code between 3000 and 3018 and that their YoB 6 1992. If only this
information is disclosed, the user’s absolute anonymity is 1 - 1/8562 = 0.9999
and his relative anonymity is 1. If the user later additionally discloses under
the same pseudonym that he is a man born before 1986, his anonymity set size
shrinks to 3,099, the absolute anonymity to 0.9997 and the relative anonymity
to 3099/8562 = 0.362.

Multiple credential templates can be involved in a USS table. However, this
might result in many possible claims listed in the USS table. The size of the
USS table can be reduced by omitting the rows indicated with a “(*)”, since
these can be derived by adding up other user set sizes in other rows.
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Table 5.1: Example user set size (USS) table for an ePoll service in the static
model.

Claim US Size
⊥ (*) 8562
⊥ ∧ T.age ∈ [1985− 1992] (*) 3099
⊥ ∧ T.age ∈ [1945− 1986] (*) 4178
⊥ ∧ T.Y oB < 1945 (*) 1285
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘M ′ (*) 5334
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘M ′ ∧ T.Y oB ∈ [1985− 1992] 1738
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘M ′ ∧ T.Y oB ∈ [1945− 1984] 2783
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘M ′ ∧ T.Y oB < 1945 813
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘F ′ (*) 3228
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘F ′ ∧ T.Y oB ∈ [1985− 1992] 1361
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘F ′ ∧ T.Y oB ∈ [1945− 1984] 1396
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘F ′ ∧ T.Y oB < 1945 471
epoll 123456
⊥= T.zip ∈ [3000, 3018] ∧ T.Y oB 6 1992
signature=S8GJSGFU4ISQKN234NJDSJSQFJ4665K23

Claim normal form. In order to compare the disclosed combined claim with
the claims given in the USS table, all combined claims must be converted into
a unique normal form, called the claim normal form (CLNF). The definition of
this CLNF and the conversions of combined claims to CLNF is considered as
future work.

5.6.4 Dynamic Model

In the dynamic model, complexity is added since credentials can become invalid
or be revoked, users can obtain new credentials, or credential attribute values
can be modified (via a special protocol).

The user set (US) table has to be extended with extra information: the validity
period and validity status of the credential. This will allow the issuer to
generate updated user set size (USS) tables. Each USS table indeed needs
to have a limited validity period since the number of users able to fulfil one or
more of the claims in the USS table changes frequently. A new USS table needs
to be generated and published when the old one expires. This happens at fixed
time points pi. The time between two time points is the validity period of a
USS table and could for example be one month. In order to present a solution
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for the dynamic model, a new definition is formulated.

Definition 6. A drop dj
C,i with i < j is the number of users able to prove

claim C during the interval [pi, pj [ but that lost that ability somewhere in the
interval [pj , pj+1[. A drop di

C,i is the number of users able to prove claim C at
time point pi, but that lost that ability in the interval ]pi, pi+1[.

Drops will help to calculate for each user a lower bound of his anonymity
set size towards the service provider. A drop dj

C,i can only be calculated from
time point pj+1 on. The most recent time point is indicated with subscript c:
pc.

A modified USS table is shown in table 5.2. Sx
C denotes the user set size of

users able to fulfil C at time point px. At each new time point pi, a new USS
table will be generated and published. The older USS tables are still accessible
by the users as long as necessary. The USS table published at time point px

contains for each claim C the user set size Sx
C and a series of drops which will

allow the user to calculate a lower bound on his anonymity set size.

Let profile(s, η, tk) = {(C1, t1), . . . (Ck, tk)}, with t1 ∈ [pb, pb+1[ and tk ∈
[pr, pr+1[ and let C = C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ck. The user will calculate the lower bound
of his anonymity set as follows: Sb

C −
∑r

j=b dj
C,b. Therefore, the user agent

retrieves (parts of) several USS tables. Note that the exact lower bound can
only be calculated from time point pr+1 on. Also note that credential attribute
value changes are not taken into account; the next subsection recommends
to avoid making such changes visible to the service provider under the same
pseudonym. Moreover, such changes will not happen frequently.

The notation max([pi, pj [, C) used in the USS table denotes the maximum
number of users able to satisfy C in the interval [pi, pj [. This is helpful since,
for a fixed C, |userSet(C, t)| fluctuates depending on the chosen t ∈ [pi, pj [.
Using this notation and the variables defined in the previous paragraph, a lower
bound for the user’s relative anonymity is calculated:

Rtk
s,η >

Sb
C

−
∑r

j=b
d

j

C,b

max([pb,pb+1[,⊥)
.

The user’s absolute anonymity becomes:

Atk
s,η > 1− 1

Sb
C

−
∑r

j=b
d

j

C,b

.

A first example is given. A partial USS table is shown in table 5.3. If a user
discloses under nym η in mid-December 2009 the mandatory properties and
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Table 5.2: Example of a compact user set size (USS) table for an ePoll service
in the dynamic model.

Claim (P ) S7
C d6

C,3 d6
C,4 d6

C,5 d6
C,6

⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘M ′∧
T.Y oB ∈ [1985− 1992] 1738 9 8 6 5
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘M ′∧

T.Y oB ∈ [1945− 1984] 2783 16 14 13 10
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘M ′∧

T.Y oB < 1945 813 5 5 4 4
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘F ′∧

T.Y oB ∈ [1985− 1992] 1361 7 6 4 5
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘F ′∧

T.Y oB ∈ [1945− 1984] 1396 6 8 5 3
⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘F ′∧

T.Y oB < 1945 471 3 3 1 0
epoll 123456
⊥= T.zip ∈ [3000, 3018] ∧ T.Y oB 6 1992
S7

⊥
= 8605

max([p6, p7[,⊥) = 8613
valid from 2010-01-01 till 2010-01-31 ([p7, p8[)
signature=S8GJSGFU4ISQKN234NJDSJSQFJ4665K23

that he is a man born between 1985 and 1992 (claim C), he knows that the
minimum anonymity set size at the beginning of December was 1684; a number
of these 1684 users might no longer be able to fulfil C when the user discloses
C under nym η. Based on the current USS table (table 5.3), the user agent
estimates that the lower bound of the user’s anonymity set size is S6

C − d5
C,5 =

1684 − 4 = 1680. When the next USS table (table 5.2) is published, The user
agent knows that in December 2009 d6

C,6 = 5 of the initial 1684 users where
at least temporarily unable to fulfil C. Hence, the user’s anonymity set size
lower bound becomes 1684− 5 = 1679. The lower bound for the user’s relative

anonymity is
S6

C
−d6

C,6

max([p6,p7[,⊥)
= 1679/8613 = 0.1966. Note that this relative

anonymity can be calculated only from moment p7 on. Therefore, a good

estimate of the relative anonymity is
S6

C
−d5

C,5

S6
⊥

= 1680/8272 = 0.203, which can

be calculated using the current USS table only. The user’s absolute anonymity
becomes 1 − 1/(S6

C − d6
C,6) = 0.9994, which can also only be calculated from

moment p7 on. Again, 1− 1/(S6
C − d5

C,5) = 0.9994 can be used as estimate.

A second example is given, using the USS tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. A user
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Table 5.3: Partial user set size (USS) table in dynamic model.
Claim (C) S6

C d5
C,2 d5

C,3 d5
C,4 d5

C,5

⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘M ′∧
T.Y oB ∈ [1985, 1992] 1684 7 7 6 4
⊥ ∧ T.Y oB ∈ [1985, 1992] 2932 12 10 13 8
...
S6

⊥
= 8272

max([p5, p6[,⊥) = 8284
valid from 2009-12-01 till 2009-12-31 ([p6, p7[)
...

Table 5.4: Another partial USS table in dynamic model.
Claim (C) S5

C d4
C,1 d4

C,3 d4
C,3 d4

C,4

⊥ ∧ T.gender = ‘M ′∧
T.Y oB ∈ [1985, 1992] 1684 7 7 6 4
⊥ ∧ T.Y oB ∈ [1985, 1992] 2863 13 11 11 9
...
max([p4, p5[,⊥) = 8153
valid from 2009-11-01 till 2009-11-30 ([p5, p6[)
...

u discloses in November 2009 under pseudonym η next to the obligatory
properties that he is born between 1985 and 1992 (C). After the end of
November, the user agent calculates the lower bound of the user’s anonymity
set size, which is S5

C − d5
C,5 = 2863− 8 = 2855.

The user’s relative anonymity Rt
s,η is at least

S5
C

−d5
C,5

max([p5,p6[,⊥)
= 2855/8284 =

0.345. In January 2010 he discloses C∗ = C ∧ gender = M under nym
η. If d7

C∗,5 turns out to be 7, the lower bound of his anonymity set size

becomes S5
C∗ − (d5

C∗,5 + d6
C∗,5 + d7

C∗,5) = 1684 − 4 − 6 − 7 = 1667. The

user’s relative anonymity Rt
s,η decreases to 1667/8284 = 0.201 in the worst

case. On the client side, the user can have set in a policy a relative anonymity
threshold of 0.25. Although the user agent does not yet know the exact
value of d7

C∗,5, it can already estimate, by substituting d7
C∗,5 by d6

C∗,4 = 8

in S5
C∗ − (d5

C∗,5 + d6
C∗,5 + d7

C∗,5), that the user’s relative anonymity is going
to drop below this value and, therefore, it warns the user, simply forbids the
action or requests a new pseudonym.
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The number of drop columns in a USS tables will be limited. A limit of l
implies that the issuer provides anonymity information about nyms not older
than pc−l. However, since these columns do not consume a lot of space, many
are possible. Depending on the table representation, the user can download
only the columns it needs. USS tables older than pl−c no longer need to be
published.

A drop di
C,j is an upper bound since users can rejoin the user set. For instance,

a user can have temporarily an invalid credential. Hence, Sb −∑r
j=b dj

C,b is a
lower bound for the user’s anonymity set size.

In summary, the dynamic model starts from a user set size, which can only
decrease over time. For each interval [pi, pi+1[, the maximum size of this
decrease is found in a drop in a USS table.

5.6.5 Recommendations

A number of recommendations are formulated to improve the anonymity of the
user when disclosing personal properties in order to access services.

- A user agent is required to keep track of the user’s profiles and of the relevant
info in the USS tables. These data should be well protected against loss, theft
and tampering. The user agent should allow the user to set the minimum
(relative or absolute) anonymity thresholds. This should be possible in the
user’s global policy and in the user’s service-specific policy. For a local poll in
his community about an insensitive topic such as football, this size will probably
be lower than in a nationwide poll about a more sensitive topic such as politics
or the user’s personal health situation. If the minimum relative anonymity or
the minimum absolute anonymity drop below the threshold, the user should be
warned, the action should be prevented, or a new pseudonym should be used.

- USS tables should be provided by the service providers for each service in order
to allow the users to estimate their worst-case level of anonymity. These USS
tables should be updated frequently. Such service providers can be indicated
by the user agent as privacy-aware, which can become a feature of economical
value as argued in the introduction of this text.

- If an attribute value in a credential changes and if this change will be visible
towards a service provider s under a pseudonym η, use a new pseudonym
towards s. Renewal of pseudonyms should, hence, be supported by the service
provider. The user can during this renewal, if necessary, disclose the combined
claim he disclosed under his previous pseudonym. Therefore, the user should
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lookup the corresponding anonymity set size in the current USS table and
check if this set is sufficiently large. More generally, the user should be able to
regularly change to a new pseudonym.

- If one or a set of credentials is used to disclose a claim towards a service
provider s, try not to use other credentials in the future towards s. However, if
this is requested by s, s should provide an USS table with sufficient information
to allow the user to calculate his new anonymity set size lower bound.

- Service providers should not ask users to disclose age intervals more than once
for a single pseudonym. This also implies that changes in the policies of the
service provider w.r.t. age intervals (e.g. who can obtain reductions) do not
force or stimulate the user to disclose again to belong to some age interval, or
to belong to another age interval.

5.7 Conclusion and Future work

This chapter examined the anonymity threats of disclosing certified personal
properties to a service provider. Secondly, a method is presented allowing
the user to assess his minimum level of anonymity when disclosing certified
personal properties. Thirdly, suggestions are made in order to improve the
level of anonymity of the user. We emphasize that this chapter is an initial
impetus and that there is a lot of possible future work. A non-exhaustive list
of possible future work is given.

• Often, data such as a reputation or health records are bound to a
pseudonym. In these cases it is not trivial to change to another
pseudonym in order to enlarge the anonymity set again. Possible future
work includes importing and exporting these data such that they can
be used under a new nym while still maintaining unlinkability with the
previous pseudonym of the user.

• Secondly, it is possible that the issuer does not know all the data requested
by the service provider in order to create a USS table; the service provider
could request to disclose a relationship between multiple credentials,
which were issued by different issuers or the user could hide some of the
attributes in a credential for the issuer during the issue phase. Possible
future work includes examining the effect thereof on the user’s anonymity.

• Thirdly, a definition of CLNF (claim normal form) and a method to
convert claims to CLNF could be part of the future work.
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• Taking into account the impact of changing credential attribute values
into the user’s assessment of his anonymity in the dynamic model would
be helpful.

• An important remark is that in many applications the user can disclose
personal information in other ways than via the usage of credentials. This
is not taken into account in the presented solution and can be further
examined.

• It is also possible that the amount of disclosed information depends upon
the behavior of others. Assume, for instance, that 10 people are in the
population able to sign a petition. The gender can be disclosed optionally.
If all nine men sign the poll and thereby disclose their gender and if the
woman does not disclose her gender, the voting behavior of the woman
can be derived trivially. When such situations arise and how they can be
avoided needs to be examined.





Chapter 6

Transparent Storage of
Credentials

6.1 Introduction

A credential is a piece of information attesting to the integrity of certain stated
facts: properties about or rights of its owner. Examples are a driving license,
money, an identity card and a ticket.

Traditional digital credentials (e.g. X.509 certificates) pose a threat to the
privacy of the owner since they generally contain a unique identifier together
with other personal data. These data are registered in databases, potentially
with other data (shopping behavior, medical records, etc.). These data are
not only interesting to the entity to which the user shows the credential, but
also to insurance companies, to marketeers, etc. Databases containing personal
data are thus very valuable and a point of attraction for (internal or external)
attackers. They can also get lost, and possibly fall in the wrong hands.

Moreover, a user will have to manage dozens of credentials in the future: a
sporting club credential, a digital driving license, digital prescriptions, cinema e-
tickets, etc. The problem of loss of privacy and identity theft will thus aggravate
if we do not offer the proper techniques to the users in a practical way. At the
same time, the user needs access to these credentials anywhere at any time.

177
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E.g., it is not acceptable that the user has a smart card for each credential or
that the credentials can only be used on a single computer. The credentials
must thus remain easily manageable. In case of theft or loss, credentials must
be useless for others and recoverable by the legitimate owner.

Privacy enhancing credentials are being developed and implemented. They
allow the user to select the data that will be released. However, more is needed.
This chapter examines how a user can manage and use credentials such that
the above requirements hold. Therefore, a portable user-unique token1 (e.g.
a smart card) is introduced, as well as an online server where credentials can
be stored in a privacy-preserving way, while preventing loss and exposure of
credentials and related credential data.

This chapter is the result of an exercise in which we tried to maximize the
privacy of the user, while still taking into account the other requirements. The
exercise revealed future problems and challenges that must be tackled in order
to have a deployable system with a minimum level of trust in other entities
such as the computer to which the token is connected.

Section 6.2 refers to related work. Section 6.3 discusses the storage and
management of credentials. Section 6.4 presents the roles and high level
interactions. Section 6.5 presents the requirements. The protocols are
described in section 6.6, and evaluated in section 6.7. Section 6.9 concludes
and discusses future work.

6.2 Related Work

Online Credential Repositories can be categorized in mechanism-aware and
mechanism-neutral systems [29]. Mechanism-aware repositories (e.g. MyProxy
[91], CredEx [107]) can support mechanism-specific protocols for credential
retrieval. The disadvantage of such systems is that only few types of credentials
are supported. Furthermore, the repository can access the credentials. Our
repository can store every type of credential and does not know the credential
data. Several credential repositories (Entrust Roaming PKI [3], VeriSign
roaming [15], etc.) are described in [100], which lists some problems that
most current repositories suffer from. First, compromising the credential
repository allows the attacker to perform an offline attack on each credential
[29, 100]. This can be a serious threat if the credentials are encrypted using a
password. Our approach uses strong encryption for credentials. Furthermore,
because the user’s credentials are unlinkable, it is infeasible to gain access

1By a token, we mean a small, portable device with limited storage and computational
capabilities.
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to all the credentials of one particular user. Second, most repositories use a
potentially untrusted client that can directly access the credentials. On public
workstations, this of course poses a big security risk. Our approach minimizes
trust put in the client.

Multiple Identity Management Systems exist. Microsoft CardSpace [10]
enables the user to request from identity providers security tokens asserting
claims (e.g. age > 21). Although computationally less demanding, each show
of a security token requires a new interaction with the identity provider if
unlinkability of shows has to be achieved. More trust is put in the identity
provider (the issuer). This entity must also be trusted not to collaborate
with service providers. Liberty alliance [11] and other systems are based
on federated identity management; service providers exchange personal data
about the user to facilitate user’s authentication. The default setup is thus
not privacy-friendly. However, the user can setup his own identity provider
or strong privacy preferences can be set to the identity provider. The Higgins
framework [6] is a young project aimed at creating a common interface layer
that will allow various existing identity management systems to interoperate.

On year after the publication of the paper [110] on which this chapter is
based, Bichsel et al. [34] succeeded in proving possession of a credential
running entirely on a smart card at a speed which surpassed previous attempts
considerably. Proving possession of a credential on a standard Java card was
done in 7.4, 10.5 and 16.5 seconds when the modulus length was respectively
1280, 1526 and 1984 bit. However, no credential attributes where involved and
our scheme requires that the client proves equality of a credential attribute with
a committed value. This is not (yet) possible on smart cards. Also credential
revocation (by using whitelisting or epochs) is not considered by Bichsel et
al.. If these challenges can be overcome while the smart card computations
consume an acceptable amount of time, a more elegant solution would become
possible by running anonymous credential client-side protocols completely on
a smart card.

6.3 Credential Manager and Credential Repository

We distinguish between a Credential Repository and a Credential Manager.
The former stores the user’s credential data such as credentials, but also
profile information; what has been disclosed to whom under what pseudonym.
Optionally, evidence for dispute solving can be stored as well. The credential
manager enables usage and management of this data.
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The Credential Repository can be situated locally at the user’s side, on a
remote server or even a hybrid combination is possible. A purely local credential
store, on a device such as a USB-stick, smart card, PDA or mobile phone, can
have dramatic consequences in case of loss, theft or damage of the device.
If a server-based solution is applied, tampering, deletion, reading or use of
credential data and linkage of credential data to the owner by the server must
be prevented. Also, an Internet connection is required, which will not always
be available, and which potentially slows down the system. Therefore, a hybrid
solution is presented; permanent remote storage is combined with local caching
on a token.

The Credential Manager runs the credential protocols on the user side and
therefore, it must be trusted by the user; e.g. it should never show a credential
to another party without the user’s consent. The Credential Manager is the
only place where credential data may exist in cleartext. If the Credential
Manager runs on a server, it cannot be trusted by the user, as it is completely
outside the user’s control. Also, network access is required. If the Credential
Manager runs locally on a device which is a user’s PDA, mobile phone or PC,
it is relatively trustworthy, but a Trojan horse or malware cannot be excluded
in case of a software implementation. A Credential Manager that runs on a
computer outside the user’s control is much more dangerous (e.g. a computer
in a public library or shop). If the Credential Manager runs entirely on a secure
token such as a smart card and if the communication between the token and
the user is secure, the Credential Manager is trustworthy. This chapter focuses
on a more realistic approach, in which most of the computation is outsourced
by the token to the client device (desktop, PDA, ...) to which the token is
connected.

6.4 Roles and Interactions

An overview of the roles and their most important interactions is given in
figure 6.1. Token T is a SIM or smart card owned by the user who inserts
it in a client device D in order to manage or use his credentials. Token T

locally caches a part of the credential data. The client device D will do most
of the computations (outsourced by T). D is also responsible for the network
connection and for the token-user interactions. The shaded part of D is trusted
by the user. This will typically be a sealed smart card reader with limited user
interaction capabilities (e.g. small screen) on a public computer. The Online
Repository OR stores almost all the user’s credential data. A credential issuer I

issues new credentials to the user. These credentials can be shown to a service
provider SP and stored on the OR. During token issuance and initialization,
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the different roles and their interactions.

as well as during token recovery, a token issuer TI and and a notary2 N are
needed.

6.5 Requirements

The requirements on which we focus are now summed up. In the ideal situation,
all these requirements are fulfilled.

• User privacy. The online repository OR must be unable to link actions
or data stored on the online repository OR to an identifiable user and
profiling by the online repository OR must be minimized (P1). The
amount of personal data the (potentially untrustworthy) device D can
extract must be minimized (P2). Eavesdroppers and attackers must not
be able to derive any personal information (P3).

• Integrity. The online repository OR must be unable to tamper with
uploaded credential data (I1). This also means that the online repository
OR is unable to add or delete credential data. Abuse must be provable
(dispute handling). It must be impossible to tamper with messages by
external attackers (I3) or by the intermediary D (I2).

• Confidentiality. It must be impossible for anyone to get hold of the
sensitive data such as protocol keys and credential secrets (C1).

• Access Control. In order to use/manage credential data, the user U

needs to authenticate to the token T, using a sufficiently strong user
authentication mechanism (A1). If there is a possibility that a thief

2A trusted intermediary in contract signing, testaments, etc. exists in many countries.
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obtains access to the owner’s token (e.g. using the proper PIN), the
legitimate owner should be able to revoke further usage of the token
and access to the OR (A2). The online repository OR must be ensured
that the user U indeed has the right to use its services and that the user
U is indeed the owner of the OR record he wants to access (A3). The user
must be ensured that he is communicating with the right issuer I, online
repository OR and service provider SP (A4).

• Credential ownership. Only the owner of the credentials is able to use
his credentials in the way he defines (O1). This implies that no credential
can be used by the device D without consent of the user.

• Efficiency. Computational, interaction and storage efficiency are
especially important w.r.t. the token, which has limited capabilities (E1).

• Functionality. Even without Internet connection, the user U must be
able to use a limited set of credentials (e.g. a one-show digital cinema
ticket) (F1). The online repository OR must be able to limit the amount
of storage space that can be used by a single user (F2). Loss, theft or
damage of the token should not result in loss of any credentials or other
credential data (F3).

6.6 Protocols

We start by presenting the most important data structures, assumptions and
notation. Then, token issuance and deployment is discussed. Next, we describe
the protocols for receiving credentials, uploading credentials to the online
repository OR and showing a credential to a service provider SP. We also discuss
some other protocols and aspects in less detail.

6.6.1 Data structures

This section shows the data structures on the online repository OR and token
T.

Each user has exactly one token T, which contains:

• An unextractable user-specific user master secret S. This secret is
required to access the user’s credential data (both locally and on the
online repository OR). A second tamper-resistant value on the token is a
unique random value x.
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• A credential credT and a corresponding secret secretT. They allow to
authenticate anonymously to the online repository OR. To do so, credT

is off-loaded to the device D. secretT is unextractable and, hence, never
leaves the token. This way, the credential is linked to the token. In
addition, the credential contains the unique random value x as attribute.

• X.509 certificates certsig
OR and certauth

OR of the online repository OR which
allow to verify OR’s signatures and authentications.

• Primes p and q and two bases g, h ∈ Zp of prime order q with q|(p − 1).
The size of p and q could for instance be 1024 and 160 bit respectively.

• Locally cached credentials.

• The credential index file fileindex, containing for each credential a tuple
(i, desc, receipt):

– i is an index for the credential, used only inside the token.

– desc contains a user-friendly credential name, a short credential
description, the issuer’s name and the credential attribute names.
This allows T to locally search for the proper credential. E.g. with
what credential is it possible to prove that age > 18.

– receipt is a proof attesting that a credential is stored by the OR.

The Online Repository (OR) contains:

• Secret keys SKsig
OR and SKauth

OR and the corresponding certificates certsig
OR

and certauth
OR for signing and authentication purposes.

• The same p, g, h and q as in each token.

• For each uploaded credential, an (id, credE , receiptOR)-tuple is stored:

– id is the index of the OR-record where the credential is stored. Each
credential has a unique index.

– credE is the credential and credential secret encrypted on token T.

– receiptOR is the receipt, anonymously signed with credT. The OR can
use it as a proof in case of dispute. The signature (i.e. a transcript)
can be deanonymized by a trusted third party.
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6.6.2 Assumptions and Notation

We assume that (1) the user is already authenticated to the token, (2) all secret
data loaded in T’s volatile memory will be removed from that memory by the
T as soon as it is no longer required in the protocol session and (3) the user is
informed by T about the protocol status at the end.

All the network connections involving D are integrity and confidentiality
preserving in which OR, I and SP identify and authenticate to D, while
the client stays anonymous. U ↔ D and D ↔ T connections are direct
connections. We assume that during one protocol execution, the same (secure)
connection is used between two parties, introducing linkabilities of actions
during the protocol. For different protocol runs, different connections are set
up, introducing unlinkability.

All the ciphers are integrity preserving. This can easily be done by adding
a MAC before encryption. The numbers g, h, p and q are generated by OR,
publicly available and stored by T. p is prime and g and h (h 6= g) are generators
of a multiplicative cyclic group of prime order q with q|p − 1 and p and q
sufficiently large.

The method genKey(seed) generates a symmetric key. In the protocol S →
D → R: (∅; m) ← sendEncrypted(certR; m; SKR), the sender S sends data m
to a receiver, via the potentially untrusted device D. Therefore, the data is
encrypted using the public key of the receiver R before it is sent.

Superscript E denotes a cipher created using a symmetric key: mE ← enc(K, m)
and m ← dec(K, mE)). The entity that initiates the protocol is put in bold:
X→ Y . Optional steps are between square brackets [. . .].

6.6.3 Token Issuance and Deployment

We focus on a realistic business model in which the token issuer TI and the
online repository OR are two roles which may collaborate in order to obtain
user information; e.g. the TI and OR can be owned by the same company or
coincide.

In order to obtain a token for getting access to the OR, the user first needs to
register to the TI. Therefore, payment and/or identification might be necessary.
What exactly is required, depends upon the applied business model. E.g. the
government can offer for free access to the OR for all its citizens and thus, it
issues exactly one token to each citizen. Therefore, the citizens need to prove
their identity, e.g. with their eID card.
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To guarantee the user’s privacy and security, the user secret S on the token
must not be known by the OR or the TI and must thus be generated at the
user side. On the other hand, it is unacceptable that loss of S (e.g. damaged
token) obliges the user to renew all his – potentially expensive – credentials.
Therefore, a secret sharing scheme can be applied. E.g. TI could generate half
of S, store it together with the user id and put it on the token T. During token
initialization by the user, the other half is generated on the token and sent to
a user-chosen notary. Using both secret halves, S is generated (e.g. by xor-ing)
and its constituents are forgotten by T.

Different parties can deploy our system. The government can issue eID cards,
combined with the credential management functionality. The government can
manage the OR itself, or can outsource it to a commercial company. Other
potential token issuers are banks (bank card issuers) and GSM operators
(issuers of SIM tokens for mobile phones).

Although we focus on anonymous credentials, it is possible to extend the
protocols to support other credential types as well. Nevertheless, this will have
a negative impact on the privacy. Computationally, it will be less intensive.

6.6.4 Receiving a Credential

In table 6.1, first, the credential secret secret is generated (1). Then, a
credential is issued to the user, in which secret is the credential’s secret on
the token (2). The credential is transfered by the device D to the token T (3).
Then, the token T generates a local index i for the new credential (4). This i is
used together with the user’s master secret S to generate a credential specific
symmetric key K (5). This K is used to encrypt both the credential and the
corresponding secret (6). The resulting cipher is stored (7). Potentially with
the help of the user, a description of the credential is made (8) and together
with i, the description is added to the index file (9). The null-value indicates
that there is no receipt; the credential has not yet been uploaded to the online
repository OR.

6.6.5 Upload Credential

Now, the credential is only stored on the token, making it vulnerable to
loss. Therefore, it is uploaded (see table 6.2). Afterwards, the credential can
optionally be deleted from the token.
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Table 6.1: The ‘Receive Credential’ protocol.

1. Receive Credential
(1) T : secret ← genRandomNb()
(2) T↔ D↔ I : (∅; cred;∅)← issueCred(certI ; secret; . . . ; . . . ; SKI )

(3) T← D : cred
(4) T : i← getFreeLocalIndex()
(5) T : K ← genKey(i||S)
(6) T : credE ← enc(K, {secret, cred})
(7) T : store(credE)
(8) T[↔ U] : desc← composeDescription(cred)
(9) T : addToIndexFile(i, desc, null)

To upload the credential with local index i, the token generates the symmetric
key K used to encrypt the credential using as input parameters the secret S
and the index i (1). Additionally, an OR-record index id is generated (2), based
on K and x. A command is sent to the OR to upload an encrypted credential
to the OR-record with index id (3). The encrypted credential is sent to the OR

as well (4).

The online repository OR sends a timestamp to the device and token (5). This
timestamp will be used later in the protocol for generating proofs for both the
online repository OR and the user U which can be used in case of a dispute.

The token T generates e, a, gD and comD (6), which will be required to prove
by device D to online repository OR that id is bound to the user’s credential,
without disclosing K to D, by blinding id to comD. Herefore, credT and e are
sent to device D only (7), gD and comD are sent to both device D and the
online repository OR (8) and a is sent to the online repository OR only (9),
and remains hidden for the device D.

Now, device D generates with the help of token T a receipt sigU for OR. This
receipt proves that that the x value used to construct id is the same as the
x value in credT. Hence, it is proven that the id is bound to the credential
credT, and hence to a token T. By blinding id to comD, the value of secret K
is hidden for the device D. The online repository OR is able to check whether
comD corresponds to the correct id, since it knows a (10-12).

Then, the online repository OR creates a receipt for the user (13-14). The
correctness of the receipt is verified by the token T (15). The online repository
OR now stores the encrypted credential, its OR-record id, the receipt it
generated and the proof that the user requested to store that credential on that
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id (16). On the token T, the local index i is stored, together with the receipt
generated by the online repository OR (17). Both user and OR now have a
proof that can be used in case of dispute (e.g. user claims that a credential has
been removed by OR).

Table 6.2: The ‘Upload Credential’ protocol.

2. Upload credential with local index i
(1) T : K ← genKey(i||S)
(2) T : id ← gKhx mod p

(3) T→ D→ OR : id, “upload”

(4) T→ D→ OR : credE ← retrieveLocalCred(i)
(5) T← D← OR : timestampOR

(6) T : r, a ∈R Zq, e← K/r + a mod q, gD ← gr mod p,

comD ← id.ga
D mod p (= hxge

D mod p)
(7) T → D : credT, e
(8) T→ D→ OR : gD, comD

(9) T→ D→ OR : (∅; a) ← sendEncrypted(certauth
OR ; a; SKauth

OR )
(10) D : openD = {certT .x, e}
(11) T↔ D→ OR : sigU ← signa

tc(secretT; credT, comD, openD,

credT.x = comD.x){id, H(credE), timestampOR}
(12) OR : if (id 6= comD.g−a

D mod p ∨ !verifya
c (sigU,

comD, credT.x = comD.x){
{id, H(credE), timestampOR}) abort

(13) T← D← OR : sigOR ← signx(SKsig
OR){id, H(credE), timestampOR}

(14) T, OR : receipt ← {id, H(credE), timestampOR, sigOR}
(15) T : if (!verifyx(certsig

OR, sigOR){
id, H(credE), timestampOR}) abort

(16) OR : store(id, credE , receipt, sigU)
(17) T : updateIndexFile(i, . , receipt)

6.6.6 Show Credential

Table 6.3 shows how a credential is shown after it has been retrieved from the
online repository OR.
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First, token T searches for a tuple (i, desc, receipt) of a credential able to prove
the requested properties propertiesshow (1,2). If more credentials can be shown,
the user selects the most appropriate one. The credential decryption key K is
calculated and the credential’s OR-index id is retrieved from the receipt (3,4).

The token T generates e, a, gD and comD, which will be required to prove
by device D to online repository OR that id is bound to the user’s credential,
without disclosing K to D, by blinding id to comD. Herefore, credT and e are
sent to the device D only (6), gD, comD and id are sent to both the device D

and the online repository OR (7) and a is sent to the online repository OR only
(8).

These data, received by the device D and the online repository OR, allow the
device D to prove to the online repository OR that the OR-record with identifier
id indeed belongs to the user authenticating using his credential credT (9-11).

After a valid authentication, the online repository OR replies with the credential
cipher and the corresponding receipt (12). We will later argue why this receipt
is required although it is not used in this protocol. T decrypts the credential
cipher. This results in a credential and its corresponding secret (13). Finally,
the credential is shown (15, 16) after the user has given his consent (14).

6.6.7 Other Relevant Aspects and Protocols

The three most important protocols have been discussed. We now touch token
recovery, limiting the usage of the OR and keeping track of one’s anonymity.
Other protocols such as fileindex upload are not discussed in this chapter.

Token recovery. The user requests a new token from the token issuer TI,
which then revokes the previous credT and puts a new one on a new token,
both containing the same x as previously, as well as one half of the user master
secret S. After having contacted the notary, S is regenerated. If the last version
of the index file is not uploaded as a cipher to the OR, it can be recovered by
requesting for each id owned by that user the credential data from the OR, as
it is done in our show credential protocol, in which the OR not only returns
the credential cipher, but the receipt as well. This is easy if the i-values on
the token are positive integers which are kept as small as possible. The index
file can thus be regenerated/updated. For each credential recovery, a new
connection with the OR needs to be made after some random delay in order
to avoid linkabilities. The credential data that were not yet uploaded to the
OR are lost. Thus, some credentials potentially need to be revoked and reissued.
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Table 6.3: The ‘Show Credential’ protocol.

3. Show a credential with OR index id
(1) T← D← SP : propertiesshow

(2) T[↔ U] : (i, desc, receipt)← find(propertiesshow)
(3) T : K ← genKey(i||S)
(4) T : id← receiptT .id
(5) T : r, a ∈R Zq, e← K/r + a mod q, gD ← gr mod p,

comD ← id.ga
D mod p (= hxge

D mod p)
(6) T → D : credT, e
(7) T→ D→ OR : gD, comD, id

(8) T→ D→ OR : (∅; a) ← sendEncrypted(certauth
OR ; a; SKauth

OR )
(9) D : openD = {certT .x, e}
(10) T↔ D↔ OR : authenticatea

tc(credT.x = comD.x, comD;

secretT; credT, openD;∅)
(11) OR : if (id 6= comD.g−a

D mod p) abort

(12) T← D← OR : {credE , receipt′}
(13) T : (secret; cred)← dec(K, credE)
(14) U↔ T : user gives permission
(15) T→ D : cred
(16) T↔ D→ SP : authenticatea

t (propertiesshow; secret; cred; . . .)

Limiting usage of the OR. As a result of the unlinkability of OR records,
the user has a potentially unlimited online storage space. Limiting the size
of a record is one part of the solution. Secondly, the number of records per
user can be limited. The token issuer TI can issue two credentials containing
the same x value instead of a single credT; cred∞

T and credk
T . The former is

an unlimited show credential, the latter a k-show. credk
T is only used in the

upload protocol. In all the other protocols, cred∞

T is used. If the user removes
an OR-record, he obtains a proof thereof, blindly signed by the online repository
OR. Later, the user can use these proofs to have the k-show credential updated.

Keeping track of one’s anonymity. Different shows of the same U-Prove
credential are linkable, as well as shows of Idemix credentials over the same nym.
The user’s willingness to reveal personal data to a service provider might depend
upon the amount of data that has been revealed previously. Therefore, the user
can decide to store a profile tuple (idSP, spec, icred, timestamp) on the token.
spec (a simplified propertiesshow) describes the user properties described in the
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Table 6.4: Overview of the data the different entities can obtain.
OR 1.1 Size and time of action on OR-record with id id

1.2 Number of tuples per profile record
1.3 No inter-credential or credential-owner linkability

Eavesdropper 2.1 No linkability of packets
2.2 No information leakage on network layer.

Device 3.1 When, for how long are what entities contacted.
3.2 Credential and show specification, but no secrets or keys.
3.3 [user-token I/O via device] Interception of commands, PINs, etc.
3.4 More properties can be revealed.

Illegal 4.1 [credT valid] Access to all credential data, not to secrets, keys.
token access 4.2 [credT revoked] Access to local credential data, not to secrets, keys.

credential referred to by icred that were already revealed to the service provider
SP. As the tokens usually do not have a clock, the timestamp must be provided
by the client device D. For each service provider whereof the user stores such
tuples, a different OR-record is needed. Each such profile record thus contains
a set of profile tuples. This can be uploaded in a similar way as the credentials.
However, each time a tuple is added, the record changes and, thus, a new
receipt must be generated. This receipt has the form (id, nb, acc, timestamp)
together with a signature on it. nb is the number of tuples, acc has the
form H(...H(H(tuple1), tuple2), ..., tuplenb) and avoids tampering by the online
repository OR. Later, the user can merge tuples, but this must be done in a
trusted environment.

6.7 Evaluation

In this section, the requirements listed in section 6.5 are evaluated.

6.7.1 Privacy

The level of privacy is evaluated by analyzing what personal information the
different entities can or cannot obtain. An overview is given in table 6.4.

P1 - The online repository gets hold of the following information as part of
the upload credential protocol and the show credential protocol: an OR-record
id, a cipher credE , a random value a, a generator gD, a commitment comD,
an unlinkable anonymous signature sigU which does not disclose any personal
properties, identifiers or linkabilities and a similar unlinkable anonymous
authentication. The OR can thus not link records to each other or to the
same user. A mix-network is required and delay might be necessary to avoid
time-based linking. The OR cannot distinguish between credential retrieval for
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recovery or show purposes. We thus can theoretically have total unlinkability
of credential records stored by the online repository OR (1.3).

The online repository OR knows the index id, receipts and ciphers of credentials
and profile tuples. The only other data it can collect is the time actions on
records are performed and the cipher sizes (1.1). This can be reduced by
increasing the amount of credential data cached by T and by padding uploaded
data. OR also knows the number of uploaded tuples per profile record (1.2).
The OR thus only obtains a very limited usage profile per credential record and
per profile record.

Note that the online repository OR cannot distinguish between a credential
download action and a recovery operation after loss of a credential.

P2 - The device D can get hold of credentials and show specifications during
the protocol executions (3.2). D also knows when actions are performed, and to
whom (3.1). D can thus get hold of many personal data. Users should be aware
of this when they use potentially untrusted computers. Ideally, the credentials
and specifications should not leave the trusted environment.

In the absence of a sealed token reader with user I/O capabilities, D can
eavesdrop on the interactions between user and T, however this does not reveal
new personal attributes (except the user’s PIN!) (3.3). D can never get hold of a
secret K, nor does it ever see credential secrets or the master secret. However,
by colluding with OR, linkabilities between OR-records and credentials (and
their content) can be revealed.

D can show more (or other) properties to the SP than what is required in
propertiesshow. Showing insufficient properties to SP will be detected because
the user will not obtain the expected privileges. The required user consent to T

before a credential is shown and the corresponding secret on T prevents device
D from surreptitiously showing a credential if a sealed pin pad is used (3.4).

P3 - Eavesdroppers or external entities cannot link different sessions if a mix
network is used (2.1). Secure network connections prevent eavesdropping (or
tampering) on the sent data (2.2).

If an attacker obtains access to T (e.g. by obtaining the PIN), the privacy is
evidently further reduced because he can access many locally stored data (4.2).
If credT is not yet revoked, the attacker can get hold of the other, OR-stored,
data as well (4.1). As long as the tamper resistance is maintained, the attacker
cannot get hold of keys or secrets.
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6.7.2 Integrity

I1 - Tampering with individual ciphers stored by the OR will be detected
as the ciphers are integrity preserving. Deletion of an individual cipher in a
profile record can be detected by verifying the receipt. The OR also stores an
(anonymous) signature on the data in the receipt from T, to prevent charges
based on out-dated receipts of T.

An open problem is that token (and thus credT ) renewal results in an
invalidation of the user’s anonymous signatures, invalidating the OR’s evidence
(the sigU signatures). Renewal of other certificates such as certsig

OR must also
be possible in a transparent way.

I2 - T cannot be sure whether there is indeed a secure connection between D

on the one side and OR, I or SP on the other side. Therefore, OR, I and SP

need to have and enforce policies that require D to set up such a connection.

I3 - If there is no sealed card reader with I/O capabilities, the communications
between T and user need to pass D, which can do modifications. This is a typical
smart card/SIM token problem. Everything else sent or forwarded by D to T

or an external party is either integrity protected or tampering of these data
will result in aborting the protocol. However, T is unable to check the integrity
of anonymous credentials due to T’s computational limitations. OR signatures
(e.g. on receipts) can be verified by T as it has the right OR certificate. Even
if propertiesshow is signed and T has the corresponding certificate, T cannot
verify whether the certificate corresponds to the right SP.

6.7.3 Access control

A1 - A PIN or biometric data can be used for user authentication to the token.
No credential (including credT) secret ever leaves T in an unencrypted form.
However, if no sealed token reader with user I/O capabilities is used, D can
intercept the PIN, giving it complete control over the usage of T.

A2 - By revoking credT, further access to the OR by an illegitimate user is
prevented. However, this user can still access and use the locally cached
credential data. These credentials need to be revoked as well. Quickly revoking
credT and all the locally cached credentials is thus of utmost importance.
Caching too many credentials locally should be discouraged. Access by an
illegitimate user to the locally cached profile tuples or the index file cannot be
prevented if he knows the PIN.

A3 - Only users having a valid token (i.e. containing a valid credT) can use
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the OR. If a user wants to access or modify the OR-record with index id, he
needs to prove that his token knows the corresponding key K and that credT

contains the corresponding x value. Thus, only the owner of that record can
do changes. Because the user’s token is the only entity that knows K, only the
owner can decrypt the data in the OR-record.

A4 - D is trusted to connect to the proper I, SP. If it connects to the wrong
(fake) OR, that OR will not be able to issue valid receipts or show the right
data.

6.7.4 Confidentiality.

C1 - We assume that the notary does not collaborate with the OR and that the
token is tamper proof such that secret data cannot be extracted. Each record
on the OR is encrypted using another key. If such a credential-specific key is
leaked, only a single credential record is compromised.

6.7.5 Storage

Our reference credential has 7 attributes. Tests showed that Idemix needs
about 4.5Kb and about 7KB when using respectively 1024 and 2048 bit keys.
This included the credential itself, an XML description and the issuer’s public
key data.

Based on the assumptions in figure 6.2 and on the observation that T stores
filedesc, credOR, secretOR, S, x, p, q, g, h and two OR certificates, about
50KB is needed to manage 50 credentials stored on the OR.

6.7.6 Performance

Token T will be the bottleneck in the protocols. Especially modex (modular
exponentiation) operations are cumbersome. RSA signature verification as well
as RSA encryption of small values can be done efficiently if the public RSA
exponent is well chosen. The Chinese Remainder Theorem can never be applied
in our protocols. Danes et al. [58] showed that it is possible to keep the master
secret of a credential hidden on a smart card in the Idemix credential issuance,
Idemix entity authentication and Idemix signing protocols. Danes showed that
each of these protocols requires two modular exponentiations if no pseudonyms
are involved.
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Cred. Description
Cred. desc. 64 byte
Att. names 7 * 32 byte
Issuer name 64 byte
Strength 2 byte
Expiry date 8 byte
TOTAL: 362 byte

Receipt
id 128 byte
hash 20 byte
timeOR 8 byte
sigOR 128 byte
TOTAL: 284 byte

fileindex entry
i 2 byte
desc 362 byte
receipt 284 byte
TOTAL: 648 byte

Other
single character 1 byte
master secret S 256 byte
value x 256 byte
p, g, h, q 404 byte
small X.509 cert. < 5 KB

Figure 6.2: Estimated size of a credential description, a receipt, an index file
entry and other data.

Based on these observations, only the underlined steps in the protocols require
a ’hard’ modex by T: credential receive, upload and show need respectively
one, six and six modex operations. Fortunately, four of the six modex
operation of the upload protocol and two of the six modex operations in
the show protocol are on relatively small exponents of size |q|. The Infineon
SLE 88CFX4002P smart card can compute a modular exponentiation with a
modulus and exponent of bitlength 1024 in 18 ms. If the modulus and exponent
have bitlength 2048, this becomes 35 ms [17]. The ST22N144 requires 242 ms
with modulus and exponent of bitlength 1024 and 1700 ms if this bitlength
becomes 2048 [18]. On both smart cards, our protocols seem feasible. However,
an implementation is required to test the real performance and feasibility of
the proposed protocols. The remaining operations on T are more lightweight:
sending, receiving, storing, reading, en- and decryption of small amounts of
data, user interactions and generation of symmetric keys.

The authenticate(), sign() and issueCred() methods will dominate the steps
performed by the other entities. The time required by client and I, OR or SP

to issue a credential or to prove properties highly depends upon the involved
attributes and properties. Therefore, we refer to the credential performance
paragraphs in chapter 2.

The proposed protocols are thus computationally feasible and acceptable on
the fastest smart cards. Bichsel et al. showed recently that the prover part of
the simplest credential shows can be done solely on smart cards. However, still
help of the client device is indispensable to do more complex operations with
credentials such as proving equality of a committed value with an attribute
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value, which is required in the presented protocols.

Only small packets are transfered. The use of mix networks will likely introduce
most delay on the network level. By caching, network interactions are reduced.

6.8 Discussion

Alternatively, it is possible to put all the encrypted credentials of the same user
in a single record. Still, in this record, each credential can be encrypted with
a different key and each credential will have its own id which is unique within
the record. This method facilitates the management by the OR and decreases
computational complexity and communication cost. However, this solution has
some drawbacks from a privacy point of view which will now be discussed.

All encrypted credentials of the same user are linkable to each other. This
allows the online repository OR to compose a profile based on logging when
which credentials are uploaded, downloaded and removed or when profile data
is added or removed.

In most settings, the token issuer TI and the online repository OR will coincide,
and the token issuer TI will know the user’s identity as a result of the user
registration phase. It is trivial to link the user’s identity to the record and its
profile if the token issuer TI knows the record id. But even when this id is
hidden, the user’s anonymity towards the token issuer/online repository is at
risk; In the time preceding the first use of the record, only a limited number of
users will be issued a credential credT and when a credential credT is revoked,
only a limited number of records will stop being used. Hence, the TI/OR will
potentially be able to link the user’s id to an OR record and to a usage profile.

If in the setting sketched above, there is collusion between the online repository
OR and either a credential issuer I or a device D, personal data can be linked
to the profile. The issuer I knows some of the user’s properties and potentially
the user’s identity and the device D sees all the personal data contained in a
credential (both user identifiers and user properties) which are received as a
result of an issuance protocol or which is used for signing or authentication.

In conclusion, if there is only one record on the online repository, the risks w.r.t.
identification and profiling are increased.
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6.9 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter tried to maximize the user’s privacy, as well as the usability of his
credentials. Although feasible on the fastest smart cards, a number of problems
appeared, that are likely to appear in other similar solutions as well. E.g. the
trust put in the client device. The chapter revealed those challenges that will
need to be tackled in order to have a deployable system that satisfies the user’s
needs.

A prototype implementation is necessary and aspects such as the use of Idemix
nyms and mix network latency need to be looked at. A study of the evolution
of token crypto co-processors w.r.t. the available computer power would reveal
whether it will once become possible to run the protocols always entirely on the
token. Other challenges are updating the security parameters, using ECC and
examining to what extent Trusted Computing Base (TCB) can offer a solution
for the untrustworthy client device problem. Development of similar protocols
for e.g. Microsoft CardSpace are likely to be possible.



Chapter 7

Flexible and Time-Based
Anonymous Access
Restrictions

7.1 Introduction

Privacy on the Internet is gaining importance since the user does not have
control over the released personal data and since digital data can be processed
and spread very easily. Moreover, the certificates that are used in practice
contain several attributes among which a user identifier. Combined with
collected transactional data, this allows the service provider to compose an
extended profile linked to the user’s identity.

Anonymous credentials try to overcome these shortcomings. They allow for the
selective disclosure of properties of credential attributes. For instance “age >
20” could be proven, while the user’s zip code and date of birth remain hidden
although they are included in the credential. Secondly, anonymous credential
systems can offer unlinkability of different credential usages, making different
visits of a user to a service provider unlinkable.

During issuance, a global show limit can be set on these credentials, which limits
the number of times the user can use his credential and this limit is independent
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of the service that is used. More versatile limits have been proposed, allowing a
service provider to set an access limit towards a specific service or allowing for
a global show limit per timeframe. This chapter combines both approaches and
guarantees unlinkability of accesses by the same user. The service provider can
dynamically set the number of times the owner of a valid credential can access a
service. This limit can optionally apply to a single timeframe. Both the access
limit and the timeframe duration can be chosen and dynamically adjusted by
the service provider. Additional restrictions might apply depending on the
user’s properties, thus further limiting the user’s access rights.

For instance, users with a ’golden membership’ credential can access a specific
service an unlimited number of times, and ’regular members’ only 50 times
a month. People with a credential without membership privileges can access
the service only a very limited number of times, depending on the personal
properties they disclose. If they prove being younger than 18, they can access
the service once a month, but only in weekends and if they are older than
18 and disclose their exact age, they can access it twice a week. The same
credential can be used for multiple services run by different service providers,
which drastically reduces the number of credentials required by the user.

Section 7.2 gives an overview of the related work. Section 7.3 describes the
requirements, used notations and assumptions. A new building block, the
extended provable nym generator, is presented in section 7.4. Those blocks are
combined in our solution in section 7.5. We conclude in section 7.6.

7.2 Related Work

Solutions to the problem of restricting the number of times a user can access a
service provided by a service provider while the different accesses by the same
user are unlinkable have been presented. Two of these solutions [105, 90] are
based on group signatures. As a consequence, the user can only prove being a
member of the group.

A solution to limit the number of times a token can be used in a single time
interval was proposed [54]. However, the systems lacks the possibility to disclose
personal properties in a privacy-friendly way.

Another system [40] allows to set a global show limit n per timeframe. The
size of the timeframes was set by a central authority and n was fixed when the
user requested his e-token dispenser, which could be used globally n times per
time interval. All resulting transcripts at the verifier side needed to be sent to
the central issuer, who could deanonymize the user in case of abuse.
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This chapter has a different approach; instead of having a centrally defined
timeframe size and a globally fixed show limit independent of the service
providers to which the user authenticates, we allow each service provider to
define in a flexible way the length of timeframes and the number of times the
user can access the service within a single timeframe. This show limit and
interval length can be dependent on the properties disclosed by the user. The
proposed system builds upon the Idemix credential system.

Most of the previous schemes allow for deanonymization in case of abuse. This
is omitted in our solution since the service providers can deny access themselves
in case of overspending since no third party needs to be involved; hence, abuse
is prevented instead of detected. This allows for a more efficient solution than
[41] and [40].

The initial work has been done independently of the work done in [40], but
based on their work, our work has been improved considerably.

7.3 Requirements, Notation and Assumptions

The requirements for the system are:

Soundness. (1) The service provider can limit the number of times a user
can access each service per timeframe. The limits and timeframe size can
dynamically change and can depend upon the disclosed personal properties
during the credential show. (2) The user is ensured he can access a service the
given number of times during each timeframe.

User anonymity. A service access by a user cannot be linked to (1) an access
to another service, (2) an access to the same service in the same or (3) a different
timeframe by that user or (4) to the user’s identity.

Flexibility. The flexibility of anonymous credentials must be preserved.

All operations are either in a subgroup of Gp, where Gp has order p, or in
Zq. p and q are primes and q|p− 1.

7.4 An Extended Provable Nym Generator (EPNG)

The extended provable nym generator (EPNG) will help in section 7.5 to
construct our solution. First, a definition is given, then a concrete simplified
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function is given an then, a concrete EPNG is presented and its efficiency is
discussed.

7.4.1 Definition

An extended provable nym generator (EPNG) is a function nym ← F (id, i, tf)
fulfilling the five properties listed below. In the next section, each service has
its own EPNG, id is a secret user identifier, tf the current timeframe and i is a
value, between one and the access limit k, that has not yet been used during
timeframe tf by that user. Output nym is a one-time pseudonym computed by
the user and sent to the service provider.

Semi-one-way. It is infeasible to derive from a specific nym and EPNG F a
corresponding id or i.

Deterministic. Applying the same EPNG multiple times on the same (id, i, tf)
tuple results in the same output nym.

Semi-collision free. (1) For the same F , id and tf, it is infeasible to find
valid i, i′ values with i 6= i′ such that F (id, i, tf) = F (id, i′, tf). (2) For chosen
id and id′ with id 6= id′ and a chosen tf, it is infeasible to find values i and i′

such that F (id, i, tf) = F (id′, i′, tf).

Unlinkability. (1) nym1 = F (id, i, tf) and nym2 = F (id, i′, tf′) with (i, tf) 6=
(i′, tf′) are unlinkable. (2) nym1 = F1(id, i, tf) and nym2 = F2(id, i, tf) where
F1 6= F2 are unlinkable. Linkability of nym1 and nym2 means that it can be
derived that they have the same id.

Provability. If nym = F (id, i, tf) and id, i and tf are known, one can prove
(1) that nym is well formed (i.e, the result of applying the EPNG on the secret
values id and i and on the shared value tf) and (2) properties about id and i.

Two functions/protocols are important.

• {Fsid} ← genEPNGfamily(). The generation of a family of EPNGs. By
choosing an appropriate sid value, a concrete EPNG is obtained. From
now on, the subscript sid is written each time to denote a concrete EPNG.

• P ⇆ V : (comid, comi, openid, openi; comid, comi, proof) ←
proveEPNG(Fsid, nym, tf; id, i; ∅). P generates commitments to id
(comid) and i (comi), and convinces V that these committed values were
used as input for EPNG Fsid together with the shared tf value to generate
nym. The two commitments enable P to prove properties about id and
i using the corresponding opening info (openid, openi). Proof is the proof
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Table 7.1: The provePNG() protocol for nym ← g1/(id+i).
P ↔ V : (comid, comi, openid, openi; comid, comi, proof)

← provePNG(Fsid, nym; id, i; ∅)
(g, h, p, q) ← Fsid (g, h, p, q) ← Fsid

c1, c2 ∈R Zq

comid ← gid.hc1

comi ← gi.hc2
comid, comi−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

α = 1/(id + i)
β = −(c1 + c2)/(id + i)
(∅, proof) ← PK{(α, β) : (comid.comi)

α.hβ = g ∧ gα = nym}
openid ← (id, c1)
openi ← (i, c2)
return(comid, comi return(comid,
openid, openi) comi, proof)

for V that the committed id and i and the shared tf were used as input
to Fsid to generate nym.

7.4.2 A Simple Provable Nym Generator

The Provable Nym Generator (PNG) is an EPNG without the timeframe
parameter. A concrete PNG nym← Fsid(id, i) can be defined as

nym ← g1/(id+i) (7.1)

in a group Gp of prime order p, where g generates a subgroup of prime order
q. All the group parameters are service specific. The security of the first four
properties can easily be derived from the proofs given in the appendix C.2,
where these properties of a concrete EPNG, given in the next subsection, are
proved. Table 7.1 shows the PNG proof for the above function. h generates
a subgroup of order q in Gp and logh(g) is unknown. After creating the two
commitments, P proves in zero-knowledge that the sum of the committed values
is the inverse of the α = 1/(id + i) and that nym has the form gα.

7.4.3 A Concrete Extended Provable Nym Generator

The presented EPNG nym← Fsid(id, i, tf) is defined as

nym ← g1/(id+c(sid,tf,i)) (7.2)
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Table 7.2: The proveEPNG() protocol for nym ← g1/(id+c(sid,tf,i)).
P ↔ V : (comid, comi, openid, openi; comid, comi, proof)

← proveEPNG(Fsid, nym, tf; id, i; ∅)
(g, h, p, q, sid) ← Fsid (g, h, p, q, sid) ← Fsid

c1, c2 ∈R Zq

comid ← gid.hc1

comi ← gi.hc2
comid, comi−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

w = gc(sid,tf,0) w = gc(sid,tf,0)

α = 1
id+c(id,tf,i)

β = − c1+c2

id+c(id,tf,i)

(∅, proof) ← PK{(α, β) : (comid.comi.w)α.hβ = g ∧ gα = nym}
openid ← (id, c1)
openi ← (i, c2)
return(comid, comi return(comid,
openid, openi) comi, proof)

in a group Gp with known prime order p. g generates a subgroup of prime
order q. The function c(x, y, z) is a concatenation function (see [40]) defined as
(x.2lb + y).2lz + z, where ly and lz are the maximum allowed binary length of
y and z. The maximum length of x is hence lx = |q| − ly − lz. sid will be the
service’s unique identifier. The group parameters p, q, g and h are the same
for each service. Only the sid differs.

The four first properties are fulfilled and proven in appendix C.2. The proofs
are proofs by reduction; if one of the EPNG properties is broken, an underlying
assumptions is broken.

Table 7.2 shows how a prover can prove that the output nym is well formed.
The function is similar to the PNG discussed in the previous subsection; first
commitments are made, and then a ZKPK proofs that the commitments
correspond to the EPNG’s output (nym). In addition, a value w = gc(sid,tf,0)

is involved in the ZKPK. Both the user and service provider can calculate this
w. The value i in the PNG formula is replaced by the concatenation of the
service identifier, the current timeframe and the chosen i ∈ [1, k]. Only i is put
in a commitment. The rest (sid and tf) is put in the shared w value.
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7.4.4 Efficiency

The calculation of nym requires one modular exponentiation by the user, and
sending it to the service provider results in a communication cost of |p| bits.
The rest of this paragraph considers the proveEPNG() function. Creating the
commitments requires two modular exponentiations and sending them to the
service provider requires a communication cost of 2.|p|. Calculating w requires
a single modular exponentiation and is done by both parties. The ZKPK is
shown in appendix C.1 and requires two modular exponentiations by the user
and two by the verifier and its communication cost is 2.|p| + 3.|q|. Hence, in
total, the communication cost is 4.|p| + 3.|q|, the user has to do 5 modular
exponentiations, the service provider only 3 and three interactions suffice. By
storing w after its first use, both user and service provider can win one modular
exponentiations.

7.5 Integration in Anonymous Credential System

A solution for the problem stated in section 7.3 is presented and evaluated.

7.5.1 Solution

The main roles are the user U, a service provider SP and the registration
authority RA, which created the EPNG function family {Fsid} description.
Each user can receive from RA a (service independent) anonymous credential
credU , which contains a user-specific secure random number id. RA also issues
service certificates to SPs – one for each service. Each service certificate
contains a unique EPNG Fsid, whereby sid is a unique service identifier.
This will allow users to generate a number of timeframe and service specific
pseudonyms, whereby this number is determined by the service provider.

Setup registration authority. A certificate is issued by a certificate
authority CA to the registration authority RA. The certificate contains a freshly
generated parameter set Sid, necessary for the joint secure random number
generation (see section 2.3.4). Additionally, it contains the description of the
EPNG family {Fsid}, in the case of the concrete EPNG discussed in section
7.4.3, this description comprises p, q, g and h. It is possible that certR is self-
signed (RA = CA). There is only one RA in the system.

Registration of service. SP registers a new service. Therefore, SP provides
RA with the necessary service description descs containing the service provider
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name, service name and service functionality and potentially with the access
policy. This policy defines restrictions such as the size of the timeframes and the
show limit k in function of the properties disclosed by the user. RA issues to SP

a service certificate certs containing SP ’s public key, descs, the service policy,
a globally unique service identifier sid and the description of the corresponding
EPNG Fsid.

Issue user credential (table 7.3). U receives a credential that can be used
for accessing several services with a k-show per timeframe limit. Typically, this
phase will be preceded by a mutual authentication phase. First, RA checks in a
register whether U has already been registered. If not, a new random value (id)
to be included in the credential is agreed using the agreeSecureRand() protocol
with Sid as input. This results in a commitment C to this random value, and
corresponding opening info O. The latter is only known to U. RA issues a new
anonymous credential which contains the committed (and to RA unknown)
random number and user properties. Finally, RA updates the register.

Table 7.3: Issue user credential protocol.

U ↔ RA: (credU , O; register′)← issueUserCred(

certRA, coms, idU ; opens, attsU ; attsRA, SKRA, register)

(1) U ⇆ RA : if(hasValidCred(idU , register)) abort

(2) U ⇆ RA : (O, C; C)← agreeSecureRand(certR.Sid;∅;∅)
(3) U ⇆ RA : (credU ;∅) ← issueCredc(certRA, {coms ∪ C};

{opens ∪O}, attsU ; attsRA, SKRA)
(4) U; RA : return (credU , O; {register ∪ (idU , C)})

Accessing a service with k-limit in timeframe tf (table 7.4). U wants to
access a service. First, SP authenticates towards U using the correct service
certificate certs and corresponding SKs. Then, U selects an i ∈ [1, . . . , k] that
has not yet been used during timeframe tf for that specific service. The single-
use nym nym ← certs.Fsid(credU .id, tf, i) is sent to SP. The latter checks in
the service’s history whether that nym has already been used. If not, U proves
that the nym has been correctly formed; i.e. that it is the result of applying the
EPNG to id, i and tf with 0 < i 6 k∧ id ∈ credU and tf the current timeframe,
without revealing id or i. In addition, personal properties props (of attributes
embedded in the credential) can be proven during the credential show. Finally,
SP updates the service’s history historys with the new nym and U updates his
list of used i values for that service during timeframe tf.
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Table 7.4: Accessing a service with k-limit in timeframe tf.

U↔ SP : (used′
s; history′

s)← accessService(

certs, props, k, tf, [msg]; credU , useds; SKs, historys)

(1) U ← SP : authenticatex(certs;∅; SKs)
(2) U : i ← selectUnusedIndex(certs.id, tf, useds)
(3) U → SP : nym ← certs.Fsid(credU .id, tf, i)
(4) SP : if((nym, .) ∈ historys) abort

(5) U ⇆ SP : (cid, ci, oid, oi; cid, ci, prf ) ←
proveEPNG(certs.Fsid, nym, tf; credU .id, i;∅)

(6) U ⇆ SP : (∅; pri) ← PK{(oi) : 0 < ci.i 6 k}
(7) U ⇆ SP : (∅; prid) ← authenticatea

c (cid, props∧
cid.id = credU .id; credU , oid;∅)

(8) U; SP : return ({useds ∪ (tf, i)};
{historys ∪ (tf, nym, cid, ci, prf , pri, prid)})

7.5.2 Evaluation

The soundness and user anonymity are proven in appendix C.3. The proofs are
mainly based on the EPNG properties.

Flexibility. All anonymous credentials’ functionality is trivially preserved.
Based on the disclosed personal properties, SP can define 1) whether and
at what moments in the timeframe users are given access 2) the timeframe
duration and access limit for that user type. This combination allows for non-
adjacent timeframes. For instance, a timeframe might last one week, but only
in weekends non-members can access the service. Timeframe size and limit
can change dynamically. Proofs can be non-interactive [35], giving them proof
value to parties other than SP. Other (E)PNG functions could be used as well.
As long as U can get hold of the opening info O, he can request new/other
credentials from RA, which will contain the same id.

Efficiency. Besides the EPNG functionality in steps 3 and 5, which were
discussed in section 7.4.4, the most heavy operations are located in steps 6 and
7. The interval proof of i is done in ’less than 20 modular exponentiations’ [36]
and the complexity of step 7 depends on the underlying anonymous credential
system and the disclosed properties. For small k, it might be more efficient to
prove that i = 1 ∨ . . . ∨ i = k.
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If k = 1 or tf =∞, the EPNG can be reduced to a PNG (nym = g1/(id+tf) or
nym = g1/(id+i)), which does not require the computation of w. In both cases,
each service has its own group parameters such as generator g. These values
are included by RA in the service certificate. If k = 1 and tf = ∞, function
nym← gid can be used, of which the correctness can be proven in two modular
exponentiations and whereby g is randomly chosen and service specific.

7.5.3 Efficiency versus Anonymity

Instead of a doing a range proof for i, i can be randomly chosen and disclosed
to the service provider. This is more efficient as the heavy range proof is
omitted. Since both i and tf are disclosed and since the EPNG’s unlinkability
property guarantees that id is hidden for the service provider, the semi-one-
wayness property can be omitted in this case, allowing potentially for a further
efficiency increase. In table 7.2, the value w can be replaced by gc(sid,tf,i) and
the commitment comi can be omitted, hence, eliminating one user side modular
exponentiation and a communication cost of size |p|.

Now, the consequences w.r.t. anonymity are considered if this efficiency increase
is applied. The service provider will always know that two different nyms in the
same timeframe with the same i cannot originate from the same user, which will
slightly increase the upper bound of registered users known to the SP. What
are the consequences if the service provider already knows the total number
of registered users n? Let k and j be the show limit and the number of nyms
under which access was requested during a particular timeframe.

There are on average j/n nyms used by each user. For a particular nym nym1,
there are, hence, j/n − 1 other nyms which belong to the same user as nym1.
If i is hidden for SP, the probability that a pseudonym nym2 belongs to the

same user as nym1 is, hence, (j/n)−1
j−1 .

If i is known by SP, this probability decreases on average to (j/n)−1
j−(j/k)−2 since

for a nym nym with index i, there are on average j/k− 1 other nyms with the
same index about which we are, hence, sure that they do not belong to the
same user as nym.

Consider for instance table 7.5. We assume that SP knows the number of
registered users. If the service provider does not know the i used for generating
nym, the probability that a nym with i = 1 belongs to the same user as
another nym nym′ is 1/17, while this reduces to 1/11 if i is disclosed, since the
six other nyms with index i = 1 can be excluded. Since the SP may be able
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Table 7.5: Example of nyms with indices i ∈ [1, k] used by registered users Ul

with l ∈ [1, n] (n = 9) to obtain access to a service with access limit k = 3.
i\l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 X X X X X X X

2 X X X X X

3 X X X X X X

to do probabilistic linking on other levels such as user behavior, this can be
relevant depending upon the application.

7.6 Conclusions

This chapter presents a solution for dynamically restricting the number of times
a user can access a service during a single timeframe. The solution is built on
anonymous credential systems, making it extremely flexible. Both the size of
the timeframes and the access limit may vary according to the service policy
and the user’s properties that were disclosed.





Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Evaluation of the Objectives

The first objective was to show the feasibility to design complex credential-
based multi-party applications in which 1) the user minimizes the
disclosure of personal information, 2) the service provider can offer its
functionality and can do the required checks and 3) the controlling organization
is ensured that each entity in the system behaves properly and can take the
appropriate measures when necessary. The three applications presented in
chapter 3 all fulfill this objective.

• In the ePoll application, each user with a valid credential able to disclose
the mandatory personal information can anonymously sign the poll, the
signatures are published and everyone can verify that each signer fulfills
the mandatory properties, that a signer only voted once and that each
vote is valid. A user can verify whether his own vote is included. The poll
server (service provider) can still generate useful poll statistics. If abuse
is detected, a complaint can be sent to the poll authority (controlling
organization), which can examine the situation.

• In the eTicketing system, the user can buy tickets while only disclosing
the minimum personal information required by the ticket seller (service
provider) to offer tickets at a certain price. The ticket seller can still

209
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limit the number of tickets sold to users belonging to some category and
still, the court of justice (controlling organization) can restrict the rights
of misbehaving users. Ticket buyers, even after misbehavior, are only
known to the ticket seller under a pseudonym.

• In the ePrescription system, the patient (user) remains anonymous
towards the pharmacist (service provider). Even the patient’s health
insurance institute and the doctor who issued the prescription are not
disclosed to the pharmacist. The pharmacist’s medical prescription
agency (another service provider) only knows the pseudonym of the
patient and doctor, in order to generate statistics for the statistics
gatherer (yet another service provider). If one of the parties tries to cheat,
it will be detected by either another party who will send a complaint to the
medical authority (controlling organization) or by the medical authority
itself.

In summary, the first objective is achieved for each of the three applications.

The second objective formulated in the introduction was to develop a
middleware framework that offers support in the development of multi-
party credential-based privacy-preserving applications. The framework should
offer support to the user, service provider(s) and controlling organization.

Analysis of the three prototypical applications led to the identification of seven
framework components:

1. The connection component offers support to establish any type of
connection, including anonymous connections.

2. The persistence component helps to store and retrieve framework related
data such as credentials and profile information. The storage could be
done locally or remotely.

3. The credential component helps to do credential-related actions such as
credential issuance and creating signatures. The framework is centered
around the usage of credentials.

4. The dispute component helps to solve disputes in a (semi-)automated
way. Disputes can arise due to for instance abuse. It can help to counter
false accusations as well.

5. The profile component helps to keep track of the personal data that has
been disclosed to other parties. Secondly, it helps to maintain consumer
profiles, which contain history information of services used in the past (e.g.
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search patterns, items bought, etc.). Consumer profiles can be queried
by service providers to allow for customized services.

6. The privacy component informs the user about the level of anonymity he
has w.r.t. to other parties.

7. The policy component is responsible for the policies in the framework.
For each of the previous components, policies can be specified.

For each component, an interface has been defined. The validation in chapter
4 gives us confidence in the usability of the component interfaces. Each
component consists of a manager that uses the services of one or more
handlers. Handlers are implementations of technologies or wrappers around
existing implementations of technologies. This design allows to add and remove
handler implementations of different technologies and enables the application
developer to choose the most appropriate technology, without being confronted
with the peculiarities of each separate technology implementation. Since
the framework is open, it is possible to add new components later on. In
summary, the framework is sufficiently flexible. The ePoll running on top of
the framework has been ported to an Android smartphone, which illustrates
that the framework can be used on multiple platforms. The next section lists
possible tracks for future work w.r.t. the framework.

The third objective is to give an initial impetus for a privacy metric
which assists the user in making choices related to the disclosure of personal
information contained in credentials to service providers. This is done in
chapter 5. The level of anonymity of the user under a certain pseudonym
towards a certain service provider is given to the user. Therefore, a user agent
should keep track of the user’s history of disclosed personal information. A
distinction is made between the static model and the dynamic model. In the
static model, the users in the system and their personal attributes such as
address do not change. In the more realistic model, users can enter and leave
the system; i.e. a user can obtain a credential of the type required to access the
service, but these credentials can as well become invalid. Also, user attributes
can change in the dynamic model. For both the static and the more realistic
dynamic model, a solution is presented. The solutions have their limitations,
as mentioned in the last section of chapter 5, but in summary, it can be stated
that an initial impetus is given, as stated in the objective, but still, a lot of
research can be done in this area.

The fourth objective is to come up with a solution for secure storage of
credentials such that they are protected against theft and lost and such that
they can be used by the owner everywhere at any time while maximizing the
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owner’s privacy towards the other entities in the system. Therefore, a token
which can be a SIM-card or smart card is used in chapter 6. The token is
required to obtain and use credentials. A realistic assumption is that it is
impossible to run complex Idemix credential protocols on the token. Therefore,
the credential on the smart card is offloaded to a device which will run the
protocol. However, still, the token is required to use the credential. The online
repository (a service provider) which backups the credentials does not learn
anything about the user, even if it coincides with the token issuer. However,
the device to which the token is connected sees the credentials and, hence,
needs to be trusted. Trusted platform modules potentially offer a way out.

The final objective is to have flexible but anonymous access control
which allows the service provider to limit the number of accesses to a service
per timeframe. A solution is offered in chapter 7. The solution is built on
anonymous credential systems, making it extremely flexible. Both the size of
the timeframes and the access limit may vary according to the service policy
and the user’s properties that were disclosed. Two solutions are presented. The
second solutions offers slightly less anonymity, but is more efficient.

8.2 Possible Tracks for Future Work

The framework helps the application developer, not the application designer.
In [106] and [88], support to design Idemix-based applications is presented.
A tool could be built in which requirements of different types are given as
input and which semi-automatically generates an application design and the
corresponding framework-related code. Examples of requirement types are the
user’s privacy requirements, the service providers’ functional and controlling
requirements and the performance limitations of the available devices. The
development environment would ideally not stick to a particular technology
such as Idemix, but instead, it should be able to handle different technologies
such as U-Prove, Idemix and pseudonym certificates and choose the most
appropriate one when making decisions during the semi-automatic design
process.

Not all components in the framework already have a mature solution. The
initial impetus for the privacy component presented in chapter 5 could be
further enhanced. Also handlers for the profile component and the dispute
component could be developed. Policies where only considered in this text
for illustrative purposes. Framework policies could greatly enhance the
framework’s functionality.



Appendix A

Idemix Protocol and Method
Signatures

Not only the basic Idemix methods and protocols are given, but also the
extenstions which can be useful in order to grasp the exact meaning of the
Idemix protocols and methods used throughout this text.

Several subscripts can be used in issueCred(.), signa(.), verifya(.) and
authenticatea(.). An overview of the subscripts is given in table A.1. Evidently,
different subscripts result in different protocol or method signatures (other
parameters).

All the relevant methods and protocols that apply to Idemix credentials are
now given. Subscripts can be combined, but this is only done if the resulting
method or protocol is used in this text.

• E: (nym, opennym) ← generateNym(secret, PKI ). E can establish multiple
pseudonyms (i.e. nyms), based on parameters found in PKI

1. The
pseudonym is non-transferable; i.e. it is bound to a credential’s master
secret (secret). As long as the secret is not compromised, only the
entity E can prove possession of the pseudonym nym. Since pseudonyms
are commitments to the credential’s master secret, this action requires
opening info opennym.

1Note that an Idemix pseudonym is a commitment to the credential’s master secret. Hence,
group parameters and bases must be known. They can be found in the issuer’s public key.
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Table A.1: Subscript used in the Idemix protocols and functions.
sub- Meaning Applicable for

script
‘c’ Commitments are involved. issueCredc(.), authenticatea

c (.),
signa

c (.), verifya
c (.)

‘v’ Verifiable encryptions are in-
volved.

authenticatea
v(.), signa

v(.),
verifya

v(.)
‘n’ pseudonyms are involved. issueCred(.), authenticatea

n(.),
signa

n(.), verifya
n(.)

‘d’ Deanonymization of the tran-
script or signature is enabled.

authenticatea
d(.), signa

d(.),
verifya

d(.)
‘f ’ Features such as a show limit

are included in the credential.
issueCredf (.)

‘s’ A master user secret is included
in the credential.

issueCreds(.)

‘t’ A token is involved in the
protocol. It contains the
credential’s master secret which
never leaves the token

issueCredt(.), authenticatea
t (.),

signa
t (.)

• E: nym ← generateRootNym(secret, PKI ). E can establish a single,
unique pseudonym with the credential issuing organization I, which has
an issuer public key PKI . The pseudonym is non-transferable; i.e. it is
bound to a credential’s master secret (secret). It is also bound to PKI .
As long as the secret secret is not compromised, only the entity E can
prove possession of the root pseudonym nym. Besides the master secret,
no opening info is required to do so.

• E ⇆ I : (cred;∅) ← issueCred(certI ; attsE ; attsI , SKI). I issues to E a
credential with attributes attsI and attsE . The former are attributes
selected by I, the latter are chosen by E while they remain hidden for I.

Other parameters can be included as well.

– A master secret can be included in the credential. E ⇆ I :
(cred;∅) ← issueCreds(certI ; secret, attsE ; attsI , SKI). We assume
that credentials are always bound to its owner and will often omit
this parameter for reasons of notational simplicity.

– Optionally, values committed by E (comm[]) can be included as
attributes in the credential. This requires the entity E to provide the
corresponding opening info (open[]) as issuer-hidden parameter to
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the protocol: E ⇆ I : (cred;∅)← issueCredc(certI , comm[]; open[], attsE ;
attsI , SKI)

– Features can be specified: features define the number of times the
credential can be shown (default is unlimited), whether attribute val-
ues are updatable, the expiration date (default is the expiration date
of certI ), etc.: E ⇆ I : (cred;∅) ← issueCredf (certI , features; attsE ;
attsI , SKI).

– The credential can be issued under a pseudonym. A pseudonym
is essentially a commitment to the credential’s master secret. The
pseudonym’s opening info contains this secret and the randomizer
and is denoted as opennym. The protocol signature becomes: E ⇆ I

: (cred;∅) ← issueCredn(certI , nym; opennym, attsE ; attsI , SKI).
The randomizer in the opening info can be zero, which results in a
root pseudonym: a unique nym bound to the credential and, hence,
to the credential issuance. This is denoted as E ⇆ I : (cred;∅) ←
issueCredr(certI , nymroot; secret, attsE ; attsI , SKI), where secret will
be the credential’s master secret.

– A credential can be issued while involving a smart card or another
token T. The credential’s future master secret secret is already on the
token and never leaves it. Involvement of the token is required during
the issue protocol. As a consequence, the token is required each time
the credential is shown. If cred∗ represents the credential without
the secret secret, the issue protocol is denoted as: T ⇆ E ⇆ I :
(∅; cred∗;∅)← issueCredt(certI ; secret; attsE ; attsI , SKI). The token
secret (secret) is given by the token as protocol input.

Combinations are possible. An example is given.

– Issuance of a credential under a root pseudonym nymroot is possible,
while one or more attributes are given by the receiver E in
commitments comm[] where open[] are the corresponding opening
infos. This leads to the following protocol signature: E ⇆ I: (cred;∅)
← issueCredcr(certI , comm[], nym; secret, attsE , open[]; attsI , SKI).

• P ⇆ V: (∅; proof ) ← authenticatea(props; cred; ∅). P proves to V the
possession of a valid credential cred. V can selectively disclose credential
attributes or properties thereof (described in props).

Several optional parameters are possible and can be combined;

– The disclosed properties can involve a set of committed values
(comm[]). The corresponding opening infos are provided by P

(opencomm[]). This leads to the following protocol signature:
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P ⇆ V: (∅; proof ) ← authenticatea
c (comm[], props; cred, opencomm[];

∅).

– The disclosed properties can involve a set of verifiable encryptions
(venc[]). The corresponding prover info of the verifiable encryptions
is provided by P (provervenc[]). Both the prover and the verifier
need to know the public keys PKvenc[] with which the verifiable
encryptions were created. This leads to the following protocol
signatures:
P ⇆ V: (∅; proof ) ← authenticatea

v(venc[], PKvenc[], props; cred,
provervenc[]; ∅).

– If certain conditions (cond) are fulfilled, a trusted party, called the
deanonymizer D is able to deanonymize proof , resulting in attid. attid

is a credential attribute value identifying the user or it is a user
pseudonym2. attid can be retrieved by D from proof if condition
cond is fulfilled. The label of attid is denoted as “attid”. This leads
to the following signature:
P ⇆ V : (∅; proof ) ← authenticatea

d(cond, certD,“attid”, props; cred,
attid; ∅).
Deanonymization is based on verifiable encryptions.

– A credential can be shown under a pseudonym nym. The
pseudonym’s secret equals by default the credential’s master secret.
In order to prove possession of the pseudonym, the corresponding
opening info opennym is required. This results in the following
protocol signature: P ⇆ V : (∅; proof ) ← authenticatea

n(nym, props;
cred, opennym; ∅).

– A pseudonym nym can be generated by applying a one-way function
f on a hidden credential attribute att with a unique, secret value.
The user proves ownership of the pseudonym as follows: P ⇆ V:
(∅; proof ) ← authenticatea(nym = f(cred.att) ∧ props; cred; ∅).
The underlined data remains hidden to V. This type of pseudonyms
corresponds to the concept of domain pseudonyms, which has
recently been introduced in Idemix: a user can only generate one
pseudonym per domain3 since the one-way function f(.) is domain
specific.

– An Idemix or U-Prove credential authentication can require the
involvement of a token T containing a secret secretT. This results
in the following protocol:
T ⇆ P ⇆ V: (∅; ∅; proof ) ← authenticatea

t (props; secretT; cred;
∅). secretT is the token’s input, props is the input known by P and

2This can as well be the pseudonym to which the credential was issued.
3A service or service provider could be a domain.
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V and does not need to be known by T, cred is the input only known
by P and proof is the output for V.

Combinations are possible. Two examples are given.

– P ⇆ V: (∅; proof ) ← authenticatea
cv(comm[], venc[], PKvenc[],

props; cred, opencom[], provervenc[]; ∅). Commitments and verifiable
encryptions are involved in the authentication.

– T ⇆ P ⇆ V: (∅; ∅; proof ) ← authenticatea
tc(props, com; secret;

cred, open; ∅). The involvement of a token T is needed to
authenticate. A commitment is involved in the authentication.

• V : sig ← signa(cred, props){msg}. A message msg can be signed
anonymously, meaning that the verifier is only convinced that the
signer has a valid credential of a certain type that fulfils properties
props. Similarly to the authenticatea(.) protocol, commitments, verifiable
encryptions, pseudonyms and deanonymizations can be added. This leads
to the following methods for signing:

– P : sig ← signa
c (cred, com[], opencom[], props){msg}. The

generation of a signature involving commitments.

– P : sig ← signa
v(cred, venc[], PKvenc[], provervenc[], props){msg}.

The generation of a signature involving verifiable encryptions.

– P : sig← signa
d(cred, cond, certD,’attid’, props){msg}. A deanonymiz-

able signature is created. Deanonymization can be done by the
holder of certD if cond is fulfilled, resulting in the value of the
credential attribute with label ’attid’.

– P : sig ← signa
n(cred, nym, opennym, props){msg}. Sign a message

bound to a pseudonym.

– P : sig ← signa(cred, nym = f(cred.att) ∧ props){msg}. Sign
a message bound to a pseudonym nym. The (underlined) value
cred.att remains hidden.

– T ⇆ P: sig ← signa
t (secretT; cred, props){msg}. Sign a message

using a credential that requires the cooperation of a token T which
contains a required secret secretT.

Combinations are possible. Two examples are given.

– P : sig ← signa
cv(cred, com[], opencom[], venc[], PKvenc[], provervenc[],

props){msg}. The generation of a signature involving verifiable
encryptions and commitments.
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– T ⇆ P: sig ← signa
tc(secretT; com, open, cred, props){msg}. Signing

a message using a credential that requires the cooperation of a token
T containing secret secretT while a commitment com is involved in
the signature.

• V : true/false ← verifya(sig, props){msg}. Verify whether the signature
sig is indeed a signature on msg whereby the properties props have been
disclosed. Other parameters are possible.

– V : true/false ← verifya
c (sig, com[], props){msg}. A signature

verification involving commitments

– V : true/false ← verifya
v(sig, venc[], PKvenc[], props){msg}. A

signature verification involving verifiable encryptions.

– V : true/false ← verifya
n(sig, nym, props){msg}. Verification of a

signature involving pseudonym nym.

– V : true/false ← verifya(sig, nym ← f(cred.att) ∧ props){msg}.
Verification of a signature involving pseudonym nym. The value
cred.att remains hidden.

– V : true/false← verifya
d(sig, cond, certD,“attid”, props){msg}. Veri-

fication of a signature. It is also verified whether the signature can be
deanonymized by the holder of certD when condition cond is fulfilled.
The identifier/pseudonym that is the result of the deanonymization
should be the value of the credential attribute with label “attid”.

Combinations are possible. An example is given.

– V : true/false ← verifya
cv(sig, com[], venc[], PKvenc[], props){msg}.

A signature verification involving verifiable encryptions and com-
mitments.

• D : attid ← deanonymize(cond, proof ∨ sig, SKD). Deanonymize an au-
thentication proof or a signature if cond is fulfilled. Therefore, the private
key SKD corresponding to certD is required. The deanonymization results
in a pseudonym or identifier denoted by attid
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Idemix Security Parameters
Used in Performance
Measurements

For the performance measurments, the following Idemix parameters were used.
We refer to [117] for a more elaborate explanation about their use.

Parameter Description Bitlength
le size of e values of certificates 597
l′
e size of the interval the e values are taken from 120

lΓ size of the commitment group modulus 768
lH domain of the hash function H used for the

Fiat-Shamir heuristic
256

lk security parameter 160
lm size of attributes 256
ln size of RSA modulus 1024
lΦ security parameter that governs the statistical

zero-knowledge property
80
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Parameter Description Bitlength
lpt prime number generation returns composites

with probability 1/2lpt

80

lr security parameter required in the proof of
security of the credential system

80

lres number reserved attributes in a certificate 1
lrho size of the prime order subgroup of Γ 256
lv size of the v values of the certificates 2048

lenc security parameter for the CS encryption
scheme, bit length of

√
n

256



Appendix C

Proofs ’Flexible and
Time-Based Anonymous
Access Restrictions’

C.1 ZKPK Used in the EPNG

The protocol below shows how PK{(α, β) : (comid.comi.w)α.hβ = g ∧ gα =
nym} can be proven using standard techniques and the DL assumption. g and
h are generators of groups of prime order q.

P ↔ V : PK{(α, β) : (comid.comi.w)α.hβ = g ∧ gα = nym}
rα, rβ ∈R Zq

t1 = (comid.comi.w)rα .hrβ , t2 = grα
t2, t1−−−−→

c←−−− c ∈R Zq

sα = rα − c.α, sβ = rβ − c.β
sα, sβ−−−−−→

(comid.comi.w)sα .hsβ .gc

?
= t1

gsα .nymc ?
= t2
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C.2 Security Proof EPNG g
1

id+c(sid,tf,i)

Semi-one-way. The EPNG is a DY PRF fid with secret id and input
c(sid, tf, i). Imagine that an attacker A can derive i out of a random output
nym. This implies that A can group DY PRF outputs according to their i
value and, hence, distinguish fid from f∗. If A can derive the id; the DY PRF
is broken as well since a DY PRF requires that id is a secret seed; if this seed is
known to A, A can calculate/predict for each input value the output without
querying fid, hence making it distinguishable from a real random function f∗.

Deterministic. A PRF gives for each input a single mapping to a random
value and is, hence, deterministic.

Semi-collision free. (1) It has already been shown that this EPNG is semi-
one-way. Hence, an attacker A should have found an i and i′ with i 6= i′

such that fid(c(sid, tf, i)) = fid(c(sid, tf, i′)). This contradicts the fact that DY
PRF fid is indistinguishable from a real PRF f∗; for sufficiently large domains,
finding two inputs such that the outputs have this relationship (equality) is
infeasible. (2) Imagine an attacker A who can query two different DY PRFs of
the same family; one with secret id and one with a different secret id′. These
two PRFs, hence, have different random mappings. If A is able to find values i
and i′ such that fid(c(sid, tf, i)) = fid′(c(sid, tf, i′)), this implies that A found
a relationship between two DY PRFs. Hence, at least one of both DY PRFs
can be distinguished from a true random function, given the other function as
input to A.

Unlinkability. (1) We have nym = fid(c(sid, tf, i)) and nym′ = fid(c(sid, tf′, i′))
with (i, tf) 6= (i′, tf ′). Assume that nym and nym′ are linkable to the same
user by an attacker A, i.e. A knows that the same id was used for both
nyms, without necessarily knowing id. This means that nym and nym′ can
be distinguished from true random values by A and thus that DY PRF is not
secure and, hence, that the q-IDDHI assumption does not hold. (2) We have
nym = fid(c(sid, tf, i)), nym′ = fid(c(sid′, tf, i)) with sid 6= sid′. This means
that the same DY PRF obtains different input (c(sid, tf, i) and c(sid′, tf, i)). If
an attacker A can link both nyms to the same id, this contradicts that DY
PRF fid cannot be distinguished from a real random function or that id is kept
secret in a DY PRF.
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C.3 Proof Integration Idemix

Soundness. The trust in RA is limited to the assumption that RA does not
issue multiple credentials with different ids to the same user. Thanks to the
joint secure random number generation, an honest U is ensured that the value
is random and sufficiently long. For each access, user Ũ generates a pseudonym
nym using the proveEPNG() function and proves using commitments and
ZKPKs that 1) the own id, 2) the right service id and 3) timeframe and 4)
a valid i ∈ [1, k] has been used. In order to access the service more than k
times, the applied commitment or ZKPK scheme must be compromised or the
proveEPNG()’s deterministic property is not valid. If a user is unable to access
a service during timeframe tf k times, either the joint secure random number
generation or the EPNG’s semi-collision free property is compromised. In the
former case, at least two users will have the same id in their credential and in
the latter case, the same nym has already been generated with other id and/or
i values.

User Anonymity. Assume an attacker A grouping colluding RA, SPs and
Us differing from the user. During the issuance, the id is hidden for A.
When accessing a service, the EPNG’s unlinkable property guarantees that
two nyms of the same user to access the same or differing services during the
same or during different timeframes cannot be linked by A. Furthermore, the
proveEPNG() protocol in accessService() is followed by a ZKPK and is in itself
a ZKPK. The following authenticatea

c () protocol is also a ZKPK. Hence, the
unlinkable nym and these three ZKPKs do not disclose information other than
that what is explicitly disclosed to A. Evidently, if all parties except user U

collude, the anonymity of U completely disappears.





Appendix D

Service Policy Keywords

In the validation part of the framework chapter (section 4.6 in chapter 4),
several keywords are used in the service policy examples. These keywords are
explained here. The notation and keywords are based on the cards requirements
language presented in [45]. Note that only the keywords used in the examples
are explained. A complete and formal specification of the service policies is out
of scope of this text. As argued in [45], their notation can be converted into
authorization languages such as SecPal [30] and DKAL [73].

First, the syntax is given in BNF (Backus-Naur Form), then, the separate main
keywords are explained.

D.1 Syntax in BNF

comvalseq_ ::= attValue as attName

{"," attValue as attName}

dataor_ ::= text OR text{ OR text}

data_ ::= text | dataor_ | text + "("dataor_")"

props_ ::= properties | props_ OR properties

cond_ ::= condition":" condition

own_ ::= own":" name "::" template templateRef

cvenc_ ::= create-venc":" vencName "::" contains attValue

as attName template templateRef
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ccomm_ ::= create-commitment":" comName "::" comvalseq_

template templateRef

reveal_ ::= reveal":" props_

revealopt_ ::= reveal-optional":" props_

nym_ ::= nym":" [ input credAttValue] template templateRef

deanon_ ::= deanonymize":" credAtt by entityRef

when condition

sign_ ::= sign":" data_

var_ ::= "$"varName | var_"," "$"varName

prfName_ ::= proof-name":" proofName

part_ ::= [cond_] [var_]

own_ {own_}

{cvenc_} {ccomm_}

{reveal_} {revealopt_}

{nym_} {deanon_}

[sign_] [prfName_]

spolicy_ ::= part_ | spolicy_ ";" part_

D.2 Main Keywords

Conditional credential usage In some situation, an authentication or a
signing operation is only required if a certain condition is fulfilled. This is
denoted as:

condition: condition

An example is given in table 4.3 on page 140.

Credential possession. For each authentication or signature, possession of
a credential must be proven. This is denoted as

own: cred :: template tmpl

cred is a name given to a credential with a template referred to by tmpl. tmpl
is a DOI and refers unambiguously to a template which can optionally be
included in the service policy. cred is the name of a credential which can be
used further in the service policy. Proving credential ownership implies that
the server performs the required credential validity checks.
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Besides credential possession, it is possible to prove possession of commitments
and verifiable encryptions. This is illustrated in table 4.6 on page 143.

Creation of commitments and verifiable encryptions. It may be
necessary to create during an authentication one or more verifiable encryptions
and/or one or more commitments. For verifiable encryptions, this is denoted
as

create-venc: venc :: contains credx.attx as atta template tmplvenc

A verifiable encryption with the name venc is created and contains the attribute
atta. The value of atta is copied from the value attx in credx. Possession
of credx must be proven as part of the authentication or signature creation.
Commitment creation can be done in a similar way.

Property disclosure. In an authentication or signature, properties about the
user may be disclosed mandatory or the user can be given the choice whether
or not to disclose them. An obligatory property prop that must be disclosed is
denoted as:

reveal: prop

Each property involves one or more attributes of one or more credentials which
possession must be proven using the own keyword. For instance “reveal: 3000 6

credU.zip 6 3012”. A property prop that can be optionally revealed is denoted
as:

reveal-optional: prop

A property can consist of subproperties connected with an ∧ (prop = p1∧. . .∧pn)
or a ∨ (prop = p1 ∨ . . . ∨ pn). The former in a concatenation of (related)
properties p1, . . . , pn that must or may be disclosed, the latter indicates that
the user must or may prove that one of the related properties p1, . . . , pn holds,
without necessarily disclosing which one.

Secondly, the user can be given the choice to disclose one out of a set of
properties. Therefore the OR keyword is used. prop = p1 OR . . . OR pn.
This can be combined with ∨ and ∧ properties, as illustrated in table 4.1 on
page 136.

A property disclosure can also involve commitments or verifiable encryptions
that are either created during the authentication or signing protocol or about
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which the user proved possession using the own keyword.

Pseudonym usage. An authentication or signature involving anonymous
credentials can involve one or more pseudonyms. This is denoted as

nym: input cred.attid template tmpl

How the pseudonym generation function is created is described in the
pseudonym template tmpl. The input for this pseudonym generation function
is given in cred.attid. This must be a credential attribute with globally unique
value. The input keyword can be omitted if this is already described in the
pseudonym template.

Deanonymization. If a signature or authentication must be conditional,
deanonymization is added, which is denoted as:

deanonymize: cred.attid by deanonymizer when condition

If condition is fulfilled, the entity referred to by deanonymizer will deanonymize
the authentication transcript or the signature, resulting in cred.attid, where
cred is a credential which possession is proven and attid is a unique user
pseudonym or identifier. deanonymizer is a unique reference to a signed entity,
which can be included in the service policy.

Signature. The server can request the user to create a signature on data.
The signature must satisfy the service policy. This is denoted as:

sign: data

The user can be given the choice about which data to sign, as illustrated in
table 4.1 on page 136. Therefore, data is replaced by d1 OR . . . OR dn. The
user has to sign one of the dis.

Variables. Not all values that must be signed in order to use the service
are known beforehand. Instead, they can be initialized during the protocol
execution. Therefore, the variable keyword is added. It lists the values that are
chosen during the protocol execution. This is denoted as follows.

variable: $var1, . . . , $varn

An example is shown in table 4.6 on page 143.
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Transcript and signature naming. The user or the service provider may
need the transcript or signature at a later moment. For instance to sent it to
another party or to store it as evidence. Therefore, authentication transcripts
and signatures can be given a name. This is denoted as:

Proof: name





Appendix E

Idemix Interface Usage
Examples

E.1 Idemix Entity Authentication

List of Listings E.1: Example of an Idemix authentication using the Idemix
API.
public void showProofExample () throws Exception {

MasterSecret masterSecret = ...;
Connection conn = ...;

Certificate proverCert = Certificate.getCertificate("cert1.bin", false );
Certificate verifierCert = Certificate.getCertificate("cert1.bin", true);

if ( proverCert == null || verifierCert == null) {
fail("getting␣cert");

}

conn.send(verifierCert)

// the attribute ’s value in cert is 1313.
Constant cst = new Constant( 1);
Constant cst2 = new Constant( 1314);

// retrieve the attributes we want to use from certs .
Attribute proverAttr = proverCert.getAttrByName( "attr1");
if ( proverAttr == null) {

fail( "getting␣attribute");
}
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Attribute proverAttr2 = proverCert.getAttrByName( "attr2");
if ( proverAttr2 == null) {

fail( "getting␣attribute");
}

// we build up the relations here .
// attr >= cst
Relation proverR1 = new CstRel( proverAttr , cst , Relation.GE, "rel1");
Relation proverR2 = new CstRel( proverAttr2 , cst2 , Relation.EQ, "rel2");

// we build up the args to the constructor of ProofSpec .
Vector <Predicate > proverRels = new Vector <Predicate >();
proverRels.add( proverR1 );
proverRels.add( proverR2 );

// we have all the parameters ready and build the proof - specs .
ProofSpec proverSpec = new ProofSpec( masterSecret , proverCert ,

proverRels , null , null , null);

// test messages to be signed
MessageToSign msg = new MessageToSign( "type", "message␣body");
proverSpec.addMessageToBeSigned(msg);

BigInteger nonce = ...;
conn.send(nonce);

Prover prover = new Prover( masterSecret , proverSpec , nonce);
ProverProof proverProof = prover.buildProof ();
conn.send(proverProof );

}
}

E.2 Idemix Authentication Verification

List of Listings E.2: Example of an Idemix authentication verification using
the Idemix API.
public void verifyProofExample () throws Exception {

private Connection conn = ...;
Certificate verifierCert = (Certificate)conn.receive ()

// the attribute ’s value in cert is 1313.
Constant cst = new Constant( 1);
Constant cst2 = new Constant( 1314);

// retrieve the attributes we want to use from certs .
Attribute verifierAttr = verifierCert.getAttrByName( "attr1");
if (verifierAttr == null) {

fail( "getting␣attribute");
}

Attribute verifierAttr2 = verifierCert.getAttrByName( "attr2");
if (verifierAttr2 == null) {

fail( "getting␣attribute");
}

// we build up the relations here .
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// attr >= cst
Relation verifierR1 = new CstRel( verifierAttr , cst , Relation.GE, "rel1");
Relation verifierR2 = new CstRel( verifierAttr2 , cst2 , Relation.EQ, "rel2");

Vector <Predicate > verifierRels = new Vector <Predicate >();
verifierRels.add( verifierR1 );
verifierRels.add( verifierR2 );

// finally we have all the parameters ready and build the proof - specs .
ProofSpec verifierSpec = new ProofSpec( verifierCert , verifierRels , null ,

null , null);

// test messages to be signed
MessageToSign msg = new MessageToSign( "type", "message␣body");
verifierSpec.addMessageToBeSigned(msg);

BigInteger nonce = (BigInteger)conn.receive ();
ProverProof proverproof = (ProverProof)conn.receive ();
Verifier verifier = new Verifier( verifierSpec , proverProof , nonce);

if ( !verifier.verify ()) {
fail( "verification");

}
}
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